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any cycle.

PRICE

Postage 4d.

WONDERFUL CHAIR
THAT POCKET
Folding stool.

Invaluable

picnics or race

meetings.

put up in an instant.

Willtakeany weight

and can be carried

in a pocket
,,7

PRICE

•J

i

Postage Ad.

K
"

..

> GROWS 2 ft
\

Because he carries his house on

as a BIKE TENT. Specially design-

ight-weight tent that is ideal for cyclists

or hikers. Weight 6 lbs., yet is 6 ft. 1

A ft. wide and 3 ft. 6 ins. high.

PRICE

Postage 66.

NOT

FC0
ILfCTHlC

CYCU
M t

*

co elec-

horn i

effective and provides additional safety

on the

bove

ad. It can be heard th eas

noises.

Battery, PRICE

TALLER

I

ages

ITS-i
al ol skill

and girls of al

held the place

honour in every gen-

eration.

usta

Met a with

foot-rests

Rubber pad eliminates

mg.

PRICE

Carriage 1'-

n printing o print

rame, measuring

jug, fixing bath, two

tins hypo fixative,

packet
veloper.

ign C

PRICE

era.
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YOU'LL GET JUSTTHESAMETHRILL

OUT OF SCREWDRIVER AND
SOMEMILBROPARTS!

BUILDING your own trucks,

USE MILBRO TRUf-.TOSCALE
MODELS

es, and per

is an absorbing past

espec h
.•

ng e

true-to-scale materials

you can get all the thri

ocomotive assembly shop in

your o

actual!

ome! Until you

.

y expe

can t

work

built

q e

to Standard 4-4-2 Electric Tank
Locomotive*, £2-19-6

WAYSIDE HALT
S/O, 28 in. long, 3/1 h

V o u

ay that you've

ll you want

h

B

write personally to

«e M G cata-

gue, too. It's 6d an

GOODS DEPOT
$15, 20 in. long, 10/6

ENGINE SHED
SJ6, 20 in. long, DIG each

(jingle road)

u o ng inf

*BtlIie Mills—one of the"Big Three'*
behind Mllbrt, has made a lifelong

study of model railway problems.

<

from
in Black*

extra.

Write for PocketCatalogue.

BLUEMEL BROS,LTO..Deot.27.WOLST0N.Nr. COVENTRY

MILLS BROS. (Model Engineers) LTD.. DepL F.S.. St Mary's RiL. SHEFFIELD 2

London Showrooms:
2, Victoria Colonnade, Victoria House. Southampton Row. W.C.1

(Phone: Holborn 96301
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BARREL WAGON
This is on interesting model
Of a type of wagon used in

and ofher European
counrriei.

Price 2/G

No. ROTARY TIPPING
WAGON

Price US

No. t ROTARY TIPPING
WAGON

Finished in orange.

Pike 2/-

CHOCOLATE VAN
"CADBURY'S"

this van is beautifully enamelled
It f.fc 'til

in blue wtm white root

Price 2/3

•No. 1 CATTLE TRUCK
Fitted with sliding doors.

Very realistic dMigtv.

Price 2/3

The HoTnby Series includes a splendid range of realistic Roiling Stock. Each item is fitted wilh patented
automatic couplings, a special feature that places tt in a class entirely of its own, There are Pullman Car* Pass©
Guard;/ Vans, Tipping Wagons, Lumber Wagons, and many other types, all beautiful!/ finished.
An attractive selection ot Hornby Polling Stock is illustrated md described on this page. Ask your dealer (orace

and exclusive

ngerCoaches.

i
i
jt

'HOPPER WAGON

No. FISH VAN
This is a distinctive model.

Available (altered N.E„

G.W. and L MS. Price 1/6

ho. 2 HIGH CAPACITY WAGON
finished in correct colours of G.W R. and LM.S, "

Coal" Wagons, of LME.R. "Brick" Wagon. Not suitable for

1 (L radius raih Price 4/-

unloaded.
Finished in green. Price 3f-

tm

Nt. PULLMAN COACB
Price 1/S

FLAT TRICK
Complete with Corrtain#f

Price 21-

COKTAIHEIB
LM.S

OIL TANK WAGON
ROYAL DAYLIGHT"

Price 1/11

(Furniture}, L.NXR
(Goods). G.W.R. (Insulated),

S.K. (Ventilated).

Pnee |d. each.

•Ko. 2 CATTLE TRUCK
Opening doors, (Not suitable Jor I ft. radiu*
'>'*) Price 4/S

MILK TANK WAGON
"NESTLES MILK"

Price 4/6

Ha. 1 PASSENGER COACH
Price 2/G

PORTLAND CEMENT'*
WAGON

The door at the top opens
Finished in bright yelfow.

Pnce 1/11

MQPmfcV UAIIA^AV

No. 1 PETROL TANK
WAGON "ESSO"

Price 1/11

i

He, 2 TIMBER WAGON
(Nor suitable for 1 ft. radius rails.) Price 2/1 Fitted with

I ft. radius

Ms. 2 LUMBER WAGON
bolsters and stanchions, (Not

rails J

suitabl

Price

for

2/11

COAL WAGON
Fitted with embossed repre-
sentation of coal. Price 2/3

No. REFRIGERATOR VAN
Lettered LM.S,, G.W., N.E. and

S,R. Finished with the appro-

priate details. Price 1/6

No.
LM.S. or LN.E

2 SALOON COACH
ft Not suitable for I ft. radius rails

Price 10/6

•He. 2 PASSENGER COACH
Not suitable for I ft. radius rails. First-third oi

Mi. 1 LUMBER WAGON
Fitted with bolsters and
stanchions for too Transport.

Price 1/3
Brake-third

i

Price T/-

•HO. 1 WAGON
Price 1(6

LM.S.
rails.

No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
Brake composite. Not suitable for I ft. radius

Price 7/6
lettered LM.S.,

HO. 2

G.W. First-third

N.E., G.W. or S.R.

CORRIDOR COACH
Nor suitable for 1 f). radius rail

Price 7/8
s

•OPEN WAGON 'Bn
Fitted with centre tarpaulin

supporting rail.

Price 2/-

# *
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WAN
FUSS 500

fi£R

•

k MODEL AIRCRAFT 0BTA,WABLE AT ALL 600D toyshops and stoses

Covered by World parents granted and
pending*

Made in England hy International Model
Aircraft Ltd*

Sole Concessionaires :

LINES BROS. LTD., TRIANG WORKS
MORDEN ROAD, MERTON, S.W.19

COUPON To Lines Bros. Ltd. (Dcpt. 5), Mordcn Rd., London, S.W.ig

Please send me your " Fro? '* coloured leaflet with parti»
culars of the '* Frog " Flying Club and how to obtain
handsome enamelled ** Free " Pilot badges.

NAME.

ADDRESS.
i'LEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS S.38

Trndc Mark
Rcgd

HIGH SPEED WINDER.
shows how easily these models

flight with the patent high-speed winder

This illustration

be wound tor

PRICE ONLY
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There is a spfendid range of Railway Accessories in the Hornby Series, each
one built in perfect proportion and beautifully finished. With th
accessories the most elaborate model railway may be constructed and operated
in exactly the same manner as a real railway.

A selection of Hornby Accessories is shown on this page. Ask your dealer to show you
the full range.

Built
with

No. 4 STATION
up with three detachable sections. Named "Margate." "Wembley. 1

accessible Booking Hall and Ticket Office Barrier

i M

** m

Rlpon" or "Reading." Strikingly coloured,
... • •„ .*• Price 10/6'

No. 4E STATION
This Station is fitted for electric lighting, otherwise it is the same as No. 4 Station „. •• ... Price 11/*

,

GANTRY
"Home" or
"Distant."
Price 4/3

No. 2 SIGNAL,
DOUBLE ARM
"Home" and
"Distant."
Pr iee 2/3

NO. I

WATER TANK
Height 7 in.

Fitted with flexible

tube and valve lever

J

GRAPHITE
GREASE
For Springs.

No. 2
JUNCTION
SIGNAL

"Home" or
"Distant."Signal
arms operated
by levers at base,
A very realistic

model. Price 5/-

per tube 6d

Price 2/6

No. I LEVEL CROSSING
Suitable for a single track only.

Price 2/11

No- El LEVEL CROSSING
(Electrical)

Similar to No. 1 Level Crossing,
but fitted with electrical track.

Price 3/9

TELE-
GRAPH
P
Price

per pair

v-

No. 2
WATER TANK

Height 9 In.

Fitted with flexible

tube and valve te

Price 5/9

MANSELL
WHEELS

These solid die-cast

Wheels can be fitted

to Hornby Coaches,
» ecc.

Price per pair 3d,

No. 2 LEVEL CROSSING
Measures 13* x 101 *n., with two
tracks of gauge O rails in position.

5/3

No. E2 LEVEL CROSSING
(Electrical)

ar to Level Crossing No. 2
excepting that a third rail Is

fitted in each of the two tracks.
Price 7/3

No. I SIGNALCABtN
Finished in colours.

PLATELAYER'S HUT
Price 1/2

Price 2/6

No.2SIGNAL CABIN
Dimensions:Height6iin.,
width3Jin., Iength6iin,
Roof and back open to
allow Lever Frame to be
fitted inside cabin If

desired. Price 3/6

No. I

TURNTABLE
Price l/ll

VIADUCT
VIADUCT
VIADUCT

Price 6/t
Centre Section only
(Electrical) Centre Section only

VIADUCT (Electrical) Price
Price 4/6
Price S/-

..» « ft*

It*

No. I ENGINE SHED
This Shed will accommodate any Loco-

e and Tender with an overall length
not exceeding 8 J in. Price IS/6

i

i

No. 3 STATION
Length 16| in., width 6 in., height 6 in. ... * . • Price B/9

m

*
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The Photograph shows a STANDARD crankshaft STANDARD recommend Patent Castrol

C. C, WAKEFIELD & CO. LTD.. AU-Bntish Firm * WAKEFIELD HOUSE, CHEAPSIDE. LONDON, EX.
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TRI-ANG TRICYCLE No. 5B (Regd. Mark)
<

Cycle chain drive with free-wheel. Frame best quality wetdless cycle tubing. 16 in.

wheels 1| in. jointless sponge-rubber tyres, improved handlebars, FITTED WITH BALL-

BEARINGS THROUGHOUT AND ROLLER BRAKE. Coit-sprmg saddle, CHROMIUM-
PLATED FITTINGS. Black, blue or maroon.

DDirn tn//k

1 ilCC* Til*©* MA*M

MODEL N9 2.

TRI-ANG 11FAIRYCYCLE rt (Regd.) MODEL No. 2
Tubular frame. t4 in. wheels.

1
J in. grey imitation pneumatic tyres. Ball-bearing pedals.

Rim brake. Two-coil saddle. Chain cover. Stand. CHROMIUM-PLATED FITTINGS

Black, blue or maroon.
PRICE* 39'6

riU-ANG

TRI-ANG "UNITY" JUVENILE CYCLE No. I6PB
frame of besl quality wefdtess steel tubing Adjustable ball-bearings throughout 16 Iq, k 1 fin.

Dynlop pneumatic tyres on rustless tangent spoke wheels. Two rim brakes* Raised handlebars,

| in x i m, cycle roller chain. Threewoil saddle CHROMIUM-PLATED FITTINGS, Black or blue.

PRICE

MODEL SAME PRICE

9'6

9

K*3.MAR4ARET

4

tfK YACHT "MARGARET
Magnificent craft with AUTOMATIC STEERING Patent light-weight

weather-resisting hull. Solid mahogany pofished deck. Mast and boom
made from finest selected material, best quality sails, fully adj

Beautifully finished in blue and white, Lenath of hull, 26 m.

PRICE 25*
OTHER MODELS 17/6, 35/-

1 H/V
tiQHt LIGHTSHIP

MORE LIGHTSHIP

1*1-
Specially designed hull with mahogany deck, brass

cover. Very poweriul clockwork. Complete with
'

fittings, ventilators and detachable motoi

nam and stem Hag. Hull 20£ in. overall.

Realistic model, strong long running

chain and winch. Dummy ventilating

flashing on and off. Adjustable rudder,

clockwork mo! or Model working anchor,

shafts and siren. Electric warning lighf*

Length of hull 22 in.

PRICE 35*.

PRICE 22*6, FITTED WITH ELECTRIC MOTOR 25 /

ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE MAGNIFICENT
RANGE OF "K" YACHTS AND SPEEDBOATS

Made by #
Works * f
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The Empire Exhibition at Glasgow

The outstanding event of May will be the opening of the
great Empire Exhibition at Glasgow. The ceremony will

be performed by His lUajesty the King on 3rd May, and
from then onward until the end of October visitors will

be able to see a wondtrlul display showing how the

people of the work and live.

Many of my readers, particu

Scotland,

scinated

March "MM.,

those who live in

these visitors and will be

ft. tower illustrated in the

lominates the scene. Although not
so prominent as this amazing structure, the various

g ^i

pavilions will be even more attractive, for their contents

will form a miniature of the British Empire. There will be
machines of all kinds in the Palace nf Engineering, and
every conceivable industry will be represented in the

ace of Industry
include a miniature
rn

British railways

on which will run s e

s of famous trains, one for each of the four com
panies. There also be
part of the

pavilions for every

ire. The ran pavilion will rr.e a
scale model of the new Singapore airport and a full size

organsection of a rubber plantation,

West Africa will be characteristic of the colony, w
by
ith

native craftsmen at work in it.

Will London Disappear?

Attention has been drawn recently to the fact that our
country is sinking! This change is taking place so slowly
that we have to go back through the centuries to

evidence of it, but this is unmistakable. For instance, the

wharf of the built at Biackfriars Cardinal
Wolsey 400 years ago is now 7 ft. below the ordinary high

* 1 1 1 at* m *1 . *-%T%n ft * j" *» -m » **,»

tide level ni the Thames. Anothei of a different

i

kind is the existence of submerged forests at sea off our
coasts. There is a forest of this kind in Liverpool Bay
and tradition tells of the time when a squirrel could cross

J

the site of the

tree to tree. forests seen at

ing

water on
the east coast are reminders that a few thousand \

ago there was no North Sea, its

then a great plain

bed emg
to Hoiland.

When we go back farther still, we find that England has
risen from the and sunk under t lie waves again
once, but several times, and actually has been tin

water for a much greater period than it has been dry land.

These changes take place extremely slowly, however, and
the time when London will be submerged is cer
in the far distant future.

A Writes on Cricket

This month I have been
attraction in

to provide readers with
form of an article on how to

successful cricketer. This is written by Mr,
Makepeace, the former Lancashire County player,

and I do not know
1 ys

10 IS ed to help
are keen to, become good batsmen or bowlers.

Mr. Makepeace enjoyed a long and successful career as
a county and Test Match cricketer, and has since coached

ip ^p .

Lancashire's young and professionals

nearly 2d years he was Lancashire's most
opening his season being that of 1926,
when he scored 2,340 runs with an average of 48.75. He
has 43 centuries in first-class cricket to his name, includ-
ing 117 scored in a Test Match in Melbourne during the
1920-21 M.C.C. tour in Australia. Mr.
all-round athlete, for he was a regular member of the

eace is an

Everton football team a
of

football

Another

few who have
ngland.

and is one
cricket and

of exceptional interest

the making of cricket bats. This
. —

s issue

is the
a personal visit to the works of Wm. Sykes Ltd.,

the largest cricket bat makers in the world, with whose
Don Bradman has played throughout his career.

Another article on photography deals with snapshotting
in general and will be particularly valuable to those

intend to enter Photographic Competitions,
like to see many more entries in these contests.

however small his camera, need hesitate

to send in

tec

ff I af " 1

for the prizes are not awar on
ical merit alone. What is looked for is real interest

of some kind, and a reasonably good photograph that
makes an attractive

of winning a prize.
*

will have chance

r»

Next Month
There are other splendid articles to follow these in the

aV.

June and succeeding issues.— TT known to "M ^ M ~
L, Hb

9
IS

readers, will tell how giant silk

moths are reared, and a novel contribution will describe
exciting rock-drilling contests in the far West of America.

V-*? «lJ

An account will be
O 10-4 otive

footplate on a

the crack
er-ioronto nyer ot tne C.P.R., over the tre-

gradients of the Canadian Rockies; and the
Short-Mayo Composite aeroplane, the latest product of

will be thee i ngen 1 1 i

subject of

aeroplane
special illustrated article.
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DnnDonnnnDnnnnDnnnnnnDnnnQ
HE blacksmith's forge has
attraction for onlookers,

had an irresistible

have revelled in the
shaping of horse-shoes and other small articles by

part off the ends at a of 25 ft. per min

mmenng on the anvil when red hot. The nE of

reali

larger articles is far more impressive, however. This is
" at once from our cover illustration this month,

a 7,000-ton hydraulic press in the Vickers
orationWorks, Sheffield, of the English Steel

ducing a large hollow forging from
that has n to a
1,200 to 1,500 deg. C.

It is not uncommon to make
means of hydraulic presses, and

erature of

ngs of 100 tons by

e

The removal of the core is done by trepanning, the core
ing cut out by a tubular boring tool. A typical machine

used for trepan boring uses two heads, and cuts
both ends of the ingot at the same time. The hole is 2 ft

in diameter, and the core removed measures 1 ft, 7£ in.

across. Oil used as a coolant is forced at high pressure
through the centres of the cutter bars during the operation.
One of the great advantages of the trepanning method

is it gives an opportunity for examining the end
and the bore. In addition drillings can be made at

recently the 7,000-ton
seen on our cover

pres

no
c in

wasweighing
cast in the largest chilled mould
ever m

*

ade in Great Britain.

Many of these large forgings are
drums for high pressure boilers,

or hollow pressure vessels of

various types for use in chemical
and oil engineering processes.

year sees an increase in

the demand for these, and they
are called upon to withstand
ever higher

in service. For thisa_

reason they are forged as far as
possible in one
are

and then
if they were

uilt up of parts riveted together,

starting point of the
ng process is the casting of

steel blocks
These are

as

a
shape
metal

is designed to give
orm in and

from cracks or holes, and

each end in various positions from the centre to the
furnish

These

outside in

sam for

whether the

to

sis.

of
billet, or remainder of the

rm and correct

time re-

quired for cooling is a great
drawback, however, and in

order to avoid this delay the
ish Steel Corporation have

developed a process of "hot
or in which the hole

is punched out before the ingot
is cooled.

Tiir first ing
consists of expanding

rmit the
approxi-

mately 2 in, less in diameter
the shed vessel. For

the trepannedthis

billet is heated to a forging
temperature, first by steam and

n in a reheating furnace of

lis furnace con-

An ingot under a giant forging
roducrep

the steel of which they are made is usually produced in an
acid open hearth furnace, as explained in the article that
appeared on page 638 of the

.The illustrations to this article are
ed by courtesy of the English Steel Corporation Ltd., Sheffield.

suitable size.

sists of a large chamber
with fire brick that is

1937 MM
When the metal solid the ingo

still hot and annealed
which are allowed to cool off slowly in a

furnace. An alternative is to cool the ingot by leaving it

and in some cases it is forged into a round
or cooled.

m a co

or octagonal it is ann

have a

an ingot is solidifying any impurities in the steel

collect together, and thus to
spots. Fortunately the bulk of these gather in

part that sets last, which in the case of a solid ingot is the
centre or core. In making large hollow forgings the core is

removed
the

thus the less pure material from the axis of
not fend its into the The

header, or lead into the mould, and the bottom end also
are means of a rotary -off

machine. That used by the English Steel Corporation for
has a cutter head with, two tools, whichlarge ingots

ure, In most cases

by burning gas, and in it the
billet is brought up slowly and uniformly to the required

w may be necessary
during subsequent forging, and the mass of metal is then
returned to

required

this furnace in order to

As m
it

as nine
necessary with very large forgings

to the

s may be

is carried by powerful cranes, placed on the
hydraulic press and its wall squeezed

inverted
a mass of metal

bar passed
like an

the billet and
independently at each end. By

squeezes as it is turned round and moved along
brought to the shape required.

The huge presses used in these operations are wonder-
ful pieces of machinery exerting enormous power and
yet being subject to exact and delicate control. The
one shown on our cover is an excellent example of a

efficient modern
press in \\

and is the largest forging
operated by a high pressure electro-

hydraulic, pumping set. Its immense size is suggested

»

«
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r

comparison with the height of the

ing, w
directing the

means of

almost imperceptible signs to the men at the levers that

regulate the squeezes and the movement of the forging.

The giant columns of this press are 2 ft, 2 in. in

to the furnace, buf this time only one end is heated, and
end, still in the rough is

and they are 16 ft

the
6 in. while the

crosshead carrying

the upper
the anvil plate

it, that is the space in

which a forging is

opera-

, is 17 ft. 6£ in.

The press gives 10

strokes per min. with
a penetration of 5 in.

at full load, and with

outside the furnace. The rate of heating is very carefully

controlled at every stage, and precautions are taken
to ensure that the work is uniformly heated throughout
before forging is proceeded with. Each end in turn

forged, and it

stage of the

ma Her pene
the rate of

can be increased. The
at which the

'

is squeezed is

2 in. per sec.

The forging press is

at theseperated
high speeds by means
of an

is

is

operations that is

shown on our cover.
.

comes an
ing or heat treatment
in a furnace that is

similar in type to

that used for reheat-

ing, but is maintained
at a somewhat lower

In this

throughout to the de-

sired

and it is then allowed
and
no

to

evenlv. so

*

that

stresses are set up in

the metal by shrink-

Trepan boring a 175-ton ingot in preparation for

dnven 6,500 h.p. hii^h "i under prcsiure through

pressure pump. This pump has rams of stainless steel

with a diameter of 7| in. and a stroke of 3 ft. It
Mb

torging it into a tube. During the cutting oil is forced
the centres of the cutter bars.

water at a norm
into the

ing
*

2 per sq

cylinder, at the top of the press, in

which the forging ram works. This ram has a diameter
of 5 ft. and a stroke of 8 ft. 6 in., and the normal total

pressure is approxima 7,000 tons.

main ing of the press are con
trolled by means of a single master control or "handing
lever, and any desired working pressure and
can be employed, a choke
valve return in

yond

ing. The temperature
of the steel must be

absolutely uniform throughout, and the forging therefore

is slowly rotated in the furnace during this ann

The final process is the closing in or "bottling" of the

ends. If only one end is to be closed this is done before

the machining of the interior,

out by means of tools passing

large or open end. If the forging is to

both ends, however *
the is carried

interior machined and when

quantity re-

quired. The control is so

delicate that forgings can
be gripped in press is

in a vice, without any
actual

squeezing taking
Three overhead

cranes of

ion or

ace.

i 200
and 120 tons capacity

respectively are used for

bringing forgings to

generally for

handling The larg-

est crane has a hoisting

speed of 12J ft. per min.
for a load of 250 tons.

been roughly finished, and
a predetermined excess of

metal is left on the ends
to the closure to

be carried out.

The closing of

the ends of the forging,

at \*

ried out
ver is car

ween curved
placing them

in

the hydraulic press. Slight

pressure is applied and
this the

thickening the

the tube at the

and giving a shape

Nine completed forged boiler drums, manufactured as explained in this article, leaving the

works of the English Steel Corporation for Australia.

The is

is anThere
of 100 tons at 15 ft. per min.
the tools and for general work about the forge.

with a lifting capacity
for changing

in

is

is roughly
of square,

then rotated and the press-
JL

as

are turned while
chain driven a

second
to length. This

jings

means of a bridle

42 ft. per min

action repeated as rapi

ing continued until the final dimensions are rea

leaving a hole small enough to take an oval manhole
door. The completed forging is then heat treated and
sent to the m

is own as drawing
carried out in successive "heats/'

arc-

between which the forging is returned to the reheating
to bring its to that required. The

middle of the billet is forced first, being squeezed down&
gradually to the required size. The billet is then returned

shops where the final machining
The manhole covers are in-

serted, and the drum is tested by hj'draulic pressure,

which is always many times that encountered in working
conditions. The tube holes are then drilled, and for this

M

work the English Steel Corporation have installed special

multiple drilling machines.
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2Ist of this month it will 100

opening of

since chided
first section of the London and

name of the neighhourinS por

Southampton Railway, which had been promoted seven
years earlier. This pioneer line was subsequently given
the more familiar name of London and Smith

The station at Nine
of the

ms was near the site of the

and we are told that the
s

and on the grouping Briti sli

1923 it became the Western Division of the Southern
_

Railway.

was previously "studded with win
ollard trees, and Dutch-like in appearance." It would
e very difficult to discover any

Southampton owes
ce to

come

present-day
ampton Docks

to-clay! Details of the subsequent extension to Waterloo,
occurred in 1848, read rather quaintly now. Four

actual railway management
1892, but they were in the minds of the promoters of

lines of rails were laid down between Nine Elms and
Waterloo "in order that we may have no trouble or

inconvenience in future in the traffic," as the company's
an of An extension across the

the London and
-

lames was at one
Southampton Rail-

way, for this was put
forward under
title the South-
am pton , Lon don, and
Branch Railway and
Dock Company,
idea of building a

railway had been pre

for a

scheme
m

provide an
inland route between
Southampton and
London, so that ship-

ping could
the
passage, in those days
a rather ri and
troublesome one. The
canal scheme was

time
came of it.

Instead Waterloo
grew

ion,

perhaps the worst of

all in

to find trains.

The confusion

now given place to

the efficienc of

Waterloo as we know
it to-day. recon-

was
struction of the

com-
before

-

grouping, when
the L.SAV.R. hand-
ed on to the S.R.

the
abandoned because Of An interesting scene at Southampton Docks showing an ocean liner at her b

its enormous expense,

largest
erth and a boat train on the quay*

This and the lower photograph on the next page are reproduced by courtesy of the S.R.

and unfortunately the doc
way undertaking, which secured powersfrom the

in 1834 for the construction of the line

and Southampton Railway.

to be dropped
single

station

to a
com-

the London

om there was close co-operation
_ _ A-

.ind the Dock any
ween

had been

pany in the British Isles, covering an area of 24J acres.

the S.R. have found it necessary to carry out
extensive works there, including the re-signalling of the
station its a o and the provision of a fly-over

line as far out as Wimbledon, in order to deal efficiently

1836, and when in 1842 the original Outer
Dock was used for the first time passengers and luggage
were from tin 1sn e to trains and
conveyed by rail to London. This was the commence-
ment of the service that has developed into the ''Ocean
-r* <-» •«*»*. i . , . . . . -i/ " "

""-i . —
incr Specials" of to-day, linking the at Smith

rst section

ampton
The

*

Railway to be opened
minus at Nine Elms,
the present day,
and
Nine

the

, i. nd ampton.

utliampton
)orary ter-

i rafiic centre

followed,

between
occurred,

with present-day traffic.

Gradually the L.SAV.R
ante with the promise of

from Worting Junction in 1857

developed iu accord-

name,
Exeter

i

There were two main line >. the one to

Southampton, which ^as subsequently extended to

Dorchester, the West of er.

e penetration
I

what were regarded as GAV.R.
preserves caused some com
companies, but it was

4-

obtained a through

between the

when the South
Plymouth,

however, the title of London and South Western Railway
had been adopted. This step was taken in 1839
to overcome the objections of the people of Port
who wished to be served by the railway
have anything to do

at

competition for traffic to the West became really acute.

It must be admitted that for many years the

although the

The
Western was a so

were heavy owing to the large xeter

would not
a company whose title in-

services in competi those of

fairly respectable in regard

GAV.R. were
to speed, however, and it

was the L.SAV.R. Exeter trains that inspired the intro

duction of the
i*
Flying man>i

of the GAV.R
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In the fastest and longest runs on L.S.W.R.
line were made by expresses between Yeovil Junction and

re tickets were collected, 48ithe p orm at

c

A later phase of

the competition

at an average speed of 46.2 m.p.h,

It was during this period that Eastleigh L
Works became established, and the engines

under R, Urie and R. E. L. Maun>ell
notable for their simplicity yet sound design and

efficient working.

between the two
companies involved
the traffic to and

:

from Plymouth to

connect with
Atlantic liners
calling there. The
G.W.R. carried the

mails landed and
the L.S.W.R. con-

passen-

gers, and some
spirited running
was made on these

services in the early

years of the present

century.

further de-

velopment was the

opening of
Bournemouth
vices

e

ser-

have

In s of the
•

variations in
practice due to the
ideas of individual

certain

characteristics have
loco-

of

marked
motive
the L.S.W.R. and,
to a less

extent of those of

the S.R. For in-

stance, it was long
the practice to pro

vide engines for

heavily-graded
sections of

that had
smaller driving

se

that

point. Again
Part of Nine Elms to-day, showing the new warehouse and granary recently erected by the S.R. the original there Was no

passenger terminus of the London and Southampton Ratiwav was at Nine Elms.

began
Brocken hurst
nee

of a
with the con-

Bournemouth founded
a shorter route to .md from London

In that

had previous!)

there commenced to run
Southampton and

to

build large

of big industrial areas,

ers irmes

it tra

has
of a

owing
then

a

which could deal
'

most freight duties and also could

mixed-
with

vantage on majority of passenger trains.

time for the -journey, including

2 hr. 57 min. The 12,30 p.m
oik- uf tin- popular modern \]wi of fast train-

operated on this service, is thus a direct descendant

grouping took effect the only engines of a definitely goods
character that have been built are the recently introduced

0s which were described in March "MM." of

this year. tl je ion era a regi

train on the

route 50 years ago.

In the earliest days o

le London and South-
. - .

anipton line it was thought
at fi ve locomotives

would be sufficient for the

tramel From

notable

modest
nning there sprang a

line of engines

designed by engineers

ous in locomotive

history, including the two
es, md >on *

W. Adams, D. Drummond,
and in more

years R. 1£. J-**

rveMaunsell. Designs

alternated between com-
plication and simplicity.

The two Beatties were

army of tank locomotives were necessary in order to dealr

with the intense suburban
in the neighbour-tra

hood of London.
T S.R ec-

trilication may be said to

have been commenced by
the former L.S.W.R., for

1915 onwards an
sive suburban elec

tr was beiiii*

operated from Waterloo
even

accounted
decision

Southern Railway to adopt
the same method of trac

employing ation third

One of the nunieruus uuavsitk cranes un citrus fruits at Southampton. It Is in-

teresting that "foreign fruits'
1 were among the traffic anticipated in the original estimates

of the London and Southampton Railway,

rail outside the running
rails and carrying

current at (SOO v.
-

locomotive economists of a high order
.
-

•' a time i

locomotive experimenting was more or less a hobby for

the engineers responsible, and various kinds of apparatus
and appliances being litted by them on L.S.W.R. engines

W 'ith the of W. Adams as Locomotive
Superintendent there followed a period of more orthodox
designs. Then turner D.

fire-box

D rumi nond four-cylinder

tubes, boiler feed pumps,
spark arresters and other devices were the

JL

asmg tri ma extensions necessary and led. to

Southampton becoming a railway port. An impor
step in its development was the opening in 191 1 of the
present Ocean Dock, then the White Star Dock, as a
result of the transfer of-tlie White Star Line New York
service from Liverpool in 1907. This opening pro

the starting point of the remarkable developments of

recent years* sucli as

and the Docks
King George A Graving Dock

sion

.

»
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Novel Single-Blade Airscrew

At first sight the aeroplane shown in

illustration on this page appears to have
only half a propeller. The lack of a second
blade b intentional, however, as this is aF m

thesingle-blade propeller produced by
Everel Propeller Corporation of Baltimore
in the United States. It is shown

"Cub" light mono
to

In aa Taylor
recent demonstration at Hanworth Aero
drome this aeroplane took off in 3n to 40
yards less than another "Cub" that was

New Alvis Aero Engine

The Alvis company, of have

More Records by Flying Officer Houston

Officer A. E. Clouston, of the
another aero engine to their

tensive range. The newcomer develops
about 400 h.p, and is of the air-cooled type,
with its nine cylinders arranged radially in

piston stroke is

Royal
borou

ring

Aircraft Establishment Farn-

a single bank. A short

, who in November last flew to
Capetown and back in record time, has
added to his magnificent air achievements

used, in order to keep the diameter of the
engine as small as possible. The various
accessories.

by with Mr. V. Ricketts, of the

fitted with an ordinary two-b
airscrew. The "Cub" with the Everel

ft * B

propeller also climbed more speedily,

and it is claimed that the use of the
increases the rate of

the magnetos, fuel

pump, air compressor, and starter, can be
mounted upon the back of the motor or

*

"Daily Express," to New Zealand and back,
a distance of 24.000 miles, in 10 days 21 hrs,

22 min. By this fine double night he corn-

new airscrew
climb, and

of an aeroplane by a con-
siderable margin.
The greater efficiency of the Everel

fact

its

airscrew is due largely to the
single blade works in undis-

turbed air. In the case of a two-bladed
airscrew each blade has to work in

air disturbed by the other one,

thus is i

the result
.

of the airscrew is reduced.

ve,

overall efficiency

A specially

attachment
designed of

one
Everel

mapeller

variable pitch type. When an aero-
plane litted with it is about to take
off, the throttle is opened and the load

omaticany brings the blade
the required fine pitch position. As
the aeroplane moves forward the load
on the blade decreases and the
propeller tip moves towards the nor-
mal position, the effect of this being
to twist the blade to give a coarser
pitch on attaining cruising s

level flight. The less the thrust or
load is in comparison with the centri-

m

pleted the first direct round trip to
Zealand and back, and cut three days off

the England -Australia-England record
of 13£ days achieved by Cathcart
Jones and Ken Waller "in a D.H.
"Comet" in 1934. He made th. flight

to New Zealand in less time than
the solo record flight of Miss Jean
Batten in October 1937, and on his

return trip exceeded her record time
for a Port Darwin-England
J I e also set up new records for a fligh

from Port Darwin to Sydney, and
between Svdnev and New Zealand,
in both directions.

Clouston and Ricketts flew the
D.H. "Comet" used for the

was thewn trip.

aeroplane in which C. W. A. Scott and
the late T. Campbell Black won the
England-Australia air race in October
1934, by flying from Mildenhall to Mel-
bourne in 2 days 23 hrs. 18 sec, and
Clouston was out to beat that record.
A start was made from Gravesend

on 15th March. The weather was un-
iavourable, headwinds
slowing down the "Comet," and in

all the way

spite of only necessary halts for re-
ini* Australia was reached several

1

1

Cub

force (the centrifugal

remains constant with constant revo-

Thc Everel single-blade airscrew fitted to a Taylor
plane. This illustration and the upper one on the opposite page are r

by courtesy of "The Aeroplane.'

I mono-

lutions of the propeller), the more the blade
is moved back to give
automatically
efficient position.

It is claimed
has several

setting
coarser

itself in the most

the Everel airscrew
important ad vantages over

other controllable pitch types. In addition
to working automatically, it can
be fitted to any aero engine, whereas other
controllable pitch airscrews require specially

developed engines incorporating expensive
electrical or oil pressure controls to work
the airscrew. It is much lighter than other
controllable pitch airscrews, owing to its

pie design and the fact that no controls,

;al systems, have to
be incorporated in the engine and aircraft

to which it is fitted. It can also be produced

upon a separate unit, and driven through a
gear-box and extension shaft. The overall

length of the engine with the accessory
unit mounted on the back of it is 52 in.,

and the overall diameter is 41 i in.

Preventing Ice Formation Electrically

Attention continues to be given to de-
vising effective means of preventing ice6

electrical method was

or special oil or
"

more than an airscrew w two
or more blades

For e foregoing details we are in-

debted to W. S. Shackleton Ltd., of London,
who are the European agents for the manu-

ure and sale of Everel airscrews.

formation on the winsjs of aircraft, and an
of achieving this

demonstrated recently in this country. In
this system the leading edge of the wings
is coated with a colloidal metal paint, and

hours behind Scott and Black's time.
The airmen therefore flew on to New
Zealand, crossing the Tasman Sea to
Blenheim in the record time of 7 hrs.

27 min., which was nearly 2 hrs. less

than the crossing made by the Imperial
Airways flymg

during its survey flight to New Zealand.
The flight from
had taken only 4 days 8 hrs. 37 min.
Next morning the airmen set of! back to

England, re-crossing the Tasman Sea to
Sydney, in 8 hrs, 31 min. Continuing by
way of Darwin, Singapore, Calcutta, and

, they landed at Basra on the 25th

England to New Zealand

anwhen de-icing becomes
electrical current of 25 volts, supplied by a
small motor, is passed through the paint,

heating it to an extent that prevents ice

formation. Although the paint may be raised
a temperature as high as 600 deg. C. by

the current, it is not damaged in any way.
It is stated that this method can be used
just as successfully for protecting other
important parts of an aeroplane.

March during the opening by King Ghazi
of the new airport. After further stops on
the way home they arrived at Croydon next

, having covered the 3,300 miles from
Basra in 19 hrs,, and flown from New
Zealand to England in 5 days 20 hrs. 12 min.
The return flight was made in better
weather than the outward one, although
conditions over Mediterranean were
very cold, and strong cross winds were
encountered after leavinff Cairo.

* +
.

* *

The Imperial Airways flying boats
"Cambria" and "Caledonia," used for ther

North Atlantic flights last year are being
equipped forservice on the Empire air routes.

*
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Record South Atlantic Flight by

Diesel-engined Flying Boat

been permitted to hold the
world's distance record for seaplanes very
long. On 27th-29th March last the Dornier
Do. 18 Hying boat shown in the lower

on

The Latest Armstrong-Whitworth Bombers

Some general details of the Armstrong-
Whitworth "Whitley
M _ —

twin-engined
bomber and a single-engined

bomber as yet tin-named are now available.
Both middle

Empire Air Day

The it fth Empire Air Day will be observed
«-n mm* m a * **= - • -—

.

at 58 stations of the Royal Air Force on
Saturday, 28th This is a larger

this page flew
from a point
off the south
coast o f

England to
Caravellas, in

Brazil, a
distance of
S,219.8 miles.

This was about
870 miles more
than the d is~

tance flown by
the Italian
Cant Z506B

number of stations than has previously
been available for inspection, the increase

being dne to
the expansion

I

of the service
that is now
proceeding.
Fifteen civil
aerodromes at

seaplane that
wrested the
record from
France at the
end of last
year.

The D.H. "Albatross" long-range monoplane. Since the photograph was taken this aeroplane has been fitted with a wider tail unitA fleet of air Hncrs of this type will be put into service by Imperial Airways this summer.

e Do.lS
carried a crew
of four, and
was commanded by Flight Captain W. von
En*
was carap ii

* <^ . Point, Devon, at
2.5 p.m. on the 27th March, and flying by

r of

a pilot of Deutsche Luft Hansa. It
from tlie DX.H. depot ship

off Start - - -

Channel, the
the coast of Portugal, it passed

Pa Imas, in the Islands, at
2.30 a.m. next day. Adverse winds and bad
weather were encountered during* the
crossing of the South Atlantic, but the
island of Fernando Noronha, 230 miles off
the coast of Brazil, was reached
L50 p.m. Pernambuco
was passed at 1.5 a.m.
on the 29th March, and
eight

by

planes with tapered wings, the span of
the "Whitley IV" being 84 ft. and that
of the single-engined bomber 49 ft,

The i fWhitley IV" stands 15 ft.

lights fitted to theand two landing
leading edge of the port wing. The fuse
lage com of a stressed in shell and
the tail unit is of the monoplane type with
twin fins and rudders. Rolls-Royce "Merlin"
liquid-cooled engines are fitted in
machine. The retractable undercarriage is

controlled by two hydraulically-operated
units mounted beneath the engine nacelles,

one occasion durin

are
trained for the
Royal Air
Force, the
Auxiliary Air
Force and the
Royal Air
Force Volun-
teer Reserve,
will also be
open.
Lmpire Air

Day, which is

organised in
conj unction
w ith the Air

is the

Air Force is at
g the year in which the
home to the oubiic. It

toan opportunity for visi

become acquainted with the life and
activities at the flying training schools and
of the various types of units in the Metro-

Air Force, which is primarily
concerned with the home defence of Great

" m • _

Britain,

Stations will normally be open from 2 p.m.
until about 7 p.m. The programme at each
station includes flying displays provided by
the local units, supplemented, in many

hours later the
flying boat alighted in

of Cara-
short of

the
\ being
fuel to continue to Rio
de Janeiro, 480 miles
farther on, as had been
intended. The distance

5,219.8 miles had
been covered in 43
hou rs

.

- Hi Am
attaching to this flight

is that it was n
Diesel engines

using
is practically non-in-
flammable. The engines
were Junkers "Juntos"
of the latest

and it is claimed that
the flight was only

ofecausepossible

their exceptionally low
fuel consumption.

by demonstra-

tions by aircraft from
other stations. Several
types of aircraft will

be available for in-
spection at most
stations, and the work-
shops, hangars, mess-
rooms
rooms
thrown

and
will

open to the

barrack-
also

nee
Empire Air Day this

is increased by
the fact that there will

be no Royal Air Force
Display at
There will therefore be
no other opportunity
for the public generally
to see the work of the
Royal Air Force.

Admission for adults

The Dornier Do,18 Flying Boal that accomplished the record Soulh AUantic Might described on tms owe.
Photograph by courtesy of Dornier MetaUbauten G.m.b.H., Germany.

t

ed Performance of D.C.3 Air Liner

The high cruising speed of 207 m.p.h. was
attained by a Douglas D.C.3 air liner during
a recent one-stop flight from Los Angeles
to Chicago. The air liner was fitted with two

the wheels

of
ff

the latest type of Pratt and Whitney
Twin Wasp" radial engines, and attained

this cruising speed at only 54 per cent, of
full engine power. It was then flying

13.000 ft. The D.C.3 was flown by Mr. B.
Howard, research pilot of United Air Lines,
the owners of the machine.

retract immediately be-J
the engines. The crew of five consists

radio operator, and

and philanthropic objects.

ts I/- and for children
3d. The profits will be
allotted by the Air
Ministrv to charitable

If

of a pilot,

two gunners
The smaller aircraft also has a

South African Regulations

undercarriage.
Armstrong-Siddeley

It is fitted with an

at

Tiger VIII engine
'

drives a three-bladed controllable
airscrew. There are places for a

pilot and an observer. This light bomber is

In South Africa it has been made com-
for air liners seating more than 10

with radio, and ife to be
*

equip
they regularly fly higher 1 5,000 ft.

43 ft. 10 in. 13 ft. 3 in. high.long and
The performance details of these middle

wing aircraft are awaited with in

they have also to carry a supply of oxygen*
Air liners engaged on non-stop flights of
more than 100 miles by day or 16 miles by
night must 'have a' licensed navigator

must not be theon board. The
navigator unless a second pilot is carried
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By Harry Makepeace (Lancashire County Cricket Club Coach)
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MOTHER cricket season is now
every si is full of

commencing

to be one for England,i?

ons Is it going

am
the Australians,

retain the Ashes?
an visit is a great tonic for English cricket,

but I don't think we work up quite the same enthusiasm
the Tests at home as they do "down under." I wish

some of my readers could visit eit r i urne or

dney cricket grounds during a Test Match; forty

much larger "than

ringing a full size

to use itit

use

.1

I have had youngsters
ging to Father, thinking

this is all wrong. A boy of,

twelve, wants a size 4 or 5 at the most; one he can
easily. wrists are not strong enough to hit

hard with a big heavy bat, and it is in the blood
every

your is not the
young

right

to hit som
size and wci

If

thousand people of all

or six daws tin

bowled!

aLresfy and both sexes, sitting five

be able to give the ball the punishment it requires.

you won't

come

back blocks

aps a
the

a broiling sun, watching
tuisIs of miles,

Learn to hold the bat correctly, both hands close to-

about an inch from the top of the
back of left hand facing mid-off. Don't hold one

> and
the

the

make
c to

journev;

excitement is so

that one
really see it to realise

it.

For the

however, I want to

give some
advice and hints to

youngsters on how to

play, rather than to

cricket.

It does not ow

achieve proficiency at

cricket. Several of the

best players received

the other at

bottom of the handle,
one 1 1and is

against the other.

Stand easily at the

vet, with
shoulder down

left

the
wicket an- 1 not round
to square leg.

should be
point or cover.

I cannot undertake
in the
disposal

of every in-

dividual stroke, but
will give a fe\^

on the

gs

learn.

Stand up to your

no professional ad-
vice in their early

davs. Jack Hobbs

Harry Makepeace demonstrating that loveliest of all cricket shots, the late cut, to a schoolboys' coaching
class. Notice how the rear foot has been carried across to the line of the hall's flight and how the face of the

of the ball at the moment of contact.

and

at

bat is shaping to come right on I

Piece, Cambridge,

draw a\

don't

w
with the other boys of his own age, and Wilfred Rhodes
used to bowl for hours in the winter time at a stick on

left e

the

towards the bowler

on
side. Left elbow
playing forward.

a waste ground, trying to obtain command of

and spin.

Coming to my own cricket career, you will no
be amused to hear that mv early school of

ow well up when playing back, and try to force
away hard if possible, Your left

ring

leg close to the line of the bail when playing back.
It is essential that you move your feet quickly to get

close to the ball when
must be

and your right

mto
was in our back yard, which was about \4 yards long.

Every season, until I could go elsewhere, I spent hours
under the tuition of my father in that yard, having the
ball thrown at me, the pitch beiiur too short to bowl!

to make
great heights unless

your

no player will

use

down when

ler was a fair club cricketer, and my first lessons
were how to play a straight bat forward,

quickly.

a stroke, and
keep it still even for a few seconds afterwards.

as much as possible and hit the ball hard. Get

to play

were learnt and manv a crack
i

on the shin I received learning to stand up to play them
then the strok

on top of the bowlers, few of thera
being hit as they do when taking wickets.

as well w

Just one

my legs.

That old was right when he there are

r —don t hit against the break in
and don't hit across a good length straight

three things to make a cricketer
Practice.

Practice and
ing now to

that bowlers are

may be true,

some
meant

advice on how to improve was that the bowler has to learn most of his craft quite

There is a tendency among young boys to use a bat
by himself. I will try, however, to give a few tips to those
boys who hope to be the Larwoods, Parkins or Freemans
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t

of the future.

The first thing a young bowler must learn to do is be
many of you cansure of his direction and length. How

hit the wicket three times out of six

is there, or if an
man

It was very sound advice, and when it was explained
to the young pros. saw the reason why.

o now, you young bowlers who want to

top flights, it means practice and s

the

and plenty of it.

newspaper is laid down
on a good length, can
hit that three times in

an over? am afraid

it im-
bowlers

who have gained prom-
inence have spent hours
and hours bowling away

a
marked on
and perhaps after years
their efforts have been

,

-

rew
Now a few words for

boys of 12 years of age.

Don't try and
with a full-size ball, and
don't bowl 22 yards.

Get a boy's ball and
bowl 20 yards; you will

Even at the present day
I know young
bowlers who

during
to

touch

winter just

the feci and
and

flexible.

genS

IS

to come to what
if not the

most important part of

cricket, I have heard it

scoressaid that big

cannot be made against

brilliant fielding side *

\v go fielders

will make a poor side

a good one, and bad
fielders will let any side

lown( M

Playing forward. This shot is the basis of all attacking strokes in front of the wicket.

Jielding

get the feel of the ball better and be much more
accurate than if you use a full-size ball.

Learn to take a nice easy run to the wicket; not too
long unless you are a bowler, when you must run
a dozen paces or you won't get the life out of the wicket
you do

Learn to stand up when
the ball out of sight of the batsman

the ball, and keep

than any other part of

the game; in my young days I have fielded from 1 1.30
*

to 6.30 and enjoyed every minute of it. If he can make
a

a

or two and save runs. more could
young

Fielding is one department of the game in which one
cannot do a great amount of ng; as as a

Start
hand from

your
your

right buttock, and try and cultivate
a sideways delivery.

I want to stress the
you never will be any
you have learnt to bowl a length,

and this involves constant practice.

The liner arts of the such
as spin, swerve, are of no
use until you have mastered length.

Having done this, then the prob-
lems and possi of a ball

associated with curve, spin, break,
twist and flight are endless, the
subject of some very close thinking.

These later points are not for the
young bowler, however.

Master the main items have
ten about and then, when in

action in a match, study the bats-

man and try to find his weakness
accordingly

man might be strong on the offside,

another strong on the legside; one
might be
M_

driver an
drive at all.

boy has good eyesight, and a sense of time and direction,

it is just a question of practice.

I was very interested a couple
of years ago, while captaining the
Lancashire 2nd XI against York-
shire 2nd XI at Barnsley, when
during the luncheon interval the

ground
young

sim
boys

ply swarmed with
who were either

howling a ball to each or

mg a catch or fielding. It

seemed as if it was inherited in

the flesh of every
to play enc ; every spare

to be
way or other.

one

practising your fielding;

straight

hands
always

and
always try for a catch, however
difficult. Also learn to pick up and
throw in the same action. Aim to

- ...

ball straight to there t urn

-keeper's hands at i c

of ike stumps.

A. *

the
gave

Harry Makepeace is seen here playing a defensive back stroke.
Notice that the rear kg has been carried back in line with the

ball and that the head is well down over the bat.

one word
-keepers. e aru

caught behind the wicket than are**•

D

professionals at Old Trafiord a good lesson
on studying batsmen. One came in whom nobody had
ever seen. After two or three balls from the slow bowler,
who always had two outfields, Mr. MacLaren said to
the bowler; "Bring those two men in from the country,
this batsman cannot drive." lie knew this was true
from the batsman's stance and the way lie held his bat.

stumped. Don't be afraid to stand
well back from the wicket when vou cannot take the

V at top of

a man more quickly from
stumps. Vou cannot

yards back
from eight, but those extra vards may mean the difference

between emg missing

play for your n
in all things, and never question the umpire's decision.
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HINTS NAPSHOTTING

men
photography are

interest, pleasure

rovided by the of

It is true that there are

J* J. Curtis

most enjoyable
waiting at the of

two photographing engines

trains, or hauling trains

disappointments lurkini in the background,
of these can be avoided without much

most
slowly in or out. There are splendid opportunities here

for chats with and firemen, who are usua

• One of most important things learned in

this connection is not to attempt

quite willing to be included in a cab view.

Distant landscapes form one of the most common

impossibilities. For instance,

there are large numbers of cheap
cameras with a lens having a
widest aperture of fll and a

speed
of a second, in most

25 of a

second. For all ordinary snap-
shots in a good light these

do excellent work,
fromindistinguishable

photographs taken with quite

expensive cameras. On the other

hand they will not deal success

w viewsfully

objects moving at a high speed,

such as trains, aeroplanes, motor
vehicles of all kinds, and rapidly

moving ligures in games and
Such can be

tackled, however, with reason-

able prospects of success with
pro

e photographer moves
well back from his subject an
is content to secure a very small

image of it, which .subsequently
.

can

As a matter of fact it is often
>

possible to secure the effect of

causes photo
graphs. A view from the top of

om ting

a hill extending over possibly

five or ten miles looks very
attractive,

camera and
but the ordinary

n cannot repro-

duce this effect. The eye, with

its marvellous optical resources,

adjusts itself to

view, but the camera
lens is unable to do that. With

of the tele-photo

course possible to

obtain very fine photographs of

w 1 < lsea t>es but
the ordinary hand camera

such views are best

Sometimes it L> possible

alone.

to

secure an interesting result by
the use of foret> or

figures. For instance, if you are

on the edge of a cliff

and looking across the harbour

and out to ask a friend to

stand or sit two or three yards

from the edge of the cliff, and
move back with your camera
until the view includes your
friend well to one the

This, charming picture "Tommy" secured First Prize in the A Section of the
September 1W7 Photo Contest for C W. Beese, Hamilton, Ontario.

speed when the

o

making a
t

great

ect is really moving
a tram

of

ng irom
e slowly,

a station,

steam, but actually moving
far more
70 m.p.h. and photographed

one

smoke and
looks

ng attrav

often

similar

be secured

not in the centre.

or better effect

the use of a tree or a gate in a
good

In either case the whole is

break up the foreground.

an expen
camera. Here let me remind readers of the possibilities

of photography at the outer ends of the platforms at a
station, the are either actually

in the open, or are sufficiently close to it for the light

to be good. Armed with a platform ticket, one can spend

disappointments arise through

matter of light. Well-
arelighted

apt to give the impression of being much lighter than

ey really are. Here is our old friend the eye at work
ing itself to the conditions in a way that is

m
again

impossible for any lens. Again, supposing our way leads

us through a wood. When we first enter the wood we

#

•
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notice the lessened amount of light; but after we have
walked along for a while the eye has accustomed itself

to the change, and
light is really not bad

on
graphs in such con-

ditions, consult your

us the false impression that the

the loss of a striking or amusing picture,

different in taking photographs of

are

and here a minim.- or o

spots in the

be

all. Before

in

or making sure that we are standing at the place that will

the best pic-

arrangement.

n
\\ ellcome

J J

calcu-

lator or your
posure meter, and
you will be surprised

to find how long an
exposure is really

In such
circumstances of

coarse it is almost

always necessary to

onrest the

some firm support in

order the

Thi s does mean
learning a lot of com-
plicated rules about
form and design, but
just the use of a

sharp eye and a little

commonsense. For
instance, the upper
illustration on this

page shows two snap
shots

trees,

slightly different

These are the two pictures, referred to on this page, showing the same path and clump ol trees, taken from
different viewpoints. The second picture was taken after moving only three yards to the left.Among the

for almost all our photographic competitions are some
is no

that the picture on the right is the better. In the
are view the ti cuts the picture in twowhich, although otherwise of first-rate

spoiled to a great extent because they were taken in the I the other view the path leads out quie

vertical ins of the horizontal position. With a very
few exceptions, every camera makes use of a him or

m m m . fa «fe

plate that is reetan

over the camera
in shape; so that turning

horizontal or scape

the upright position, or the
it is often called,

can be used. By far the

general views require

look at their
..

best; if they are taken in the upright

position the whole is different,

and in almost every case nothing like

so good ago I used a

m
reflex camera of a well-known English

make that could only be
horizontal position, and I remember
well how few were the occasions on

felt handicapped by this

restriction. Of course there are certain,

subjects, such as a full length portrait

of a friend, or a snapshot of a tall

call for upn

Mention of buildings reminds me to

necessity ofdraw attention to

holding the camera level in

such subjects. If your camera is tilted

taking

the will be tilted

will look as though it is suffering from
the effects of a recent earthquake 1

Unless your camera is fitted with the

device Known as a "rising

means of which the lens can be raised,

ographs of such
or cathedrals

or spires can secured

from a point at a considerable dis-

tance away. If you cannot get suf

-hand
it; in

corner
m a fc

and fades away in the distance. I am sure that every
reader who thinks about these two views for a moment
will see what I mean.

Before leaving this subject I want to draw attention

to the value of an unusual viewpoint. The prize-winning
photographs in "M.M." competitions
are quite often selected not
they are

th eir nv bu

use

than

interest arising from something un
usual. Sometimes even

and ordinary

ma

the

photographing
position. A particular o

most
scenes

new
that for

some reason d other attracts general

hundreds ofattention is snapped
photographers from exactly the same
point of view, and one gets sick of the

sight of these photographs. Then
comes along some
eye
his

a bit of

photograph

with a
lmag
from a d i fferen t

position that nobody else has thought
of, and so turns out a picture that

surpnses his friends and arouses their

er photograph on thisenvy t

page illustrates this idea to some ex-

tent. It is a li

the usual s

different

napshot.
bits of advice that you

have proba bly heard many times, but
which we are all apt to forget in the
exci of otogra c

This unusual railway picture, taken at the Wavcrley*
Station by E. Read, Edinburgh, was a successful entry in

the September 1936 Photo

ficiently far away to the whole of the tower or

up your camera, it is best to abandon
instead photograph a section of the

spire wi

the

structure such as an elaborately carved doorway.
n snapshots of scenes

e

e moving
cts there is not much chance as a rule to think about

artistic arrangement, for the htest delay mean

The first is not to take out an exposed
film and put in a new one while you
are standing in blazing sunshine. The

latest ultra-rapid films, and especially that are

are or

out your film changing in shade.
1

1

The second piece of advice is to wind on the film

immediately after each exposure. If you make a regular

of doing this you will save yourself a lot of annoy-
ance and wasted film.
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Filling to

of coal in the tender or bunker a steam

travellers by tram
is a familiar sight, but probably few

to think how it got there. For

overhead storage

concrete, from which can

to a large of engines m
rapidly

c succession. 'Hie

many years the coaling of

engines a
deal of labour, as it does yet

in remote districts. At im-
portant centres, however, it

now become almost an
mechanical

controlled

switches and small handles.

The sim est con-

ditions are found where the

coal is shovelled out
wagons on one track on to

e tenders of locomotives

standing alongside. As the
rel of

wagons fall

m
s the toilsome

nature of tin* work increases,

bunkers
I
>lant s

< ) i

1

, the

engines stand, so that

the coal flows directly into

the tenders. The larger type

of plant has a total capacityii. i.l pi i ^
^^

^B

of 300 tons in two 150-ton

bunkers. The smaller type
has a capacity of 150 tons

in two 75-ton bunkers.

In these plants the filling

of the bunkers is controlled

a single attendant
#"»-%

The
coal wagons arrive at one

side of the plant and are

run in turn on to a wagon
tippler by means of an
electric capstan. The tippler

elevates

alongside the tender. Photo
but the coalmen who
form these duties are in

variably brawny individuals who swing their big shovels

with the ease born of long practice. The highest develop-

ment of hand coaling operations involves a stage raised

The simplest method of coaling a_locomotive. Shovelling coal out of a wagon standing

by Rev. E. Trcacy, Liverpool,

high enough to allow several tips or

one side of it to project

mounted along

and
turns them upside down
so that the coal, which -is

first well sprayed with water, is shot into a 20-ton steel

container. When the container is full it is lifted above
the s of the ve rs

i 1*1
traversed inwards, to

discharge its load automatically through bottom doors.

over the tenders or

locomotives standing below.
1

lo
serve the stage wagons have to be

brought an inclined

Metal barrows or boxes running
wheels are filled by hand from the

wagons and are pushed across the

stage and their contents discharged

at the tips. This type of stage was
a general standard for many years.

re

To-day more efficient mec
plant is necessary in order to

e as far as possible the time
taken in coaling. The first

contained mechanical coaling

plant was erected at Crewe about
1912, and Mr. C. J. Bowen Cool<e,
then Chief Mechanical Engineer of

the former L.N.W.R.. was large!

\

concerned in its design. It was not

until after t he War that mechanical
mg
ever,

a

since grouping
have such plants been erected on
an extensive scale.

The
the

bunker receive

can be selected before

hand by the movement of a switch

smaller-capacity plants in-

corporate an electric wagon
that lifts the wagons one at a

running on railson a
up the side of the bunker. At the

of the bunker the

rotated until the

is

it carries

is almost upside-down. The move-
ment is then
ally and the

From the bunker it is

the

shot out
to

engines as required through
discharge valves.

In each of )es of

plants the loading of the tenders

engine crewsis done the

id fromthemselves, and is con
a small cabin at the base of

On the L.3VLS, the reorganisation

of motive power depots has been in

the object of obtaining as much use in

possible from the engines. Mechanical coaling plants have
ormed an essential part of the new equipment

4 I I

The modern method of coaling. The fuel being fed to the tender

from an overhead bunker. Photograph by courtesy of the L.M.S.

Coal can be directed

required

setting

of the

a lever and

amount of

swi
taken and

the

1933
as

of the engine are

and these fall broadly into two main types. Each inc

recorded at the same time.

A special type of plant has been developed U -r use at

.small depots where engines arrive in groups, and the first

of these is installed

fed a

Tliis an overhead
elevator.

s

A
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from its end can be directed into a lorry travellingVERY winter considerable inconvenience and loss of

time is caused by heavy snowfalls that hinder or even

stop traffics The problem is per

(ireat Britain, although even there

a nter pas; without

so serious in

the machine
The conveyor is supported by a steel boom rear

spending time and money in

necessity

earing

streets of our towns and cities.

and parts of the United States, however, as

fT"* MT"

as in countries where
more severe,

caused by snow are much
th >• surprism
mac 1 lines have

ing away
ice more q uic

than it can be done
by gangs of men
armed with
and brushes.

An interesting
machine of this kind is the T°V Snow
Loader

of which can be
ewi in

each direction
t hrough any angle up
Thus the snow can bew

discharged on either side of the

The lower illustration

page shows side dis-

in progress. It

demonstrates a further use for

thismachine,
instance is

snow that has been piled up

Both
out of wav
collector and
can 1 1 e

The Joy Snow Loader, showing the gathering head with its

mechanical arms. For the illustrations to this article we are

indebted to the courtesy of Mavor and Coulson Ltd., Glasgow.

make work as convenient

as The edgeh
gathering h

page
1

of which are reproduced on this

1"
I lis was introduced by the Joy Manufacturing

>any, of Franklin, dvania, U.S.A., and is

now supplied for all other countries by Mavor and
Ltd Glasgow.

The Joy Snow picks up snow and ice.

passes it by means of a conveyor either to one side

road, where it does not interfere unduly with
the

varied in position from 10 in. grmnHl

to 18 in. above it, so that it can be used for

snow i from hollows and from ground
machine stands. Simi-higher than that on which the

larly the height of the delivery

can*be varied from 8 ft. to 11 ft. 6 in. above the ground.
la* « % V 1 i* %

1 of ie convevor

these movements, and the snivelling of rear

dir

I
or end of the conveyor, are effected by means of suitably

into lorries that placed

carry it awav. 1 1 is mount-
ed on a standard motor
chassis that can travel at

any pace between a mere
crawl and 2

-J m.p.h. when
aaaV I

it is at work, and is cap-
at ile ot a maximum speed

of more than 25 m.p.h.

when moving to or from
the place at which it is to

employed. It

easily,

ing away from 10 cu. yd.

to 20 cu. yd. of snow or ice

quickh

a minuU'. The
:

ext

quantity depends on the

of the

i

The snow is collected by
means of a gathering head
8 ft. 9 in. in width that

ro

rai

by means, of

es in the cab.

Independent petrol
motors are used for driv-

vehicle and the

ism. That
pro\ iding power for load-

ing lias sLx cylinders, and
ivelops 87 h.p. at

sp at which it

governed. The speed

the

goven
82
un i t

with

er engine also is

It

one reverse.

develops
the

gear-box
speeds

Self-

The Joy Snow Loader at work removing a targe heap of snow and iec, which it is loading

into a lorry standing alongside.

are controlled

and since

projects from the front of the machine. This has a toothed

ge that penetrates easily into the material, which is

first scooped up and is then swept by mechanical arms on

to a conveyor consisting of chain-driven artic :1

sections. The conveyor passes upward alongside the

driver's cab
11 ft. t so that snow carried along

overhangs the of the vehicle

it and discharged

ated from
full

ing mt

i is specially designed for the

vehicle is employed,

is oper-

ex plained, one man takes
- a - *

when it is at woi

cold conditions in

it is weather-ti

is wa T

fitted with safety

and

of a hot water system.

windows,-

an upholstered seat for

i

driver.

ent
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L.M.S. (Wirral) Locomotives' New Duties

Mr. D. S. Barrie sends its the foilowin

interest in ive no
On the conversion of th* Wirral section

to electric working on March 13- 1 4th,

the majority of the steam locomotives
previously employed on this section were
dispersed elsewhere. Of the Fowler 2-6-2
tank engines 13 have been transferred

I. J

Tall Signals at Dalston Junction

At Dalston Junction, on the North
London section of the L.MS., there

are some signats with the extremely
of the days before

action of continuous brakes,

the engine and guard's van
. Thenwere equipped with

as follows: No. 2 to Stoke; Nos. 3, 4 and
44 to Rugby; Nos. 5, 42, 49 and 50
to Llandudno junction; and Nos.
12, 48, 51, 55 and 70 to Bangor. Other

Birken-engines formerly
North that have been trans-bead
include four ex-L.N.W7R, 2

Nos. 7711, 7759 and 7780 and
784 1, all of which have gone to Crewe.
No. 7507 of the L.M.S. standard
0-6-0T class has been transferred to

the service of the Chief
Engineer's Department at Birkenhead,
after a short period on loan for similar

duties at Crewe.
An interesting sequel to the transfer

Faster L.M.S. and L.N.E.R. Schedules

Among the alterations to be made by
the L.M.S. on 2nd May is the acceleration

of
it The Royal Scot" to a timing of 7 hr.

between Euston and a saving
of 45 niin. on the down journey.

southbound run 25 mm. are On

of 2-i> tanks
North to North Wales depots is that

-

four Starik-r '1 o '1 tanks with tapered
boilers, Nos. 79, 82, 105 and 155,

have been allocated temporarily to

Devons Road, for experimental work-
ing on the North London section
passenger services

to the Grejr"
XT

L.N.E R,

from Broad Street

of

primarily
on the High Harriet service, where
they naturally have a cons
advantage over the 0-6-0 Class 3
standard tank engines ordinarily em-
loved, particularly on the bank at

in 60 or so from Finsbury Park to
Park June

t

(Highga

'British Legion > >

Since being transferred from
No.Mancunian working 6171)

the northbound run the Rugby and
Crewe stops will be omitted; and
Carlisle will be reached in 5 hr. The

Symington,
is

train will be
and the Glasgow
its destination at 5 o'clock and the
Edinburgh portion 5 min. later. The-

train

Edinburgh
run

The train from
Carlisle o

;ow

en {linemen. Edin-
burgh portion stopping at Symington
to attach coaches from Aberdeen and
Perth. The maximum loading of these

resses will be 420 tons when a
-2 engine is in charge, and 330

tons if a "Royal Scot" is

The present 2.15 p.m. express from
Liverpool to Euston is to start at 2.10

J.

and complete the journey in 3 hr,

20 min. The 5.25 p.m. from Liverpool,

known as the "Liverpool

Flyer," will no longer stop at Willesden,

but will run from Crewe to
**

148 min.

in

at an average s

is reachedm . p.h

.

from Liverpool,
over in force

In view of this it will be interesting to

of 64.1

3J hr.

fastest sched ule
,

reen these poi nts.

"British Legion" has not figured promi-
nently in the news, although a .very

good performance by this engine was
Barrie on a recent

i t was
6.5 p.m. Liverpool express

An [..M.S. standard 0-6-0 tank locomotive on a local train at

Junction. The unusually tall signals are an outstanding landmark
this point. Photograph by W. S. Garth, Preston.

at

timed by Mr. D.
Su nday even i n g w
to work
from Euston. The train wei«

s of tin

475
ence

of Euston No. HI 70
75

it was necessary that drivers shotiM
sight signals from as great a distance

see whether an official title will be
bestowed upon this popular train.

The L.N.E.R, "Flying Scotsman''

will return to its summer schedule of

7 hr., but a stop will be made at
Newcastle in each direction.

An improvement of the up service

from Aberdeen in cornice

"The fflying Scotsman*' will be effected

by starting the present (5.10 a-m.
express at 6,40 a.m., arriving at

X P KX

as possible, in order to be to pull

up if necessary with the limited braking
power available. Signals were often built

so as to be silhouetted against the
and in

covered
miles to passing Hillmorton Box,
Rugby, in 70 min., at an average sj

of over 64 m.p.h. The best feature
this part of the run was the time of

14.3 miles from
After passing Rugby.
min., «i final burst of

mm. over
Watford to
82.6 miles,

75 m.p.h. preceded a very cautious passage
of Crewe, 158,1 miles in 166 mins., a gain
of three min

areas this meant their being
tower well above
inss. The signals

of sufficient height
the surrounding
at Dalston Junction are about 80 ft. high,

and the height can be judged from the
size of the train and the bridge in

accompanying
many
in

ration. There are not

on time.

these tall signals to-dav.

modern colour-light signal in-

stallations posts of comparatively moderate
height are in general use.

W. S. Garth.

Edinburgh at 9.49 a.m., and so giving a
service from Aberdeen to King s Cross in I"

hr. 20 min. On the down journey, however,
Aberdeen passengers travelling by "The
Flying Scotsman" will be forced to wait 40
min. at Edinburgh, as the Aberdeen connec-

be held back until 5.40 p.m. so as to

connect with the in,5 a,m om gs
Cross

.

C.P.R. Bell for L.N.E.R. Locomotive

The C.P.R. have presented to

j t

L.N.E.R. a standard Canadian locomotive
bell for fitting to the streamlined "A4
motive No. <#

—

Dominion of Canada it

t

which already has a whistle of the Canadian
type. The bell has been mounted on the front

of No. 44*9.
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New for G.N.R,(I)

The G.N.K, (I) have for some years had
in service several Diesel-en^ ined railcars

various types for light suburban and

Now
branch line services, the first experimental
cars having been introduced in 1932
a further
ticulated

The "Locomotive Stock Book" Appendix

The 1938 Appendix to the "Locomotive

Notes from America
.

rt

Railway Corres
by

Travel
Society, and mentioned in these pages last

month, is now available, price 1/6

A train toad of coal briquettes weighing

about 4,000 tons was conveyed recently

over the Norfolk and Western system in

the United States. It is interesting to

note that this was in charge

ar-

rets have recently

been completed at

the Dundalk
Works of the com-
pany to the re-

quirements of Mr.
G. B. llowden,
Chief Engineer,
These are

for use on the
Dublin-Howth
suburban services.

Each consists of

two passenger
cars and a central

power bogie.

advantages of this

mzc -up that

of one engine!

The Chicago and
North Western and
Union Pacific Kail-

roads have doub-
their present

tween Chicago and
Ijos Angeles, and
streamliners now
operate every
third day each way
between the two
cities. The high

speed "City of Los
Angeles'* service

will be provided

One of
all noise, vibration
and fumes from
the engines are
confined to the power bogie and maximum
adhesion of the driving wheels is secured.

17-car

one of 11 cars.
two new articulated Diesel railcars introduced by the G.N.R.fl) and described on this page. These cars have a patent ^ 39|-hr, ser-

cenlral power bogie and are for use between Dublin and Howth. Photograph by courtesy of the G.N.R. (I). «{«« fmrn rViir-a tm

Each of the
driving axle

power
and is furnished

ie axles is a
with a

power unit and transmission.

The engine accelerators are mechanically
controlled from the driving compartments,
one of which is situated at each extreme

free. The Stock Book can still be obtained
at 2/6 per copy, and this Appendix brings

end of the passenger cars. On a panel in

front of the driver are the engine revo-

lution indicators, vacuum gauges, oil

pressure gauges and indicators showing
the position of the hinged entrance steps.

The engine accelerator lever is mounted

it right up to date, the two together provid-

ing a complete list of main line and principal

light railway locomotives of Great Britain

and Ireland in service at the end of 1^37.

The two books can be obtained for 3/9, post

free, from Mr. R. T. Pollock, 102, Disraeli

Road, Putney, S.W.I 5,

New Zealand

In 1929,

<<G M
Class Locomotives

"Garratt" locomotives

were delivered to the New Zealand Govern-
ment Railways unfortuna they

vice from Chicago

to San Francisco is afforded by the 17-car

streamliner, the "City of San Francisco"
of the same railways, and also by the
all-Pullman, stream line

it -

^team -pnwered
"Forty-Niner" via the Chicago and North

Pacific and SouthernWestern,
Pacific routes.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6
Kaiiroad have put a great deal of new
equipment in service, and both the "Super
Chief" and a new Diesel train named the

"EI Capitan" are now running twice weekly
in each direction between Los

on the side of each panel,
1 _ HJ 1 »_and a

handle"
dead man s

safety device is

This brings the
engines

the vacuum
brakes to the 12

of* the vehicle in the
event of any
occurring to the driver.

The selector and
change speed levers are
mounted on the panel.

Sufficient fuel for a
IH

journey of approximately
300 miles is contained
in two fuel tanks mount-
ed transversely over the
engines. Gravity feed is

thus obtained and failure

supply isof the
impossible, so long as
there is fuel in the tanks.
The speeds provided

for by the five-s

gear-box range from 11.9

m.p.h, in first gear to

a fifth gear speed of 48 m.p.h.
The bodies of the passenger cars are

timber construction with steel outer
panels, and are finished

blue and cream that
cars on the G.N.R.

Chicago. The new train is similar in

appearance to the "Super
Chief" but consists of

onlv one Diesel unit and
.

five stainless steel cars,

in that itIt is unique
coach accom-

modation only.

The Santa Fd have
ordered 27 new
locomotives and the first

six •

have been
These are
engines as may be judged
from their specifications,

which include 7 ft. driving

wheels, a boiler pressure

of 300 lb. per sq. in.,

cylinders of 23J in, dia,

by 29 J in. stroke, and a
tractive force of 49,300 lb.

'Tacts About British

The new repair shed at Mrken head North on the Wirral electrified system of the L.M.S. This shed is equipped

for the maintenance of the new electric trains. Photograph by courtesy of Ihc L.M.S.

The 1938 edition of the

booklet issued on
of the main line British

proved uui for conditions in that

country. It was decided therefore

engines of half their power would be
sufficient and, as the '"Garratt"

wood, covered with canvas painted grey,

L.M.S. Locomotive News

Class 3 2-6-2s Nos. 199-2(><> and No. 175
are in traffic. Further "Patriots" Nos. 5503,

and 5546 have been named
M "The

fordshire and Hertfordshire
-*--»>

and "Fleetwood" respectively.

5516,
The Leicestershirs Regiment Bed

type
itself to modification, the six new
class 4-6-2s are the outcome.

Railways under the title of "Facts About
" " * Railways" is now available upon
application to the British Railways' Press

Office, St Ermin's, Caxton Street.

"G It

The two driving units from each of the
have'

'Garra11s new

Westminster, S.W.I.
The figures contained in the booklet are

for the year 1937 and the information lias

been summarised to illustrate the various

been used in the construction of the six
UGJ

' class engines. The piston valves of

th e two outside cylinders are mov

tons

been act ive
w

directly by ordinary Walschaerts gear, while

lie valve of the centre cylinder is driven by
a system of levers worked off the tail rods

attached to the

the
cater
.«."

ures
trader
and

the trav

e
the

nccids

Facts,

statis covering many

valves.

features of railway activity are given

A useful map also is included.
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HP1 IE waterways of New York have been
•

the scene of many
1 famous engineering exploits in the past. On the west of the

*

incity the Hudson River separates Manhattan,
crowded business centre, from Jersey City and other
growing districts in the State of New Jersey on the mainland* and
on the east side of Manhattan is the East River, with Brooklyn
and Long Island on the farther side of it, Over both these water-1.

m v w iave been erected, among them such immense
structures as the George Washington Bridge across the Hudson
River, which until recently was the largest suspension bridge in the
world, and a series of

s through mountains, the rock being drilled and blasted.
Near the entrances, where the tunnel rises almost to the surface, the
cut and .cover" method was adopted, that is cuttings were ex-

g« and impo
ivcr.

across the

,v York indeed has been described as a city of bridges, and soon
it will h;ive earned the additional title of a city of tunnels because of
the many structures of this kind that pass under its rivers. Most
of these are railway tun

cavated and afterwards roofed in.

Under the river an entirely different plan was followed, for the
engineer cannot use drills and dynamite for driving a way through
mud or silt. His tools for work of this kind are compressed air and a
gigantic tube with a cutting edge that is pushed forward by means of
jacks. This tube is called a shield. In its original form "it was in

vented more than 100 years ago by Sir Marc Urunel, who used it

for driving the tunnel beneath the River Thames between Rottier-

hithe and Wapping, and various improvements have since' been
made. The two shields employed in boring the Lincoln
consisted of huge circular cutters, 13 ft. 10 in, in length with a
diameter of 31 ft. Their cutting edges were of cast steel and each was

1 . *l

A few years ago the
twin tubes of the Holland
Tunnel were bored under
the Hudson River to allow

driven forward wl ion

the of motor
vehicles, however and
now a further tunnel, also

with twin tubes, is being
driven under the same
river three miles

war

is the Lincoln
( >ne v\ its tubes

for traffic on
22nd December of last

vear
( and the other is

expected to be completed
in 1940.

The immense growth of
traffic across the river has

it necessary to pro-
vide this additional means

- > •

of passing between Man-
in and New jersey,

on the west bank of the
Hudson River. The
George Washington
Bridge, the Holland Tun-
nel and the many ferries

crossing the river are find-

ing increasing difficulty in

coping with the traffic,

and as many as 75,

necessary by means of "28

hydraulic jack>

at intervalsa rra nged
round its edge. Each
shield weighed 210 tons,

and its hydraulic equip-
ment accounted
additional UK)

an

Tl le

the
ger

i

against
in

charge of such operations
Jr

must guard is the inrush
of m u r I a iid water into the

For this purpose
they build a steel and
concrete bulkhead behind
the shield, and fill the
intervening space with air

at such a pressure that the
water and mud are kept
out. In the case of the

n Tunnel the pres-

sure used was 16 lb. per
m. The workiuen

The plaza at the New Jersey end of the Lincoln Tunnel, showing the twin tubes in the background. The
illustrations to this article are reproduced by courtesy of the Port of New York Authority.

vehicles are expected to cross annual] v
by 1948, or five times as many as in 1915. The George Washington
Bridge will be able to accommodate 26,000,000 of these, the ferries
will give passage to 13,000,000, and the Holland and Lincoln
unnels will take 18,000,000 each.
An interesting feature of the new tunnel is that it forms part of a
eat scheme for linking up New Jersey and Manhattan with Long

sland, on the opposite side of the East Fiver, A new underwater
tunnel will be bored under the East River in direct line with the
Lincoln Tunnel, and the two will be connected by a subterranean
roadway passing under Manhattan. Thus in time it will be possible
for motorists to travel from Long Island to the mainland and vice -

versa without having to pass through the streets of Manhattan.
The completed tube of the Lincoln Tunnel is the south one, and

from its portal on the New York side to that in Jersey City it

measures 8,2 15 ft, or nearly If miles, the length actually under the
River being 4,600 ft. The tube is circular in shape, with an outer
diameter of 31ft:., and it penetrates the bed of the river to a maxi-
mum depth of 75 ft. below high water level, the shallowest covering
of mud and silt above its top being 20 ft. The roadway is 21 ft. 6 in.
wide, giving space for two lines of traffic, and from its position in the
lower part of the tube to the ceiling of the traffic space there is
headroom of approximately 13 ft. 7 in. throughout. The

entered and left the com-
pressed air section through
a lock in the bulkhead in

which the pressure was
altered gradually* Tunnel
workers who pass too
quickly from a region of

high pressure to one where the pressure is that of the atmos

roadway and above the ceiling are used for ventilation

The ends of the tunnel, both on the New York and on the jersey
City sides, had to be carried through rock, and there the boring
carried out by similar methods to those used in driving rail

was

ere are
e to the onset of the disease known as "bends/ 1

to which divers
also are subject if they ascend from great depths to the surface too
quickly. The cause of this disease is the release of dissolved nitrogen
in the blood when the pressure is lowered, f f this process is too rapid
the nitrogen forms bubbles, which interfere with the normal working
of the blood and may even cause the tissues to be seriously torn.

All previous tunnelling speed records were broken when these
shields got to work. The first was erected at the bottom of a con-
struction shaft dug on the New Jersey side of the river at the site of

the ventilation buildings. Work started in September 1934, and after

an initial short stretch of rock had been dealt with the shield moved
into the soft silt of the Hudson bed. The speed of working steadily

and in only seven months th< shield had been pushed
forward a distance of 5 u<>U ft. to the New York shore. The greatest
advance in one mouth when the Holland Tunnel was built was
555 ft., but as much as 1,040 ft. was penetrated in the same time in

boring the south tube of the Lincoln Tunnel, the number of actual
ting days being 25. When the organisation was complete, a

ste

this was increased to 45 ft. while the shield itself was moved
daily progress of 40 ft was made. one particular

forward 47 ft. 6 in.

structing
irereas the higl

Tunnel was 25 ft.

shield
ii

daily advance in con-

railway

The work of the New Jersey shield had several interesting

features. It was driven under the river "blind," that is the face of
the shield was closed by a bulkhead, and as it was pushed forward
most of the silt encountered was simply thrust aside. This had the
effect of lifting the bed of the river along the line of the tunnel, in
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spite of the intervening thickness of mud. A small proportion of the
displaced silt was allowed to enter tlic tunnel through two small

openings, 2 ft, 4 in. square, provided with hydra ulically-opcrated
sliding gates. This was carried along the tube by a conveyor and
d umped on the floor. There it was left for a time as ballast to prevent
the tunnel from floating upward through the silt, and afterwards
was removed largely b

The ducts or channels for electric wiring are in the concrete
— —

of the side walls, the lighting, fire protection methods and
equipment generally follow the lines adopted in previous tunnels

of this kind I inn ot cours«- \\a> .ili-iin{.«.n,,rU:, since the

tunnel is designed for motor traffic, and the poisonous fumes
of motor car engines have to be removed ouicklv. Each

hand shovelling and
water

made
progress

with the second
shield, which was .set up in

a construction shaft on
the New York side of the
river. The reason for this

was 5 section of

the tunnel had to be
driven p*

rock, and the proportions
of rock and soft ground at
the heading changed fre-

quently. The rock had to

be loosened by drilling

and blasting. * and re-

moved by hand labour,
and in consequence only

ft. were covered on
while thethis

shield that started from
the New Jersey side was
advanced 5,060 ft. The
two shields met in a
caisson sunk to a depth
of 100 ft which formed

is divided into

ions, through,

a steady ci reula t ion

air is maifresh

by means of huge fans

in three ventilation build

-

bank
the

mgs one on
of the river and
third near the New York
entrance. In these build-

ings fresh air is drawn
throu Iouvres in

e walls by means
in

the
of intake fans

on different

and is delivered to the
earl of the tunnel below

'. which forms

r levels.

a fresh air duct. From
there it passes

special openings into the
user1 for traffic

and thence into the upper
part of the tunnel, which
is an exhaust

Tlif ultimate arrangement of the New Jersey approach of Ihc Lincoln 1 imnd, showing tne loop viaduct

and the depressed road now being constructed. One of the ventilation buildings also can be seen.

through the

base of the New York riverside ventilation building*

The tunnel was lined with rings of cast iron or steel, the latter

being used where the sLresses were greatest. Each ring is 30 in. in

, and consists of four sections, its total weight being nearly 20
tons. Altogether 4,591 rings will be required for the two tubes of the
Lincoln Tunnel, Each shield was pushed forward to a sufficient

distance to allow a ring to be erected behind it, and another move

s passage
traffic space is

up bv the use of exhaust

ahead followed the completion of this work. Thus the progress of

the shield depended on the rate at which the cast iron lining rings

could be set and bolted together, and this process was speeded up by
the u>e of several mecliraaic.il

fans, which drive it into the atmosphere through vertical stacks

passing upward ugh the r ven buildings,

well clear of the fresh air intakes,
4 -a

The ventilation towers are built of steel and concrete and
are faced with brick. They contain the machinery for driving

the huge s required for ventilating the tunnel. When both

tubes are in use 56 fans, with combined
9,000,000 cu. ft. of air a minute, will be requi

will be blowers and the remaining 30 will be
drawing vitiated air. The capacities of the indiv

ot marly
these 26
for w

ices. The
-

nn :a

of these was a hydraulic bolt
tightener. Belt conveyors were
largely used for carrying the ex-
cavated spoil beyond the dam
or bulkhead that followed the
shield, and a new e of
erector-arm gripper was intro-

duced to speed up the setting of

the segments of the rings,

Another interesting device em-
ployed was a travelling 1

1

jumbo*'
or scaffold, which carried nine
platforms arranged in working
positions round the circumfer-
ence of the tunnel. This travel-

the shield, and the
orms could be moved in-

backward or for-

ward by pneumatic jacks,
-* JL J

lining segments were
to heading on a

nnarrow gauge track
on a platform at one side of the
tube. Each train carried enough

for a complete ring.

When it reached the working
face, the segments were nn-

bv means of a hoist and

fans range
from 105,000 to 280,000 cu. ft.

per min.
Special care has been tal

to avoid congestion near the
iices to the tunnel. The
ces to- the two tubes
New York side

widelv

will be
thoroughfares

each
main

by means of

approach roads
New

elaborate
has

crsey end a more
avs

out. i

tubes are designed to swing
round in a quarter of a circle

and to emerge in a single

aza that is con-

nected directly with two prin-

cipal roads along the line of

the Hudson River. One
these roads has been redesigned

1 1

aIon the of 3,000 ft.

in order to make way for

the tunnel approach
ition a wonderful

jhway giving direct
In

new
access to the Tunnel from1-aced at the bottom of the shield, where they could easily be picked

by the mechanical erector and lifted into position ready for
ing. Steel sections were used in the land tumuls, and these were

Behind the shield tunnelling under the Hudson River from U» New Jersey side. This shield
tJ t j b b ik T^ht

across the built-up area, rhis
was pushed forward at the record speed of 40 ft. a

twice as wide a* the iron sections of the river tunnel.
i i_

tunnel was lined with concrete to a minimum thickness
6 in., measured from the outside of the structure. Steel

cov
support the which is made of concrete and is

with a paving of vitrified bricks. An experimental section

of paving of this kind was first laid down on ime of the approaches
to the Holland Tunnel. The upper part of the tunnel is shut off

by a and concrete ceiling lined with stippled glass tiling

which is i>eing used for H.i- purpose I'ur first time,

will lead directly to and from a new State Highway to be buiH

in New Jersey. 'It lies in a wide cutting passing under
that run north and south, and on reaching the site of the Tunnel
it swings round in a loop and over a viaduct, turning back upon
itself to enter the plaza on the south side. This great new road

scheme will involve the replanning of several miles of existing roads.

It is estimated that the south tube will be used every year by
approximately six million vehicles, so that it will be of immediate
value in relieving the pressure upon the existing trans-river services.

It will carry both eastbound and until the

completion of

will be used as a double one-way road.
em tube early in 1940, when each
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THINGS MADE:

By The Editor

DDDnDaDDDDDDDDaDDDDDDDDDnnDDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
HIS is the time of the year when our thoughts turn
once more to cricket, and we are either getting out
year's bats and making sure that they are in good
ition, or are looking for

new ones, and genera

g

than the blade of a bat and of triangular cross section

the grain running from end to end. It is these clefts that
form the bat maker's raw

what
splendid

everything ready lor

e will be a
season

.

My (. IW 1

1

interest led me to wish to

know more of the making of

bats and other cricket equip-

ment, and for this purpose
I paid a special visit to the

':

works of William Svkes Ltd.,

the largest makers of bats
in the world.

As seems only natural in

view of Yorkshire's wonder-
iul record in the game, these

works are in that county, at

Horbury , nearWakefield , and
there I talked with craftsmen
who shape
est

ats our gr

and learned

are sent to the

works, where their faces are

then follows a
very important process in en
sunns: t hat blade will

give good service over a
This is the seasoning,

which requires from 18

mon

t

lis to two years. During
they are

•J
this

stacks of

an* can
round every one of them. The

are built up in im-
, containing manyinense

thousands of some
of those I saw will not appear
as bats ready for the

the season
\Y hen the

n ext

some of the secrets of the art

of bat making. I was shown magnificent examples
finished bats, and greatly envied their

I tested them. I was even allowed to play imaginary
with wonderful bats that have been made for the

A craftsman using a draw knife to give a bat its correct shape. We arc indebted to the
courtesy of "Weekly Illustrated" for our illustraiions of work in progress in the

of Win. Sykes Ltd., Horbury, Wakefield.
moved
begin

are

are

works to

their

members of the Australian team touring England during
the present season, and as I swung each forward in turn I

admired its perfect
n

into bats. At every stage of this process they are taken in

hand by craftsmen, skilled with their tools and knowing
by long experience exactly how to shape the blade to give

the proper balance, with the weight in the right place. The
chief tool used in these operations is the draw knife, a

e

at the same time won-
dered whether I was holding
a bat with which n
Bradman or some other of

our visitors w run up a
century, perhaps in a Test
match.
The life story a

b egin s in or

the

that

willows

provid egrown
wood of which the hi

made. There

b at

oik.

are

the
it is

are many
varieties of willow, but only

yields wood suit-one
able for this purpose. This
has a straight grain,

often insist on the
bats they buy having per-

fectly white blades
out. This is not absolutely

wever

to a

with a handle at each end that is pulled

towards the wielder; and a
few deft strokes with
tool reduce the

shape that would easily be
recognised by anyone as

that of a bat.

of ae

)

The face and
at must be hardened,

they are therefore subjected

to heavy pressure. For this

purpose each blade at this

stage

pressure

applied

through a
which a

) tons is

throughout
1

•

as it is worked forward
. : la.

rien

i blade

the

is cut or spliced to

allow the handle to be fitted

This splice
ssim! the face and sides <»r the Made of a bat in order to harden Ihem. A pressure

of two tons is applied to the blade as it passes through the press.
1n e

a
a

own
with faint red marl

as "butterfly stain," are at least

equally good and reliable, the colour of the blade being
immaterial except from the point of view of appearance.
When a willow is the tr is sawn into

leng and is then split into "clefts," pieces rather longer

mathematical precision that

absolutely ensures a perfect joint and fit when the
handle is inserted bv the craftsman.

In the meantime the handles for the blades are bein

made. this part of the bat canes imported
Sarawak, in Borneo, are used. These are cut into the re-

quired lengths, and the carefully selected pieces are then

*

A

j

*
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passed into the factory for what is one of the most
interesting of the processes carried out there. It is the

and this iscane handle that gives a bat its

obtained by building it up from 16 canes. The process is

carried out in two stages,

in the first of which four

monoThe bat is

.

wrapping is wound on the
rubber cover is put on. Rigorous tests and examination

in a lathe and the

which the

ow
f
and from these the bat

... _ _

canes their sides

sq uared
glued before being
side by side and
bound together by a cord

i the glue is set. >

takes about two days, and
the cords round the slips

are then removed, and
four

gether in

ner, except that this time
thin strips of rubber
included. A modern de

of bat
making is to insert rods,

of about J in. diameter,

of special steel that helps

emerge succe

before t he name is brand-
ed on it, and it is wrapped
readv
its way

ceters in

on
eager

s

esits arrival arouses

of good scores to come!
Cricket cannot be plav-

ed with a alone, and
naturally I was interested

to see how the other parts

of the necessarv

me were
Sturnps
made of

are

f

r\we 11

which is

before use

-

or springy
Rubbing the surface of a blade with sandpaper. The surface is afterwards polished by friction

rubbing in a similar manner.

in order to be certain that

there will be no warping.

For the stumps the square

lengths are cut and turned

on a lathe. The turner

;es off wood until a

cricketers like their bats to have.

The handle is now in the form of a square rod, and this

is given the correct shape by turning it in a lathe.

the part that will form the actual handle is

t

end from the Q is to

square, and afterwards given the
formed being

i cuts

of a wedge
a circular saw *

the bat

a for the

maker, who with his

the

fitting

gauge
that it is of the

over the spinnin or cylinder

With the stump still

rotating he presses against it from the front a gauge with
sharp points that mark out the length of the stump and of

its various Then he again takes up his chisel
4

quickly gives the stump its final form. The last operation

is to complete the cutting of the point. This parts off the

stump, which he catches as it falls from the lathe. During

skilled

draw
wedge at the end so that it will tit

j in the splice of the

When he is sure that it will do this,

and that handle and blade are

es thein a straight

es and a single

hammer drives the

with a
thor-

o tlv home. Every bat produced
has its handle individually

in this manner, and so carefidly are

the surfaces brought into contact

each other that the glue is

practically unnecessary, the fit

alone ensuring that the blade and
e blend into the complete bat.

Next follows the final shaping
with draw knives, and in

work the skill and experience of the
them in givingguid eworkmen

both blade and handle their final

form. The shoulders are cut out

with the aid of spokeshaves,

when the bat is finished it is in

the operation the surface is

papered in order to smooth it, ant

all that remains is to make
groove at the head.

Bails are e in a
A sq uare

len

the

whil

gth of ash is mounted between
res and rotated slowly

e a rapidly-turnin
t5

tool is

pressed against it by pulling up a

handle

slight, in order

in front of

The pressure at first is

corners, and is steadily inci

causing the cutting tool to bite

more deeply into the wood until it

termined limit

which time

its

of movement,
bail has assumed its

Elsewhere in the same ory
1 probed into some of the mysteries

of leg guards and gloves. The best

leg guards or

buckskin, cut

vat the limith Of

Glueing slips of four canes cacn together to l«rm a bat handle. The
wrapping keeps the canes pressed tightly together until the glue

dries. There are four slips, or 16 canes, in each handle.

lined, and

of

sewn
with

lers are made of canvas.

Buckskin also
•

weight allowed. The average weight is 2 lb. 5 oz., i

lighter or heavier bats
order to meet aU tastes.

readily be
ough stuffi111-

in se

used for gloves.

. For

with the

ves is of inte

used, but the best

of the reindeer or elk, which
A final pressing is given to ensure that every part of the comes from Russia. Another interesting special feature

t is thoroughly hardened, and the bat is then damned is the enrolovment of cushioned finger tips inbat is thoroughly hardened, and the bat is then clamped
in a vice by the handle, with the end of the blade resting

on a leather pad, in readiness for finishing. The surface of
_1 1 1 "I 1

* fill * i 1 * **».**•

is
*

the
)S

emplovment Of cushioned tips

the blade is smoothed down with sandpaper, and friction

are

s
i
K)nge

gloves. At the ends of these

prepared shock absorbers of

-i*i
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An Ingenious Roadmaking Machine

The upper illustration on this page shows
a vibrating and finishing: machine designed!
for use in the construction of
modern concrete roads. It is

_ it i i

a product of E. P. Allani and

fr

The

A Powerful Motor Syren

Ter illustration, on s

ws a. powerful motor coding syren
Some

Co. Ltd
' London, and its

purpose i» to sj

consolidate
With a

out and
concrete.

of

concrete than usual can be
employed, and this gives a
road of higher strength than
a wetter mixture left

settle naturally
The machine is carried on

sc on one
and one

four wheels,

side being fiansr*

half of the road is finished
-

at a time, the concrete being
poured between wood forms
fitted with rails. The
machine runs on both rails

during the construction of
the first half of the road, but
the central form and rail is

taken away for the making of the second
half, the plain wheels of the machine then

at the Empire Exhibition

of the enormous amount of
electricity required for illumination and

other purposes in the ICmpire
Exhibition grounds at Bella-

is

the

houston Park, Glasgow,
given by the fact that
equipment now being in-

stalled would suffice for
a city of 500,000
inhabitants. The current
will be taken from the
Glasgow Corporation supply
and will

unds from 10 sub-
distributed in

ons. 13 m
mam

ve
underground

of

cable
laid and

miles of wiring have already
com

An interesting machine designed for levelling and consolidating concrete during roadmaking «-itl 1«
ooerattons. Photoeranh bv murlMv r>f E* P Allam a«H Cr* t ia i An ,i n„ " lli l "

the
Palace of I engineering alone
there are over 25 miles
of cables.

The scheme of ill um ination

operations. Photograph by of E. P. Allam and Co, Ltd., London.

running on finished concrete. For
curves the wheels on the inner

side of the machine are disconnected from
the drive. Usually the machine is driven
by a 7-h.p. Lister petrol engine fitted with
a radiator and housing, but if

a type that is
d

extensively forof

fire alarm purposes and for giving "start
at factories.

suitable also
giving warning of air raids or for

elaborate. At

cease
reus of

for

top of the 300 ft. high

emitting
durin

warning signals in
n (og. The apparatus forms a

harbours

Tower, which, was illustrated on
of the "MM,"; for March last, three great
galleries have been erected, and these will
be outlined at night in bands of green, red

beand yellow
j* 1

light that will visible

I >iesel can be

view given in the illustra-

tion is of the ard end of the
machine. In front is a

which is provided
spaced so as

the w i of the concrete,
the materialeh

and level it. In the centre of the
frame is a mechanically-operated
beam that moves up and down
at
tilted

high speed. The beam is

slightlv downwards to-
wards the rear, and gives
it a wedging effect that "con
sohdates the concrete both
pressure and vibration. The
beam can be tilted in the oppo
site direction if desired so that
the machine can be used to
beat the con down twice

50 miles away. The outlines of the main
buildings also will be picked out in coloured

neon lights, and I lie names of
le principal structures will ap-

pear in illuminated letters 9 ft.

high im ia .-light fades
On the front of the Palace of
Industry will be fitted a gigantic
electric tlic hands and
figures of which will be brilliantly

illuminated.

There will also be wonderful
illuminated waterfalls and pylons
30 ft. in T I ie ours of
these pylons will

five seconds, while
change every

behind the
cascades nisei ves there
be po
colours.

werfu I lamps m

The trees throughout
grounds will be floodlighted in

many colours, and festoons of
coloured

ing it forward and then A Power,uI electric syren that can he heard at a distance of 2\ to 3 miles. Photograph

reversing.
by courtesy of Gen I and Co, Ltd., Leit ester.

With the in the speed
of the machine is 7 ft. per min. forward

to
to

or backward. When it is

move
another,
of the

m nne one
necessary

section
mechanisms are lifted cle

and the machine
ar

can travel under its own power at a speed
of 60 ft. per min.

pro, >er

consisting of the syren
a 2-h.p. electric motor, and

is designed to give a series of code signals

tovarying in duration from 15 set 2
min. t ha t ca

n

of 2\ to 3 miles
at a distance

e signal is need

will be slung
between specially designed steel

flagpoles.

Hydraulic Jet for Coal Cutting

A Soviet inventor has developed a process
for cutting and conveying coal by means of a
jet of water at high pressure. Experiments
have shown that a jet at a pressure of

out 2201b. per sq. in. can cut 11 tons of

by air sucked by a fan through a rapidly
revolving rotor and stator system.

coal of average hardness in 8 minutes. As the
coal is cut it is carried by the water into a
sump and then transported to the surface.

I

7

<*
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R.A.F. Ice Making Plant in Mesopotamia When the bridge is comDieted it will

il lustrations on this show
consist of 17 spans, and will have a total
length of over 2,000 ft.

part of a large refrigerating plant that has
erected at the new Royal Air Force

Aerodrome at

Vehicles that Unload Themselves

su )ng
and wireless telegraphy
Station, and generally for

>ban, Iraq. It is used fur

air for the K.A.F. hospital

Motor lorries ft with special les

having movable floors in the form of belt

The for Oil in Britain

Engineers one; m drilling oil

near Dalkeith., Scotland, are finding- con-
ditions then* about as difficult as in an\
part of the world. A.. H. Chapman
production manager of the Anglo-American

sti *rage and the
production of ice. The

at ion is one of the

Engineering

finest and most complete
of its kind in the world.
The plant was con-

structed bv the Liver-

and
Ltd. at

works at Sankey,
near Warrington, and
consists of three electric-

ally-driven ammonia, re-

frigerators. The machines
operate continuously day
and night and to

orm their work at a
constant surrou nding

ure of 125 dee.
— • * ^^^^

F. One of the tliree

maintains 13 in-

stores

tliree insulated
i

air locks at temperatures
varying between 15 and
40 cleg, F., according to the commodities
stored in the different rooms. This plant
also is

Oil Com
scribes

Ltd..
Jr

dealt
"the

lull
t

»

toughest
he has ever

encountered.
The bit recently reached
_ _ -

a depth of 2,500 and
at
grinding

award

time of writing i»

way slowh
very

Mthouuh thehard rock.

equipment in use is the
most modern obtainable.
the drilling

been u
ha*

loo ft

weekly. In favourable con
ditions is usually pos-

to drill as much
as l.Uoo ft. in 24 hours.

A
Dhihba

The granite-hard Scot-
tish rock wears out three
huge drilling bits

Changing a bit takes
from two to three hours

view of part of the evaporating plant of the refrigerating installation at the new R.A.F. Aerodrome at and is a comnlirated urn.
libban. Iraq. For the illustrations on (his page we are indebted to The Liverpool Refrigeration and ,\.t :.. TV? , « l

.

of producing 10 tons of
ice every 24 hours. The other two plants are
used for air conditioning only,

Ex ing the Floor of the Ocean

E'rof. Piccard, who gained world-wide

Engineering Co. Ltd., Sankey, Warrington.

conveyors are in use in the United States
of America for carrying such materials as

gravel. The floor consists of
an endless belt of durable, cord rubber
that travels over rollers placed at
each end of the body. The belt is moved
bv means of cranks turned by hand, and

dis-
fame bv his balloon ascents into the

is now planning to explore
of the ocean in a bathysphere.

hopes to reach a depth of 15,000 ft.

The bathysphere wilt not be attached to a
cable, but will be supported in
the water by a cylinder con-
taining paraifin.

As the bathysphere will be
lighter than water, it will be
weighted with ballast consist-

ing of small steel shot and this

will be controlled by magnets.
Prof. Piccard hopes to reach
a depth of 15,000 ft. in an hour
and a half. The ballast will be
cast off when it is desired to
ascend.

seriments will be con-

when it is set in motion the
charged at the rear end of the

is

attached

eedure in which the drill

pipe, to which the bit is

to be up >m the
well in 90-ft. sections, one by one. Usually
about 50 minutes are taken' to "pull out

T '

and 4<) minutes to go in,

Even in its early stages, the well pre
sentcd some novel technical i!ems
At depths between 50 and 160 ft. the drill

roving Grimsby's Dock Facilities

An increasing number of lar^e deep-sea
trawlers are using the port of Grimsby and

ducted to select the most suit-

able metal for the sphere, and
the type and strength of the
glass for the windows. The first

desc ent probably w i 1 1 be made
in the waters of Lake Geneva,
and this will be followed by
others in the sea. off the Canary
I

• i

J^ where depth is

a layer of very porous sandstone.
The mud fluid circulated through the drill

pipe and bit during the drilling operation,,
sank into this porous rock, and the re-
sultant loss caused the drilling crews

anxious moments, as they were
constantly faced with the
danger of the drill pipe sticking
in overcome this

difficulty a very viscous mud
was used, and this effectively
sealed the pores of the sand-
stone and permitted circu-
lation to be regained.

A Electric CaMe Press

An interesting

electriccovering
a sheath of lead

,-

been installed at the Stock-

press for

cables with
recentlv

holm cable works of A/B
Liijeh.ol.mens The ispress
said to be the first of its kind
in Kiirpp*' Its outstanding

is

of

feature is that
melted in an
a gas that prevents oxidisation.
and is delivered free from

18,000 ft. Under-water photo-
graphs will be taken with the
aid of powerful artifi

Built oa Screw Piles

One of the building^ in which the ammonia compressors of the Dhibban refrigeration
plant of the K.A.F. are installed, photographed during erection.

oxide to press, thus
eliminating holes and cr;

2

..

A new railway and vehicular bridge that
is being erected at Cochin, India, to connect
Willingdon Island with the mainland is

on piles made in the form of huge
screws. Each pile consists of a central cast
iron column encircled by a spiral of blades
that form the thread, the diameters of the
complete piles varying from 6| ft, to
84 ft. Electric capstans screw the piles into

the sea bed to a depth of nearly 80 ft.

below the surface of the water.

the L.N.E.R. are deepening Nos. 1

Fish Docks at the port in order to make the
depth of water in them sufficient to accom-
modate all the trawlers using; the deep-sea
fishing grounds around the Faroe Islands,
the Norwegian Coast, Iceland and the
White Sea, These two docks will be deepen-
ed by 3 ft. 6 in. to bring them into line with
the new No. 3 dock, which was opened in

19:il. The large trawlers will then be able

in the finished ath e
is mam automatically at

thermostats.proper temperature

A Canal to Link the Danube with the
Black Sea

The Rumanian Government ap

to use the entire accommodation available.
The new dock is evidence of the deter-
min the L.N.E.R,
equipment of the port up-to-date.

keep the

proved a scheme for the construction of a
canal between the town of Cernavoda, on
the Danube, and thi- ol C anza
On the Black Sea Coast. The canal will take

live years to build. By using
canal the distance by water between
Cernavoda and
reduced, by 155 miles.

Black Sea will be
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Pit Control
By Michael am

MOTOR racin

somewhat dangerous
is regarded

s s

however, it must also become a com

by most people as an exciting if

If any success is to be hoped for,

and
business, calling for skill and organisation of the highest quality.

This is best realised by going behind the scenes in any organisation
that takes part in motor racing in order to see what actually goes on.

Building a racing car is a laborious job, requiring the highest
possible skill, that is begun months ahead of the race. Every part
must be thoroughly tested in order to determine whether it will be

staft make a final check of their equipment to make certain that
everything is to hand if wanted. The spotter stands pad in hand,
ready to jot down the numbers of the cars as they roar past at the
end of their first lap, and the timekeeper begins to fiddle nervously
with his watches.

At last the hum of the cars can be heard in the distance. The
hum grows to a roar and then in a bunch the leading cars flash by
Jtike pro
trail inc off

hard on each other's tails. the sluggards

capable of standing up to the stresses that will be imposed upon it,

for on this may depend not only success or failure in the race,
but perhaps the life of the driver.

Many people imagine that the driver alone is responsible for the
running of a car once it has left the starting line. The responsibility
really rests with the team manager, whose job it is to control the
actions of the drivers

behind. The spotter must not miss one, or the whole
carefully built up organisation may be rendered useless. After one
or two laps things sort themselves out a little, and the drivers have
time to give a reassuring "thumbs up" signal to those anxiously
watching at the pits. And so it goes on for lap after lap.

Let us imagine that we are in the pit of the entrant of a team
of three cars. Perhaps those anxiously discern the

according to the ever-
schanging com

Most of the races in

this country are run on
handicap basisa

team manager
The

there-

fore must know at anv
time d u ring an event
exactly how his cars

are Iving. not onlv
their

in

to im-
mediate opponent*s.
in regard to the handi
cap. Accordingly
graphs and charts have
to be drawn up, ami
signals prepared by-

means of which the
team manager can
transmit his

tions to the drivers as
they flash by.

At last the great day
arrives, and for some
hours before the race is

start the n-

watching
faintest irregularity in

the beat of the engine
of one of their cars as it

hurtles past and spc&dfl

away on another lap.
Has the driver noticed
that odd sound in

din and bustle of the
race? Theteam manager
orders a new set of

e

s ung plugs to be
laid out on the
counter, for plugs seem
to be a probable cause
of the trouble, if

trouble it really is.

Round come the cars
again; First one and

another of the
team flash by. Seconds
pass, but the third does
not appear.

prev10
cars

were
lying behind it now
come through
with engine

a
pits a re

scene- of intense

Changing the rear wheels and filling up with oil and petrol auring a race. The back axte has been raised by means
, of a quick-lift jack, and the two drivers are about to change places.

activity. Mechanics carefully lay out rows of tools on the counter,
where they can be reached immediately if necessity arrives. Special
fuel, or "dope," as it is sometimes called, is

At last,

cough-
ingand sputtering, No.
3 comes in sight, close in
to the side and making

through
chamois leather into big churns holding five gallons each; and

for the pits to have the trouble rectified, whatever it may be.

Before the car has come to a standstill,

the counter, undoing the bonnet straps.
are over

lugs, spare wheels and cans of oil and water are laid by in

am
end of the counter is left clear for the control staff, which

usually consists of a lap scorer, a spotter, and a timekeeper. The
spotter is armed with tear-off pads and a host of pencils, and his
job is to note down the numbers of all the cars as they pass. As
each sheet is com pit- ted it is handed to the lap scorer, who marks
off on his chart each complete circuit made by every car. On this
chart is marked also the handicap, so that the team manager can
tell to within a lap the exact position of any one of his cars in

relation to the remainder of the field. It is often necessary to

" Plugs, I think," says the driver, and in a trice the quick
able plug leads are pulled from their sockets. Using a
spanner the mechanics whip out the nearly red-hot plugs' toss
them one by one into the pit, screw a new set quickly into position,
and replace the leads. In the meantime the driver has wiped his
goggles and had a drink, and he slides into his seat as the bonnet
straps are fastened down.

i*

««

O.K.?" asks the team manager.
O.K./' replies the driver. A heave and a push, the engine once

*' into healthy life, and the '
'

have a closer check on the cars than this, however, and the time
keeper therefore is armed with a battery of stop watches, with which
he keeps a careful check on the times of his own cars and their
most dangerous rivals.

all is set. Last minute adjustments have been made

again
pursuit of the field.

Let us suppose it has been

car in

by a careful petrol con-
sumpton test that the cars shall come in for replenishment at the
half distance. As the time approaches cans of fuel, oil and water
are laid out on the pit counter, together with wheels and quick-lift
jacks. A mechanic writes a big figure I on a blackboard winch is

to the cars, "hard
•

plugs made to withstand high tem-
attached to the end of a long pole. From a pile a signal already

peratures have replaced the "soft" plugs used for warming up, and
the mechanics Imve returned to the pits. On the starting line the
cars are lined up in rows according to their practice times, the
fastest in front and the slowest at the rear. The starter's flag is

slowly raised. There are five seconds to go, and the low mutter
of the engines rises in deafening crescendo. Four seconds—three
two—one, and "They're off," the drivers jockeying for positions
as they race down to the first corner.
As the noise of the cars fades away into the distance the pit

out, and a mechanic crouches on the counter
to await the arrival of car No, L As it appears in the distance
out go the blackboard and the signal.

The driver shows by a movement of his hand that he has received
the message, and next time round he coasts quickly into the pits
with a dead engine. Quick as thought, out go the mechanics, one
armed with a special quick-lift jack, another with a lead hammer.
A common arrangement is for one to slip the jack under the axle,
while the other proceeds to undo the wheel nuts with the hammer,
going round to the second wheel as soon as the first nut is removed.

j

a

^
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Meanwhile the first mechanic removes the first wheel, and follows

his partner round to remove the second. The second mechanic
now goes to the counter for spare wheels, fitting first one, and
then the other, and as he does so the first man tops up the radiator
with water and the sump with oil.

While all this has been going on the driver has replenished the
petrol tank from the five-

gallon churns.
finished, he either slides

back into the cockpit or
hands over the car to the
second driver, for in long
distance races two drivers
for each car are the rule

rather than the
tion

more and more and imposing considerably greater stresses on his car.

At last Birkin, coming into the Hunaudieres straight, caught
sight of his rival away in the distance, and knew for certain that he
was catching him. With engine roaring at 4,050 r.p.m,, equivalent to
124 m.p.h., the great two-ton Bentley hurtled down the straight.

Then there was a crash; the tread had flown off one of the tyres! A
lesser driver than Birkin
wo

-

All this

com
rather
a com-

refuelling and
change of rear tyres is

often accomplished in

less than a minute and a
half. In case any petrol

has been spilled the car is

away from
pits before an attempt is

made to start it; other-

wise a siight backfire

eased
he

ve
up, knowing that

had to rely upon a
shell of thin canvas on
one of his driving wheels.
The pace had to be
maintained if the Mer-
cedes were to be caught,
however, and Birkin kept
his foot down on the
•iccelerator.

was con-
fident in his own mind
that no one could catch
him. He was deafened
by the wail of his super-

which now

might have somewhat
disastrous consequences.
By this time the team

manager can pro
some real opinion

as to how the race is

likely to go. A glance at
his chart shows that his cars are perhaps lying second, fifth and
eighth, and are lapping in 10 min. 12 sees., 10 min. 18 sec, and 10

28 sec. respectively, while the leader is lapping in 10 min. 8 sec.

was in action practicallv

all the time, and so did
not hear Birkin behind
him. Keeping to the
crown of the road, he
was suddenly amazed
to see the Bentley roar
by on the

In a contiol pit during a big race. On the right the team manager and the timekeeper arc discussing the situation.

On the left are the lap scorer and the sputter. The pit signals are at the back.

at 1.30 m.P-

ass verge
. to take

the lead. Every
saw

_

the
getting weaker and weaker, but for two laps Birkin
maintaining his distance in front of the Mercedes. Then the tyre

mm
"Give No. 1

9 t

signal comes the command.
finally burst, and Birkin
wheel

to a pit stop to have a spare

Out goes the signal, and the driver of this car replies with a lap of

10 min. 7 sec. Those in the leader's pit have seen the move, and
promptly give their nian the faster signal. Our team manager knows
that his cars still have something in hand, however, and therefore

gives each the faster signal. In three laps they may have improved
their positions to second, fourth and fifth. Nos. 2 and 3 are given
the signal to hold their posi-

tions, but No. 1 is urged to go
still faster. It is his job to win
if he can, but at all events to

make the leader stress

Although Birkin was never again in the picture, his valiant
" d result. The remaining Bentleys wereeffort achieved the desire

a t nsufid. Hour.4

continued.
speeded up slightly,

went by, day turned into nig
At 1 a.m. the Mercedes called at the pits with oil pressure trouble.

Half an hour later in it came again; a battery had gone dead.
Swiftly the leads were changed

his engine to such an extent
that it will fail.

For a while it seems as
-

the leader will notthough
crack. Then perhaps over the
loud speakers comes a message

the other side of the
course to the effect that the

leader passed a certain lookout
point with smoke pouring out
of his bonnet, a sure sign of

serious trouble. As the
come round again No. 1 is now
in the lead, with the other two
cars third and
An excellent example of this

sort of thing was seen during
the 24-hour race at Lc Mans in

1930. A strong entry of British

Bentleys were fairly certain of

victory if only the menace of

the giant supercharged Mer-
cedes ven by Rudolph

the
that o:+ we r.

spare battery

,

had not enough
Further investigation showed
that the dvnamo had ce

m

to work and that other things
were seriously amiss. Slowly
the giant was pushed to the
dead car park, and the sur-

Bentleys went on to
fill first and second places.

Undoubtedly the victory
was due principally to the
tremendous struggle early in

race. Over the full dis-

tance the Mercedes undoubted-

viving

ly wuld have proved to be
the faster car, but the addi-
tional stresses of an "all

out" battle reduced reliability,

leaving a clear field to the
which

some
And

still had

Caracciola could be overcome.
-

From the start, Caracciola

More haste, less speed in pit work* The
while the engine is funning!

t of filling up with petrol hastily and clumsily

to try and drive the Mercedes to destruction. With

sprinted ahead, with two of the Bentleys, driven by the late Sir

Henry Birkin and the late Glen Kidston, some distance behind in

second and third places. For several laps the Mercedes gradually
drew ahead. Then Birkin got the signal for which he had been

t—

*

-I

—

7

waiting-

a lap at SS m.p.h,, which was considerably faster than any speed
so far shown by his rival, he pulled back some of the lead, but
Caracciola was warned by his pit what was happening and crammed
on more speed. Birkin, relentless in his pursuit, countered this move
by clipping a few more seconds off his lap times, and for lap after

lap the two cars thundered round, Caracciola using his supercharger

on to a
extent in

nearly every long distance
race, every move beingwatched
and countered where possible.

If towards the end of a
the leading cars are
out*

1
signals are shown

race

within a few seconds of each other, "All

at the various pits. Then it is a case of 'win or burst.' Crouching
well down into their cockpits in an endeavour to cut wind resistance

down still further and with throttles wide open, the drivers seek
to save those few precious seconds that may mean the difference

between victory and defeat "On the other hand, if one car is well

in the it may be given the in order to relieve

the stresses somewhat, and make certain of winning. This then,

is a glimpse behind the scenes of motor racing, one of the most
exacting and highly organised sports in the wrorld and one that
provides endless s for the onlookers
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OK hauling heavy loads, especially on lines with steep
inclines, engines with six or

% pi
1

in order to obtain
rails

certain cases even
I

adhesion or
leavy freight

nger train s

,

service, and in

ei

con otive is used. Engines with 10 coup
also have been built. These are comparatively

rare, however, and are chiefly to be seen overseas,
in ii- States, but uive been

examples on British

still in sen
ways ne

gn e< 1was
the Lickey
Birmingham mute

i It is No. 2290
for the purpose of

these is

L.M.S., which

fire-box end and 6 ft

a devi( (smoke-box
from being thrown out of the
is r

3} in. at the front

of 62.5

a

e

fire-box

mechanical stoker.

The 10 coud

with a wide grate that has an area
of the rocking type with a hopper
is carried out by means of a

Owing
leading pair have been so designed

wheels have a diameter of 4 ft. 6 in.

of the engine theto the exceptional length

banking trains up
of 1 in 37 on the Bristol

I in. to

no Jlanges. In

can move
sideband the third and fourth pairs have

spacing between the coupled
purpose of

men
In view of this

motive
is in an exi

.•

10 coupled

has been made as small as possible
these arrangements is to make the engine flexible eriougl
to run on curves of 275 ft. radius,

i

wheels that has I nun
on the South African Railway
The engine is illustrated on

s.

nnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnaannnnnnnnnnnnn
n

The above illustration shows well Jhe massive lines of the
experimental 2-10-4

points

.

page. It has the 2-1 0-4 wheel
arrangement, and is a giant lor

a

a

locomotive. No. 2551, described in
the accompanying article. The engine is intended for heavy
service on lightly-laid sections of the South African Railways,
and was built by the North British Locomotive Company Ltd.,
to whom we arc indebted for our photograph and information.

a

n
a

a

ma it

being
the gauge
widened

at such
out to

in. above normal.
The front two-

w

is

pony
6 in.

diameter bogie wheels and is of the
mg e with coiled

the 3 ft. 6in. gauge of the S.A.R., nnannnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnq
serines. The rear

its weight in working ore lei with its tender bein
171 tons. It is intended

over sections rails weigh
hauling

more
-

for the use of so many
Hi

i lb. per yd.,

s enables the weight of this

powerful engine to be well distributed. The locomotive

bo
i

°ie, which also

was built by
Glasgow, to the

British Locomotive Company, of

of A. (t. Watson,
Chief Mechanical Engineer of the South African Railways,
and now retired.

The
III 1 J e

bar fram
it to r

e*> i which
1HI earn. ere are

two c

of 26 in. These are

each 24 in. in diameter and with a piston

each, with the
outsides of

above
one half of the smoke-box saddle
have a travel of 12 in., and are actua

valve motion. Steam-operated reversing
gear of the standard type used on the South African

Wals

-w 1 1celed
2 ft. 6 in. wheels, is pivoted at the

end. Coiled side check springs also are used for the
lncriA A cfcnm KTVitrrt ie ft+4-aA 4^. 4*1^ ~ ! and

with

rear bogie. A steam brake is

first three pairs of coupled
brake blocks in the rear.

The tender holds 10 tons of coal

engine

water. It is of unusual
of wheels, grou

6,750
f

of

or it is carried on six

in what we may term a
formation. There is a two-wheeled pony truck at each end
a

ed in

ween these are the remaining ei w_ ._ els mount-
a rigid frame. This novel arrangement has been

adopted because of the length of the tender. Its wheel-
but it can readily negotiate

sections of the

ft, 3 in.

curves that abound
avs on which it is to be

Another

boiler has a diameter of 6 ft. 74 in. at

ure of the tender is

er-bcaring axle-boxes are used. The water

interestmg

is we the coal bunker is of the
type and the
order is 65 tons, 16 cwt.

sell-

weight
nnng

of the tender in working

Q

.

*

<*
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How Engineers

By a Metallurgist

nnnnnnnDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnn
HE problem of wear is a very important one to the

engineer, who has to design parts that will withstand

constant strain to which they are s

A test piece of steel bar a J in. in diameter and 3 in.

ec in use

without losing their shape and size. It is easy to see that

the gear-box of a motor car would not give very long

service if the gears were not made to resist the wear due to

constant engagement of the gear teeth. Some treat-

ment of these and similar parts is necessary in order to

give them a very hard surface that will withstand wear,

and yet will not make them brittle

liable to crack under heavy

to 4 in. long is placed alongside the components in the box
so that it receives the same treatment. When it is thought
that carbon has penetrated

remov
enough the box is

the furnace and the test piece taken out,

quenched and fractured. The depth of the case on it can
readily be seen, and the ng is continued if

is insii

test piece shows that the case is

enough the parts are removed and

o f steel can be

heat
loads. Certain type:

subjected to a
treatment that makes them hard

theon the surface and tough in
—

centre. This process is called case-

hardening, and there are

methods of carrying it out.

A few words of explanation

about steel itself will help to make
case- processes

Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon,

the proportion of carbon ranging

from about .1 per cent, to n

2 cent.

only .1 per cent, of carbon will no
which contains

t

harden appreciably if it is heated
until it is bright red in colour, and

itct
is then quenched by plun

into cold water. If the proportion

is 1 per cent., however, the steel

will harden to such an extent with

the ame it will

snap as eas as glass.

Suppose now a
containing .1 per cent, of

carbon is treated in some way so

of carbon steelthat an
with 1 per cent, is produced on its

outer surface. When it is

in water from a bright

in cold water. This
hardens the case,which isrendered
rather coarse-grained, however. In

to remedy this

parts are re-heated at a tempera-
i* mm j^ ^-fc ^ #*% * •

tu re de a 1 1 c again
in wa

Another method is the cyanide
process, in w i molten sodium
cyanide is used instead of charcoal
compound as the source of carbon.

The type of furnace used is shown
in the illustration on this page,

ft is a steel structure lined with
fire-bricks and heated by ga
with an air blast from an electric

blower. The
in

is

into

which the parts to be hardened
are lowered by means of a chain

c in

A furnace in which steel parts arc case-hardened by the cyanidt
process* The furnace man is well protected from splashes of molten

cyanide as he removes the parts in readiness for quenching,

holes in it.

The time, required for the pene-
tration of carbon into

is somewhat shorter by this

method than by the one previously

described, as the cyanide comes
into immediate contact with the

metal.

the thin envelope will then harden, but the inside or core

of the steel will remain comparatively soft and tough.

This is the process known as case-hardening

>ping into the bath is

electrical instrument for measur-
ing the temperature. This is known as a pyrometer, and
wires from it lead to a very sensitive instrument some way

that record

Perhaps the most common way of giving steel a hard

casing is pack-hardening. In this the parts to be treated

are placed in a wrought iron box, with a special compound

era are

s the temperature. The
same as in the

contains ton re Thispacked round it

usually is in the form of wood charcoal, with a sm<

proportion of barium carbonate. The box is then covered

with a wrought iron lid and sealed up with fire-clay, after

which it and its contents are heated for several hours in

an enclosed furnace at a temperature of

Carbon thofi diffuses into the outer surface of

the depth to which it penetrates depending on the time,

The operator of the furnace can judge by experience how

hardening method and the reheating is done in the same
lower

is no
furnace, for no carburisation takes place

temperature of 760 deg. C. used, and
increase in the depth of the hardened case.

The removal of

for a novice, a

apron are worn bv the furnace man to protect him from

is not a
helmet, gloves and

fumes and s es of

is required to

thickness.

long a of the
%

ui

poisonous. The parts are tipped

to the side of the water
floor. A second man then tips

shoots the parts into the water with

molten cyanide, which is

on a wire tray

. which is sunk

as possible
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wonderful
aquarium, a triumph of planning and
organisation, and finally the author

inipses of Zoo nights, when
many
tenants and the darkness is pierced b)

ing red,

k is well illustrated by
full-page plates in photogravure.

Knots, Splices

Strange

This is

V'EKKlt.L.

fourth

Their Stories

10/6 net)

a series in which
Mr, Verrill has already told many wonderful

Jk I* 1 I M V *

stones seashells. insects

The marvels of bird life that he now unfolds
less fascinating, has dealt

only with birds that can readily be watched
their natura 1

litre ivt tivieuf hooks of inier&l and of u

>f Ike
uM.Mr \V* can supply copies of

to r&iJers who cannot obtain Hum through the usual
,1 — **. m. r w v i-

Ciias. L* Spencer
Work

channels h Hook DepL, Meccano Limited,

Hinns Road. Liverpool h% adding If- for pasta

(Brown, Son and Ferguson Ltd. 6/6 net)

Mr. Spencer's excellent book on this

*:ing subject has now reached its third

or in zoological

gardens and museums, so that most of his

readers will be able to see for themselves
strange he describes.

//<

•/

"The London Zoo

book that
ent. S/-net)

e is a dook xnar win appeal

y stronglv to every reader of the

knows

> * young or old. It

anby
understands the many

-

London
a host o i

and describes brilliantly

interesting unfamiliar

addition to well-known
favourit
Gardens

Visitors to fain

in Regent's Park will find

ese far more attractive if they
fain * » ger s stories

and other readers will gain from them
of the marvels to bea

there
rVfter exp tr origin of the

Zoo, and giving interesting details of

the mann
1

1

deal

hich
rn w ithtl

is run, the
to various

sections of its very
tion. It is in the

ailable to follow him through eacl

of the houses and enclosures, from th

home of apes and monkeys where h

besfins his tonic to the Insect Hon*
there is something for even

u i

atever his speci ik in be
Some will turn at once to the chant

.1

dealing v-ith the IClq H
where they will read of the famous
giant TumbOj and of the even larger

jingo, both African elephants. Others
will be more attracted by the stories

told of lions and tigers, and it is satis-

factory to read the opinions of ex-

perts that lions in captivity, well-fed

and sheltered from the struggle foi

The author begins with some of the
mysteries that bird life presents. The most

remarkable of these is migration,

and we are given many surprising

instances of the sudden disappearance
of birds from one locality and their

reappearance in some far distant

country without having been seen at

any intermediate place. Many of these
movements take place as regu
as those of a railway train. There is

equal mystery in the long journeys
of other birds that fly thousands of

miles across
T

trackless oceans.

we read of birds that play
hide-and-seek, matching their often

vivid colouring and patterns to their

backgrounds so that they are prac-
tically invisible. Feathered fishermen
are described, and we find that there
are pirates who wait for these to
capture their prey and then swoop
down to rob them. Birds that shave,
others that fight and dance, and some
that use their wings like a second
pair of feet are among ler

wonderful creatures that Mr. Verrill
' m

deals with, and attractive chapters
deal with such matters as the law
courts that birds hold to try those
of own kind who
guilty of some bird crime, and the
strange partnerships that birds form
with other creatures. The partner

seem to follow a regular rule
" of nature. The best known example
is the one between the crocodile and
the white egret which acts as the

in order

existence, live com to age

The black hornbtll, the largest inhabitant of the Bird House at the Zoo
From "The London Zoo," reviewed on this page.

former's dentist, venturing
into its wide open
to pick its teeth clean.

The author describes a
city in a remote spot in the Bahamas,

many as 20.000

flam i ngo

at they could not attain in the wild state
sAnd so the procession continues, with

apes and monkeys, giraiTes, zebras, wolves
sea-lions, kangaroos, reptil d host
of smaller u res.

Birds take up a large proportion of the
space, and rightly so, for they are of peren ».

lM.li nt

penguins and pelic

particularly the
the toucan and the

black horn bill illustrated on this page,

together with the birds of paradise and othei

gorgeously-coloured inhabitants of the Bird
House. A fascinating chapter describes the

edition, in which it has been enlarged and
made even more interesting by the addition
of many new examples. The great days of
the art of knotting and splicing came about
the middle of the last century, and the pass-
ing of the sailing ship led to its decline. Mr,
Spencer therefore is doing splendid work by
putting on record this extensive collection,
which now includes more than 240 well-
arranged examples, a large proportion of
which have never previously been described
in English. The knots dealt with are well
described, and illustrated by 350 drawings.

strange birds form an almost solid

mass of red covering the landscape, and
rise in a vast red cloud if they are disturbed.

Bird calls and sounds provide other
and the book ends

with accounts of the dodo, the great auk
and other strange birds that have vanished.

The most astonishing case is the extermina-
tion of the passenger pigeon, A century ago
flocks 50 to 100 miles long were common in

North America, but to-day there are none.
The book is illustrated by three ex-

cellent plates in colour, three other full-

page and many drawings.
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44 Book of
By Charles Boff. (Routledye* 6/- net)

There is romance in a hole in the ground
5 of thewhen this represents the

engineer to overcome some difficulty, or to

give access to some form

Engineering Workshop Manual
By Ernes* Pull, R.N.R.M.I.Mech.E.

(Technical Press Ltd. 3/6 net)

The present volume is the sixth ed

of Mr. Pull aluable handbook, which

"Red Ben"

of and Mr. Boff
has endeavoured with
success to convey some
of romance to his

own readers. He does not
go deeply into technical i-

Nevertheless
gives an adequate ac-
count of tunnelling oper-

all kinds in

parts of

World, and every page
contains some outstand-
ing facts or stupendous

whatfigures ing

triumphs man has
achieved in this work.
To the ordinary

the title of the book will

suggest a railway tunnel.

the type with which he is

most familiar, Mr. Boff
deals thoroughly with
this kind of underground
highway, describing
construction
the G.VV.R. Box Tu

of longer and more
difficult bores through
the Pennines, the Alps,

and the Rockies. He then
explains how the
through which under-

By J, W, Ln>piKCOiT. (Harrap. 3/6 net)

Red Ben is a red fox, living in the Pine
Barrens of New Jersey, who has all the

cunning of his kind. We follow his ad-
ventures with keen in-

, tinged by anxiety
sa fety. cu-

when he is being
hunted, but our fears

prove
w ith

groundless,

great skill

for

he
baying

hounds on to the trail of

an old grey fox with
is perpetually

at warfare. \Ve see him
at rest in the woods, or

w

hunting for food at
night, and finally follow
him down to the sand
dunes of the sca-diore.

which he returns
to find a mate and to

families of little

without disturb-

ance, for the farmer who
was his most persistent

upenemy has
the fight in disgust.

given

The book gives won-
derfully interesting de

The Greathead shield at work during the boring of a Londo 1 tube. The shield is driven forward by hydraulic

rams. From "Boys* Book of TunnelV reviewed on this page.

scriptions of wild life in

the woodlands. Every-
thing is seen through the
eyes of Red Ben himself
Ln a manner that shows
how thoroughly the
author has entered into

ground railways pass are constructed, and
shows how the line for these is laid out in

the darkness below ground and maintained
with mathematical accuracy. Next he
turns to tunnels bored to divert rivers, to

expi coal and gold seams
traffic under
his accounts

reach and
and to

wide waterways,
by means of famous examples such as the
evern and Mersey

way or
illustrating

has been considerably revised and en-

larged. It is of a convenient size to carry

in the pocket and provides in small space

practical information that should be known
to all apprentices, improvers and journey-

men engaged in engineering workshops.
Every side of the workshop practice is

thoroughly but concisely dealt with. The
book begins with chapters on workshop

the of the scenes he describes. Mr.
Lippincott has written many books dealing

with the creatures of the American wilds,

and in his story of Red Ben, which is

particularly suitable for younger boys,

he has excelled himself. There is a coloured

frontispiece and six excellent full-page

drawings in the text that help readers to

visualise the events described in the story.

and the four immense tubes by
which the Colorado River was
diverted from its bed to enable
Boulder Dam to be erected.

*—

-

i

* 'Planes Over Canada'
Bv Capt. A. H. Sandwell.

(Nelson, 2/6 net)

»

has stories to tell of Nature's
tunnels, and the boring of

what the author calls vertical

tunnels which tap vast stores

of coal and oil, also comes
within the scope of the book.
Mr. RofI finishes his work with
stories of the astonishing

efforts of the tunnellers of

bygone ages, who groped their

slowly and painfullyway
through the Earth
There are 32 full-page illus-

trations of various features of

tunnelling work.

"A Dictionary of Wood"
By E. H. B. Boulton, M.C., M.A.

(Ndson. 3/6 net)

Practical workers
will welcome this

which gives practical details

of about 100 species of timber.

It is arranged alphabet!call y
and two pages are devoted to each wood,

-ing on it an illustration showing

ain Sandwell has first-

knoivledge and ex peri-
ence of flying in Canada, and is

hand

wcl I qiu to write its

interesting and exciting story,

in which there are blizzards,

forest fires and Arctic cold to

add to dangers in the air. He
thebegins with accou

first aeroplane flight in Canada
and of the achievements of
Canadian pilots in the Great
War, and then turns to the
introduction of aeroplanes for

aerial survey and photography,
and for patrolling forests. He
explains how aircraft came to

be used instead of dog teams
by the Royal Canadian Mount-
ed fur trappers and

Loading a Faircnild Super 71 seaplane Frojn "Planes Over Canada," reviewed on this pa^e

one
its grain and general

the other giving its origin

appearance
and

a nd

mathematics and valuable accounts of iron,

steel and other metals, and of their anneal-

inmr . Then follow successive chapters on

mining prospectors, and with-
out exaggerating in any way
tells many thrilling stories of

danger, difficulty and success

in such flying.

with
general

information that
use to be made of it

guide the woodworker in his choice.
will allow the
and
The book is

with the Timber
in conjunction

ment Association.

workshop tools and gauges, lathe work,
including screw cutting, planing and snap
ing, milling and gear cutting, with sections

on precision grinding and taper turning. In
every chapter useful formula and tables are

given, and there are 140 illustrations-

The development of commercial air ser-

vices in Canada has not reached the highly

organised state of those in England or the

United States. What has so far been accom-
plished in this direction is briefly

accurately summarised in the

chapters of the book. There are seven full-

page plates illustrating various interesting

phases of flying in Canada.

*
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THUNDERBOLT" SPEED CAR

Dinky Toy& No. 23m
A fine scale model of the car in which Capt. G. E. T,

Eyston sei up a world land speed record of 312 rnp.h.
at Bonnevtfte, Utah, USA, in 1937.

Price If-

PAVEMENT SET

J

.

\

Dinky Toys No. 46
The contents of ihis seJ are four 3 in,, six 6 in. and four

12 in, strips of pavement end four quarter disc* for

Price of complete set 6cL

DOUGLAS D.C.3 AIR LINER
Dfnky Toys No, 60

r

A scale model of a Doug Ia r.

D,C3 air liner, a type in

regular service on Amen-
can and European routes.

Price gj. each

EMPIRE FLYING BOATS

v.-1

Ml

v.".

.-:•

..

-., **>

:•.'

'"

Y

ROBOT TRAFFIC
SIGNAL

Dinky Toys No. 47a
(Four face)

Pfice 3(f. each
No 47b (Three face

Price 3d. each
No. 47c (Two face)
Right-angle* or back-to-
back Price 3d* each

BEACON

H*tt

frrn #

A

mm . .

'

k

,-

i
--*j

.•
.- 300 Vari

,
.'

i

POSTAL SET

V

i t L

of the most

charming mrniatuies are

all hobbies

their i

i%

t*.

* -

c*

range now
interest every boy* and

unique

many additions have been J|ad
including more that |E3(

i

touches

Many of Dinky are

Hornby Railway Layout

Signals, Road Signs, Motor Vehicles, at

use making fascinating road so

tions

vessel

Navy,

iners.

ifecu Mary,'*
hich can used

mikM

I ft*** !.:>.

J-,

+ •-

*

model do :kyards.

Unlimited

miniatures ei

with some

can be had

the table

4 exciting race games can be

34b

12a Pillar Box
lib

Dinky

gp b:
Air Mail

12c Telephone Call Sox
12d Telegraph Messenger
12© Postman
34b Roval Mail Van

Every

elightfu

and girt

ecting

***

** *

* m m

* +

«##

* #*

#•*

#*»

**•

ft*

• **

»**

*•*

. .

the toys can be purchas

s obtaimay
plete sets.

fr **«
Hornby

your

Price of complete sef

your dealer

ROYAL AIR MAIL SERVICE CAR

show

complete range

Dinky

Dinky Toys
In correct c

fined with

rubber

giving

the complete ra

Dinky Toys.

JOD^
tyres.

Price $d. each 1

Dinky Toys No. 47d
Realistic model of

Belitha Safety Beacon
Price 1d. each

AIRSPEED "ENVOY" MONOPLANE

"- R.A.C. BOX. MOTOR CYCLE
GUIDES

PATROL ANO

Ll**JTiO

'tRpQ

Dinky Toys No. 60r
Scale models of the laiest Imperial Airways Flying Boats
Twelve models available named: '"Caledonia."
"Canopus," "Corsair," "Challenger," "Centurion,"
"Cambria," "Cahitrnia," "Ceres." "Clio."
"Calypso," "Cannna" and "Cheviot" Price If- each

ATLANTIC FLYING BOAT
Dinky Toys No. 60x

Similar in type to tho Empire Flying Boat, Assorted
Price |/- each

AEROPLANES.

? V

I

j

»

Dinky Toys No 62m
Scale Model ol the Airspeed "Envoy" twin-

engined commercial monoplane Assorted
colours.

an©
Price |d. each

Scale

THE KING'S AEROPLANE
Dinky Toys No. 62k

the *—«^

—

j **
of the Airspeed

supplied to the Air Council for the King's Flight

Price 8d. each

/

Dinky Toys No. 43;
This $©t is representative of the familiar

road box of the RAC Each item is finh

colours
i
__

No. 43a
No. 43b
No. 43c
No. 43d R.A.C

VI i 9 9RAC Box
R.AC Motor Cycle Patrol

RAC Guide directing traffic

Guide at the salute

personnel and
*'

in correct

each

Price of complete set 1 (9

REFUELLING TENDER

I

M J s

FLYING BOAT "CLIPPER III"

Dinky Toys No. 6
Real h lie model of Thor^

Bros.Tender used for reful

aeroplanes at aerodroi

Price 8d- each

on

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
<i k

WHITLEY" BOMBER
THREE-WHEEL
DELIVERY VA

The set consists of six models
uef-Corsaire low wing

Factory in Paris)

;\*

Dinky Toys No. 60z
us French

ane.
anes-"Arc-en<jel/' Potez 58. Hanriol H180T,

500 and Cierva Aufogiro. (Made in iho Meccano
Price 3/-

MONOPLANE 'ARC-EN-dEL." Dinky
A scale model of the famous French mple^engined moi
Meccano Factory in Paris)

*

Toys No. 60a?
& "Arc-en<iel. ,# (Made in

Price 9d.

Dinky Toys No. 60v
Scale model of the "Whi

* *long-range
led by the RAF.
Price 3d, each

Dinky Toys No. 60w
Scale model of ihe Pan American Airways
flying boar that took part in the transatlantic

experimental flights in 1937.

Price 1/- each

Dinky Toys No. 1

Filled wilh openmj
Price !0d. «.<

(Made fn the Meccanc
in Paris}
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Varieties

COLLECTING HOBBY

ies is that of

colouring

Toys collecting. These

perfection

senes, the splendid

models, there are items that will

useful

others,

finishing

ihe Traffic

oad scenes. There are also reproduc-

ncl tiding Britain's

famous ships of

realistic effect

playing

e or on the floor,

can he devised.

No. 60h M
S

No. 60n fa

No. 60p G!

Bomber

complete

purchased separately,

obtained com

MEDIUM BOMBER
Dinky Toys No. 60s

Similar to Fairey "Baitl©'* Bomber (No. 60n), but with new
Air Ministry Shadow Shading

SIGNALS

—

Price 6d. each

Meccano
BATTLESHIP "DUNKERQUE'

Dinky Toys No. 53az

Dinky Toys No. 22c
Assorted colours.

Fitted with detachable
rubber tyr«.

Price- 6d. each

details

price

plete range of

*oo«£
* » .- -

U«uTtl>

Scale model of Ihe French 26,500 ten Battleship "Dunkerqut;' which has an overall length of 702 ft.

9 in., and a main armament of eight 13 in, guns. Price 8d. each
(Made in Ihe Meccano Factory in Pa ris]

GARAGE

Dinky Toys No. 15

No. 15a Single Arm Signals ("Home" and "Distent") each 2d.
No. 15b Double Arm Signals (two in set) .„ ... „ 3d
No 15c Junction Signals (" and "Distant"! 4d.

Price of complete set 1 /6

ROYAL TANK CORPS MEDIUM TANK SET

ISta ISId I50d 151c 151b
1

- - '

ENOER Fitted

Dinky Toys No. 45
with opening double doors Will accommodate

any two Dinky Toys Motor Cars.

Price 1/3 each

No, 151a Medium Tank (12 tons

Dinky Toys No, 151

No. 151c Cooker Trailer with
90 h.p.) ft*

RAILWAY MECHANICAL HORSE AND TRAILER VAN

No. 151b ThrSe - ton Transport

„ each 1'6

Wagon *-• **•

SIX WHEELED WAGON
Price of complete set 3*11

jack stand ...

No. 151d Water Tank Trailer

No.150d Driver

«* each 7d»
»« ft

ft

6d.
3d.

DOUBLE DECKER BUS

:h

No
No

33Ra
33Rd

Dinky Toys No, 33R
Fitted with detachable rubber tyres.

TAXI WITH DRIVER

Railway Mechanical Horse
Trailer Van

HI

V** »<*

**i

+ 91

each 6d.
.. lOd. An

Dinky Toys No. 25s

E-WHEELED
IVERY VAN

Price, complete, L.M.S.R.

CW.R. or S.R. ...

LNE.R.
1/6

interesting model of a modem
wagon. In assorted colours

Prieo 1/- each

tor Dinky Toys No. 36g
Fitted wild detachable rubber tyres.

Ptico lid. each.

Assorted
Dinky Toys No 29c

colours. Fitted with detachable

.

rubber tyres.

Price 1/- each

Toys No. 14i

ii h opening lid.

* 10d» each
ie Meccano Factory

in Paris]

STREAMLINE 0IESEL ARTICULATED TRAIN

Dinky Toys No. 16z Price 1/6 each [Made in the Meccano Factory in Paris)
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I LOTS of aeroplanes, whether military or civil, cannot
always rely upon fine weather and good visibility,

there are many occasion.^ when fog, darkness or other
:

conditions make blind flying necessary. The usual me
of training an airman in (lying of this kind is to cover his

witli a hood so that his instruments alone are

visible to him. This method has the great disadvantages
111 %_ .j

that it requires the pilot and his instructor to fly

for many hours before the former

those

aeroplane
iuMxucted in sTrui^lit tlnjits, r limbing.

real

'ever, and thus the pupil can be
would follow similar movements in a
flight,

rning every
other manoeuvre of which tin.- aeroplane i> capable.

In ordinary blind flying instruction the instructor sits in

the cockpit of the machine with his pupil. When the Link
Trainer is in use he sits at a table in the room in which the

mes
ficient, and is expensive.

an entirely new method of

flying has been developed in America.. This makes use of

the Link Aviation

device is installed, and gives instructions to his pu
radio telephone. He is kept in complete touch with the

progress of the flight on which the pilot in the cockpit is

supposed to be engaged by means of a map spread out on
his table, over w a

instrument to which the

a •vice

means of which
by
in-

struction is given on the

ground instead of in the

air. It is claimed
it c best

.

ruction,

but that with it the cost

of training is reduced by
at least half. From 20 to

30 hours training in the

air is required by
average pilot who wishes

to become a skilled

blind flyer, but he would
proficient after

10 to 15 hours in

Trainer, followed by
five hours in the

expressive

"crab
name

u
is given

of

This
consists of a small three

i

driven
type of

i

motor that is connected
wi t h the

amer a

flexible cable. It is driven

map at aacross

speed corresponding to

that at which the flight

is supposed to be taking
place, at the same time
reproducing the direc-

tion of

made.
One of the wheels indi-

cates the course followed

.air. The device has
produced by Link Avia-

tion Devices, Inc., Bing-

ham ton, New York. It

already been widely

in the

States, where it is being used by the Army Air Corps, and
is employed as standard training equipment by air trans-

port companies and flying schools. It has now been intro-

duced into Great Britain; in fact is now more intensively

used in the R.A.F. than anywhere else in the world. *A

on
making1 anO

map,
ink line

o r a

A class ai British Airways' training school watching a pilot, enclosed in Ihc Link Trainer, making a
"blind approach" to an aerodrome by radio. They do this by watching the "crab," or automatic
recorder, moving over the map on the table. They are also able to listen to the radio signals he is

receiving, and thus u> interpret the correctness or otherwise of his reactions. The illustrations to this

article arc reproduced by courtesy of British Airways Ltd.

sheet of tracing paper

placed over it, and at

machine that has been installed in the

school of British

to

pilot's

at Gatwick is shown
*

article.

The Trainer resembles a small hooded aeroplane, com-
plete with fuselage, wings, ailerons and section, but

without engine and undercarriage. In the cockpit there are

the usual control column and rudder bar, together with a

full range

an airspeed

blind flying, i

and an

the resulting changes of course

aeroplane responds to every movement of the controls in

exactly the same manner as a real aeroplane does in flight,

and the instruments in<

and position. These indications of course are not real. For

instance, after a long climb the altimeter will show that a

certain height, perhaps of several thousand feet, has been

ereas in reality the aeroplane is still at the

. same height as when it started. The indications are exactly

for himself what

the end of the

flight the can
he has followed.

The mechanism of the Trainer is simple but remarkably
ingenious. The fuselage is pivoted well clear of the ground
on a universal joint, which in turn is mounted on a table

that can be turned completely round. Between the fuselage

and the table are a series of bellows, which have their upper
to and their lower ones to the

turntable. These bellows can be connected through special

valves to a vacuum turbine driven by a f-h.p. electric

motor, and air is pumped out of them as required in order

to give the necessary movements. For instance, there are

ows under the front and rear of the Trainer respectively.

The handle of the valve controlling these is connected to the

control column in such a manner that pulling the latter

backward places the rear bellows in communication with

the pump. Air then is out these and the rear ol

the fuselage sinks, giving a climbing attitude. Pushing the

control column forward has exactly the opposite effect, for

air is sucked of the front so that the

ner ns a dive. A sim

right and left are used to simulate banking.

pair of bellows on the

Turning is effected by means of two double vacuum

t

i

J
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motors, with 10 small to

m
unit,

gement of cranks,

pulleys and belts. Manoeuvres of every kind open to a real

aeroplane can be reproduced exactly by combinations of

these movements, which

alterations in course, and other variations. The Trainer is

ice inparticularly suitable for instruction and
distance navigation and cross-country flights of any kind,

and with it a pupil's judgment and initiative can be com-

mean s....

into play

the control

column, rudder bar and
throttle, just as in real

flight.

le Link

to fly his machine straight

and level. This requires

concentration for the

purpos
very sensitive

and light in

The greatest fault in flying

is over
control, but this is check-
ed at the very beginning
of training by the light-

pi etely tested and ap
without risk to

So far nothing has been

said in regard to the use of

als and
beams, a highly

feature 1 of blind flying. The
Trainer is designed

to give thorough instruc-

tion in this sub
si - and

A pilot about lo start on a cross-country flight. He is receiving final instructions and the
latest weather report by radio telephone from the instructor.

ness of the controls and by
the fact that the machine
is purposely made highly unstable. Thus close attention

has to be given to every movement in order to acquire the

necessary delicate touch.

Once a pupil has learned to fly the Trainer correctly, he
is then instructed to make slow turns, and this is followed

i •

by the execution of fast turns and linaliv spins. Actual (ly-

ing conditions can be simulated very closely, and in this

respect the use of the Trainer has a great advantage over

broadcasts are transmitted

through headphones to the

pilot from the instructor's

desk, which houses equip-

ment that can send to him
the same signals and indi-

cations as are given by
ground stations at aero-

. The volume of

these is controlled by the instructor, so that he can train

his pupils to listen for them as if they were actually in the
air and the station sen

The Link Trainers

Airways Ltd. been

them out.

R.A.F* and British

permit them to be

used in giving training in the Lorenz radio blind landing

the hooded
training in

method of

system that is in operation at Croydon and other important
airnorts in this countrv. Another variation from thethis va i

When

blind flying is taught in the air, the

its usually are carried out in
i

con so

does not learn how his instrur
a .

are affected when air conditions

are rough. The instructor using the

c Trainer can inti

matic

M

and
aeroplane in

i ncorpofated
the dummy

same manner as a
real aircraft flown in rough weather.
This can be turned on or off at wi

the instructor.

A particularly realistic feature is

the

ditions are

in actual con-

in spins. The
speed at which these take place is

about the same as in an actual

ane, ana is s nt to

the pilot dizzy unless he takes the

necessary steps to control

movements of his "ground" plane.

The Trainer goes into a spin auto-

from the

standard Trainer is the provision

on the instructor's table of a panel

instrument s thatof

exactly the
in the cockpit.

With all this equipment, a pilot

in the co it of the Trainer can
be sent out on or and difficult

flights in which he relies upon his

instruments and lands in accord-.... *

ance with the Lorenz system, and
he can do this without

ung r i 1. To start a flight

of this kind, the

the crab or recorder, at some
position on the map that is known
to him, but not to the pilot. He
then transmits to the cockpit the

be received bysignal that would
were flying in a

to a
station transmitting a radio beam,

le pilot has to interpret the signal

and to find his position and perhaps
even the beam itself,

Instrument Hying on the Link Trainer. The instructor fe telling
a pilot that visibility at the termin.il aerodrome is so bad that a

blind approach is necessary.

hand, and which for example may be 60 miles per hour
It is also possible to simulate ------ — J --L -— " -

unary to 11

to the station, and finalh
a good landing

conditions," and at

first the sudden introduction of these defeats the imlcmient

of nearly all, including the most experienced.

Cross-country flights using regular airway maps can be
worked out with the Link Trainer, and the exercises that

can be set to pupils introduce such problems ns the effects

of cross winds, unexpected changes in weather requiring

The instructor follows his progress by the path traced on
the chart by the crab, and sends him the same signals, with
corresponding changes in volume and modulation, that the

pilot would receive in actual flight. 5 low the flight has been
made is revealed by the line on the chart. The crab is an
impartial recorder and judge.

For the information in this article we are indebted fc*
r

V. Ltd., London.
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A Strange Landmark
On the Great North Road, four miles north of

Picrcebridge, Durham, there is the strange stone illus-

trated on this page. This is a well-known landmark. It

he iueompanietl if possible bv original photographs for use as illustrations. Articles

published will he paid for. 'Statements in articles submitted are accepted as being

sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

safe return to the surface, and after a journey of a bunt a

mile we dismounted in a vast underground cavern lighted

by powerful electric lamps. In the centre was a display of

lantern slides illustrating the history and methods of salt

mining. With the aid of these the guide outlined the story

is in form of a cross, and its origin has long been a

puzzle. One suggestion is that it was a Roman milestone,

probably the fifth from a famous Roman camp that was
1 here is baxon knotwork on

P

mine from the earliest times right up to tl

esent day.
Next we were led to an opening from which a wood

established at Pierce bridge. -
trough led down a steep incline. The t

1^_B J-

was

of the upright ded and polished d fol

f

*and marks left

Roman tools are also to be seen.

The name of the stone is the

curious one of

which by some is said to be de-

rived from the fact that King
, who was bow-legged,James

once sat upon it when staying at

Walworth milesa
orities main

that the name indicates that

incross was a "legg" or

mark, and that

served this purpose
century.

J.D. R.

Sliding to
«

in a Salt

Mime
When in

went
Germany
imous
aden, inmine near

Bavaria. On arrival at the mine
with other visitors, we were led

into a room and each was given a

jacket and a pair of slacks, both of black cotton, and hard
"pork pie" hat, lined for hygienic reasons with a clean

serviette. We put these on, and were great Is

lowing our guide's example
sat dou

.

it I slid
.

ikelter fashion into the dimly-lit

It was then that we
i

th

stron

necessity for our

il posit

ap d tl
.

in hich we
wore them, A gentle rise brought

an end,

d

thrilling descent to

he
w ped to

wore the

we
Joseph

Chamber, a disused part of the

had be-

le gloom
mine. When our

come accustomed
we were able to make out the old

alleries in which miners worked
with picks to remove the native

peering into t

depths of a sh;ift that had been

The curious stone formation near Piercebridge, Durham, known as
,-Legs

Cross,*
1 Photograph by J. D. R, Robinson, Darlington,

sunk in an endeavour to find

fresh layers of salt, we ascended

to a higher level in a very up-to-

date electric lift. In this level no
work was in

galleries through which we
the

lighted various

puzzled when stout feather aprons were then tied on us,

not in front, but behind.

Our unusual appearance when completely arrayed
caused us exeat amusement as we waited at

passed were airy and -well

were collections of coloured

rock salt of various shapes and sizes, all beautifully polish**

d and engraved, some commemorating Royal visits to
^ of important persons.

T"

massive

the mini- and others the

J __ A a
colour, which ranged

frorn a rich red-brown shade to a delicate mauve, were re-

stone entrance of the mine. What is best described as an
upholstered form on w soon came along a narrow^ i

vealed by
We n went

electric lights placed behind them.

-n another slide, .;!<«.] I'«- u! n.l cur-

gauge t On this, sitting astride and clinging to each *es on the edge
other for support, we passed slowly up a narrow tunnel

into the hillside at

the unusual experience of

of descending, as is the usual

to the workings, thus

of a vast lake, where our eyes were

dazzled by hundreds of coloured lights, and their dancing

en

upward,
when

reflections in the water
another i 1 1 uminated

ing a mine

the far end of the lake was
Auf" sign. We stepped into a

and as our guide sculled us

We passe a large illuminated sign hearing the words
"Ghick Auf," that is "Good Luck," the miner's wish for a

F i

ugh this wonderland, it was difficult to believe that
' * a mountain. We returned to our mobilewe were m si

form through a low tunnel. R. K. FuKNESS (Leeds).

V

r

>
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A Canoe Trip along the Coast of Brittany

Last summer my friend, a French boy, and I enjoyed a
trip along the coast of North Brittany in a home-made
sailing canoe. We set out from Cancale, on the west side

of the Bay of St. Michel, and after a day's sail westward
made our first camp on the
Dinard bank of the River
Ranee, where we had
nilicent view of St.

St. Servan across the water.

Next day we went on to Fort

a mag-
and

We climbed one of the taller masts means of

rigging seen in the lower illustration on this page, in

which the ratlins are thin steel bars fastened at intervals

across four steel cables. The first section was from the side

of the ship to the top or head of the lower mast, about

la which was used b\

privateers in the 17th century,

and is shown in the upper
illustration on this page.

We sailed on, and a storm
sprang up when we were off

Cape Frehel, a bluff headland
about m

t ll V

long

the turbulent

waters must have looked fine,

but from our point of view the
rocks and breakers were much less attractive, as we were

r

having difficulty in holding our way. We came throu

50 ft. above the deck. There we pulled ourselves up by our
arms through the lubber's

we were too in-

to f the true

sailor's way over the brim
of the top.

We continued upward to the
head of the next section, 50 ft,

er up, where the lubber's

hole was small an

<

1 more
difficult fed get through. Yet
another climb took us to the

andtop of the third

there we had to climb over the
s was a 1

1

Fori la Lattc, on the north coast of Brittany, which in the 17th century was
occupied by privateers. Photograph by M, F, Tilley, Bruton,

encc, as in doing so we
were leaning over at-an angle of

about 45

and the canoewithout mishap, however,
Frehel1 ' to commemorate our exciting half-hour.

A persistent westerly wind made progress difficult, so we
turned about at the small fishing village of St. Antoine, just

beyond the lie de Brehat. Our first stop on the return trip

was at Le Val Anclr6, a good day's sail away. Next day we
were in Dinard again, and the day after back in Cancale.

decided to cross the

miles and
of St. t( i

well \\ »>rth the

deck,

The view was
, however. We were about 150 ft.

the people walking about immedi-
ately below us looked like midgets. In one direction we
could see for miles down the River Severn, across endless

sandy beaches, and on the other side we could see beyond
seemingly tiny Severn Bridge, over which a tram

appeared to creep

We then an our descent and this proved more
difficult than the climb, for we could not see we

-

jnuvol an exciting trip. The tide there

is said to come in faster than a horse

can gallop, causing a powerful current
all round the bay, and the trip

from eight o'clock in the morning
until seven o'clock at night.

The was e a mirror when we
F and we pa the first

three or four miles. The weather fore-

promised us "strong southerly

eagerlywinds," however,
awaited the

an (

1

we
se. ne our cons na-

tion when a north wind
sprang up! I wanted to go back, but my
friend objected and after discussion we

inue. We hoisted the
sail and made for the open sea, where 1

J. *

for two hours we were out of sight of

land, and had to steer a rough course

by the Sun. After a time a speck of

white appeared ahead on the horizon,

and three hours later we were able

to distinguish it as the Granville

were going. Eventual!}* 1 stepped on to the firm planking
deck with a sense of relief,

with the happy feeling of

of

eou
having accomplished something
1

limity of doiiu

may never have the oppor
or

J F Fry

An Historic Danish Castle

While staying in the coastal town of

Elsinore, in Denmark, I paid a visit to
Hamlet's Castle. I

through an
i an iron

impressive
stone gateway
and went along a cobbled drive to the

drawbridge. Crossing this

which is surrounded by the tall castle

buildings. On the northern battlements
I saw a number of cannons pointing

IS sonic

lighthouse. We landed at Granville

after the tide had turned

»Pari of the rigging of the "Viking,
"lubber's hole" at the top of the

Photograph by W. F. Fry, Gloucester.

showing the
lower mast.

M. F. Tilley (Bruton)

Climbing a Ship's Mast
f read with interest K. L. Button's account of his tour

out to the sea, w
150 yds. away. The interior of the castle

is furnished in 18th century style,

some very interesting rooms, one
large chamber being devoted
trating the progress of the Danish people.

of the "Viking" ness, which appear in

pages last February. My friend and I also inspected the

I found the d ungeons the most impressive feature of the
Castle. They were reached by descending about 100 steps

by the light of nickering oil lamps, and it was an eerie

experience to \v a

sm
g the stone passages lighted

ship, and in addition had the
climbing one of her giant

experience of

steel mists. Three of these

thrilling

on the wall

reminiscent of bygone days,

mi ors

,

placed in iron brackets. Hanging from
and handcuffs,

passed along the
ig across the walls, 1

tower to a height of 1 /0 ft., and t he fourth is 50 ft. shorter.

could almost imagine the famous ghost of Shakespeare's
"Hamlet" treading the corridors. R. A. Woolf (London).
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the gyrotiller, which is used on farms in many parts-URING recent years farm work has become more

and more mechanised. Many interesting power-driven

machines have been introduced to do the work formerly

done by manual labour, and most of them form excellent

subjects for Meccano models, for they cover 'a wide variety

and
e some-

thing for
owners of
Outfits of all

sizes. It is not

of the world. This is a power cultivator that has two
vertical shafts, each fitted with a of

difficult to

blades and driven by the motor. As the shafts revolve the

soil is broken up and thoroughly mixed by the blades. The
depthtowhich
the blades dig
into the soil is

controlled by
a lever from
the cab.

good

detail to en-

ab 1 e good
models to be
built for
those who do
not live in the

country can

usually find

A
model of the
machine was-

illustrated on
page
the

111 of

Fig, 1. A group oi model agricultural macuines, comprising a turesning raacftine and conveyor driven by a iraction engine. The
models were built by Waldo Vecchini, Ancona, Italy.

of seeing them at work, or can examine

photographs in the "il/.Af." or elsewhere. A ramble in the

country during summer and especially at harvest time

will provide many examples of machines to

The various kinds of cultivators and rollers are splendid

subjects for owners of small Outfits. One popular culti-

vator has a row of large curved teeth, which are fixed to a

shaft mounted between the wheels, and is hauled either by

a horse or a tractor so that the teeth dig into the soil and

In a model of a mac! line of this kind

-mm:*
i

for February
1937. In that

model the
blades are

represented by Double Angle Strips, and they are driven

by an Electric Motor concealed in a casing built to repre-

Universal Couplings are used in the
to give the necessary

loosen the

the teeth can be represented by Curved Strips mounted

on a shaft. They must be capable of being rai

ground and a lever placed near

sent a
transmission

permit the blades to be rais

r to
< >r as required.

Modern farm machines and implements often are.hauled
by powerful tractors. These tractors are made in many
different types, and most of them are quite easy to repro-

in Meccano. Some idea of the pleasing results that

can be obtained with a subject of

kind can be gained from Fig. 4. The
model illustrated is operated by a No. 1

Clockwork Motor hous

purposeseat is incorporated

mechanism operated by it is very simple, and no

will havemodeh

signing it.

Harrows of various kinds also

make rr

type that is very in-

teresting to repro-

duce 16 or so

conical steel discs,

of 12"

at equal dis-

tances apart on a

shaft that is mount-
ed m

ssis.

a
The

wheeled

u

bonnet. Its front wheels are built

Pulley Wheels fitted with

Rings, and placed face

a method that gives

wheels with a suit-

imole models. able width of tread.

An interesting ex-

ample of a tractor

built with a small

Outfit was illus-

trated on page 422
of the "MM," for

Fig. 2. A detailed model of a harvester
combine, built by M. Stanley, Edmonton, Canada. Machine*

of this kind make splendid subjects for owners of the larger Outfits.

J«iy 1937.

IS either with shafts for a horse,

or a coupling for connection to a tractor. Sometimes there

are two rows of discs, arranged in tandem, the purpose of

the second row being to cut and pulverise the clods and

lumps of soil turned up by the front row. The Meccano

Wheel Discs resemble the conical discs of a harrow, and

can be used to advantage in making a model of such a

machine. In a small model Bush Wheels or 1

can be used in place of the Wheel Discs.

A more modern and complicated cultivating

tt

is

model is dnven by a
Magic Motor, and

is fitted with a bonnet made from Flexible Plates

curved
At harvest time machines of a very different kind are

brought into use. These include reaping and binding

machines, swath turners, and on the larger farms harvest-

er combines. The reaper is familiar to most model-builders,

and it forms a pa ood subject for a model on

account of the novel nature of its operating mechanism.

The corn is forced against a reciprocating knife blade by
ing arms that are operated from the main axle by

J

g

'

*
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chain drive, and as it is cut it falls on to a travelling

conveyor placed behind the knife. The conveyor carries

the corn to one side of the machine it is

up sheaves and then thrown out.

splendid

model-builder.

for the and ingenious

A hay rake consists of a framework carrying a

mg

In a model the cutter can be realistically

represented by a Rack Strip and the
necessary reciprocating motion can be
given to it by means of an Eccentric,

or by a Bush Wheel and a connect-

Rod. If the model
small one the binding me
cannot be reproduced
but in a larger

c

scope for interesting

experiment in de-

signing a
knotter.

familiar

machine

shaft fitted with a row of curved prongs or "tines
M
The

is drawn across the field until it has gathered a
of

that makes a solcn-

ect a

working model is the

thresher. This is used

for separating the

grain from the chaff,

and there are several

different types from

represented either by

tines are then raised by
moving a lever, and the hav is left behind. In a
model the tines

Strips, or by short lengths of stiff wire
bent to the correct shape and fastened to Rods.
Swath turners are used to turn the hav over

.from time to time so that the Sun and air can
mature and dry it. They are made in several
types. In one the essential feature is a pair of
reciprocating "kickers," which toss the hay

over as the machine
is drawn across the
field.

Hay stackers are
now used extensive-
ly on the farms, and

are two types
in general use. One of

Fig. 3. A model of a
motor-driven butter churn
of the kind used in large modern
dairies. It was built by R. O. Jukes,

Christehurch, New Zealand.which to choose. A
good example of a
model thresher is shown in Fie 1. The various conveyor
belts required can be represented by strips of stout paper
or cloth, and there is nothing difficult in the construction

er case,

these consists of a
long framework, fit-

ted wit Ii a belt type
conveyor to which slats of

are fastened. The conveyor
is mounted at an angle to the ground and

is driven by either a tractor or a horse. In the
and rotates ahorse walks in a

of the mechanism. Both Clockwork and Electric Motors
are suitable for driving a model of this kind, and if the
model is a. large one it is a good plan to omit one side of

the casing, or to make it removable, so that the
machinery can be seen in operation.

Hay-making machinery also provides the model-

vertical shaft to which it is hitched by a connecting bar
and harness. The drive from the shaft to the stacker is

trans

the

a
*

is join

shaft, and the
at the middle so that it can be

so

u er with attractive sub-

among which arc the

mower, the swath turner and
the hay rake. There is nothing
difficult in the construction of

these machines in

and the completed models
are most interesting to watch
in action. The mower works
in a similar

reaping machine, except that
rotating armsthere are no

and, of course, no conveyor or

binding mechanism. The cut-

ter ami is hinged at its point
of attachment to the machine
and at its outer end a point

e

divider is fitted to separate
the cut from the uncut grass.

The knife of a reaper can be

folded up when not in use.

Model-builders should have little difficulty in building a
model of a machine of this type. The framework of the
model can be built up from Angle Girders or Strips, and

the conveyor from a strip of
cloth to which Strips are bolt-

ed. A workable flexible trans-

is easily con-
Rods coupled

together by Universal Coup-

mission

structe

lings or Flexible
Units

ing

In the type
the hay is lifted from

the ground by teeth attached
to vertical chains that run
over wheels at the sides of the
machine. In a model, this
feature can be easily

duced with a

by an ordinary
Fig. 4. This model represents one of the many types of oii-engined tractors used on

farms for hauling ploughs and other agricultural implements.

Meccano Sprocket Chain, fit-

ted with short lengths of wire
to represent the teeth.

Other agricultural machines
such as

Strip or a Rack Strip, and the cutter arm should be con
-cutters also

make interesting and novel subjects for models. An illus-

nected to a lever at the side of the operator's seat, so that it tration of an actual thistle-cutter appeared on page 674 of
can be raised to pass over stones and other obstacles. | the "AI.M" for November 1937, and a Meccano model of

that machine is illustrated on page 289 of this issue.

A visit to a modern dairy farm will suggest many other
novel subjects of exceptional interest. Among these are

The next stage in the modelling of agricultural machin-
ery may well be the reproduction of a harvester combine,
now so used in Canada, which cuts and threshes

corn. There are combines at work in this countrv, and
the illustration on the opposite page of a Canadian
example shows that these modern machines provide

mechanical cream separators and motor-driven butter-
making machines. A splendid Meccano model of one of the
latter is shown in the upper illustration on this
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-deposits of brown coal or lignite. This mineral is inferior in heating

value to the coat with which we are familiar, but it is largety used

for firing industrial furnaces, and

cabin, and at the higher speed, whii h is suitable for use when
the output is 98(i cu. yds.the machine is excavating

hour, 'The

;n c

is employed when the machine is re-
J.

moving overburden, and gives

forms a im-

industrv in

very
the districts

where it is found. Usually brown
coal is found very near the sur-

face, and it is mined by digging it

out after the overburden of earth

sand or clay has
Typical brown coal fields occur in

Rhineland, where there are seams

over 300 ft. in thickness covered

only by a shallow layer of sand. It

is unnecessary therefore to sink a

shaft, as in ordinary coal mining.
by

means of
the

removing the sand
excavators of various types,

machines of this kind also are u;

to dig out the coal itself, which is

comparatively soft and
excavated. Operations of this kind

are known as open pit mining.
are of vari-mac runes

i

an output of

hou r.

The

cu. per

carrying the digging
wheel has a working radius of

; 1 1 >ou t ft.
t

and is s

.iIV

winch situated on

upported
to a

the main
.*

frame. Thus the jib can be set

at any angle. It can also be tele-

scoped inward towards the main
frame over a distance of 9it, 10 in.,

can be usedso that the
for excavation from ground fairly

near the place at which it is

mam
upper

frame of

& e of the

the machine,

its

the bucket-wheel
ing jib, can

types ranging from ordinary

shovels to draff-

scrapcrs, according to the par-

ticular conditions in which they have to

The bucket-wheel of a giant excavator used in the open pit mining of brown coal in

Germany. We are indebted to the Liibecker Maschmenbau-Ct-scIlschaft, Liibeck,

for the illustrations on this page.

e turned round or slewed through
a complete circle. The delivery

jib can be slewed independently
of the digging jib and
structure through an a ngle

super-

of

In some mines

bucket chain machines are used. These can best be described as

huge land dredgers, for the coal is scooped out by means of buckets

fitted to an endless chain that travels along a massive steel boom.

Excavators of this kind have atta

a remarkable size, some examples

having 40 or 50 buckets, each of 40

cu.

of

vds. of coal an hour.

can be
1 4i J deg.. and its inclination also

as desired. At its outer end is a
controlled

wagons < an be controlled.

compressed air, so that the delivery to the

The weight of the
Carr

and being capa
from 1.300 to 1,500 cu.

Another type o I in ne that is

now being extensively used in many
of the brown coalfields is the bucket-

wheel excavator. In this the excavat-

ing buckets are mounted on a wheel

that revolves at the outer end of

. As the wheel rotates, thethe
buckets scoop up the coal or over-

and deliver it to a belt con-

veyor, carried inside the framework

of the jib, transports it to a

chute iated in the main frame.

From there it passes to a second con-

veyor also carried by a delivery jib,

by means of which it is loaded into

wagons or railway trucks.

A large machine of this type con-

structed by the Liibecker Maschineu-

bau-Gesellschalt, 1 c k, Germany.
is shown in the lower illustration on

more
page,
than

It a digging w
16 It. in diameter, and

is fitted with 10 buckets, each

of nearly 9 cu. ft. capacity.
IS shown in

on this page, and
size is given by

figure

complete wheel
upper illustration

some idea of its

comparison with the

workman standing near it.

The wheel of this til

driven
a
mate

driven by separate
18 ft. 10 in. in

m

tons and it is

tracks
motors. Each is

l and 7 ft 6 in.

wide, and there are two on one
"IIC

to give a
suspension.

r. so as#

three point

rhere are 12 electric

they
i sm in

they can only

the
connected
such a manner
be started up in the correct sequen
The motor driving the conveyor
on the
and this is followed

ce.

ivery jib is first started,

of

the conveyor of the digging
rill Jl « 1 t

The
is

motor driving the w
brought into action, ami

the slewing and
in turn are then

ersmg
started.

motors
If the

machine has to be stopped for

any reason during a normal digging
the traversing motion

form part of the sequence,
M m

even ttlen the remaining motors
can only be started in the regular

'IT.

When the machine is in action

the digging is coritro from a

ct the

me is

The complete bucket-wheel cxcavalor showing the digging jib with the

bucket-wheel at its end, find the control cabin. The machine weighs n
,---•--

350 tons, and is carried on three creeper tracks.

near the inner

ol the fib, and delivery of the brown
i-oal dug out from a cabin in the

lower part of the main frame. The
normal method of working is

t'hvtrii inoii n through a multi-disc clutch and
gear-box. and the buckets deliver the excav;

• f1 "
1 Ij f 1 ' i *

tf" 1

1

a series internal pockets, from which it falls on
to a conveyor that travels inside a steel boom delivery jib, 54 ft.

in length. The gear-box is controlled by a lever in the driver's

plete a

to

at the required angle

and then to move it round to com-
along

-

the curved coal face. The whole machine is

then moved lorward in readiness for a second cut of the same kind.

An excavator of this kind has the advantage that the buckets are

in continuous operation, and no time is lost between the digging

strokes h^ with an ordinary mechanical shovel.

'

I
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GEARING FOR MECCANO CLOCKWORK MOTORS
Model builders who do not possess many gear wheels

will be interested in a scheme devised by J. Haldane.
Chester, for obtaining from a No. 1 Clockwork Motor a
powerful drive that necessitates the vise of only one V
Pinion, The Pinion is fixed to a Rod that forms an
extension of the driven shaft of the model and passes
through the side plates of the Motor in such a position
that the £* Pinion meshes with the main pear of the
Motor

p that is the one to which the spring is attached.
The drive thus obtained is powerful enough to drive
most of the models for which a Clockwork Motor
LS suitable,

A powerful slow speed drive ran be obtained in a
similar manner from the two larger Meccano Clockwork
Motors. For example, a 1" Gear can be meshed with
the main, gear wheel of a No. la Motor, or a §* Pinion
with the main gear wheel of a No. 2 Motor.
A scheme for obtaining a powerful drive without

any gears whatever is put forward by H. Birch all,

Ske.lmersdale, Lanes. In this system a "Pulley on the
Shaft that is to be driven is connected by a Driving
Band to the winding spindle of the Motor. In practice,
however, the Driv-
ing Band tends to
slip on the winding
spindle, and this
type of drive there-
fore can be recom*
mended only as a
makeshift when no
gears of any kind are
available. When the
Magic Motor is used,
a Pulley can be fitted
on the winding
spindle, however, and
the drive can b<

taken

The model is equipped with a gear-box, differential,

independent wheel springs and Ackermann steering.

A celluloid windscreen is provided, and the wooden
dashboard is equipped with separate switches for

the head, side and tail lights, and push buttons for

opera ting the motor starter and an electric horn* The
horn is of the same type as that described in "Sugges-
tions Section' of the September 1932 "A/. A/.,"

concealed inside the bonnet. The leads to the
holders are taken from a Transformer housed

is

in

the rear part of the body.

ROLLER AND BALL BEARINGS FOR SMALL
MODELS

In most models incorporating revolving super-
structures, such as roundabouts and swivelling cranes,

a roller bearing of some kind is required to allow
rotation with as little friction as possible, for in even a
small working model a large percentage of the power
of the drive may be lost if proper bearings are not
provided. Fortunately, however, efficient roller bearing
units can easily be built up from standard Meccano
parts. One of the most simple consists of a 1 J* Flanged
Wheel fastened on a Rod, with five Steel Balls inside

rim of a Pulley or a length of Sprocket Chain wrapped
around the flange of a Flanged Wheel. When the core

is drawn into the solenoid the band is tightened

around the rim of the wheel, thus providing an effective

retarding action.

If the brake is required to remain in tension when
the solenoid is de-energised a Pawl is fixed on the

moving Rod in such a manner that If engages with

the teeth of a Rack Strip. In this case some form of

trip mechanism must be arranged .to lift the Pawl
out of engagement with the Rack Strip when the

brake is to be returned to the "off" -position.

DRILLING MACHINE WITH AUTOMATIC FEED

from this by
means of a Driving
Band.

MECCANO MODEL
DRIVEN BY

TWISTED RUBBER
BANDS

F. Marks, South- A fine model racing cat" built by Marcel Girard, Corvettes St, Chavornay, Switzerland, Included among its many interesting fittings

arapton, recently
sent me details of a

— .—— — p — - —— — - • - r r —

are an electric horn and an electric lighting system.

Amateur woodworkers will be^ interested in a

model hand-operated drilling machine constructed by
G, Talbot, Carlisle, The most interesting feature of

Talbot's machine is that the rate of feed of the drill

varies in accordance with the rate at which the operat-

ing handle is turned. This enables one hand to be

left free to manipulate the work.
The frame of the drill is constructed strongly of

Angle Girders, and it is provided with a screw-operated

damp so that it can be fastened to the side of a bench.
The drilling spindle

is an 114* Rod, and
to the centre of this

a J* diam. Xf* face

Pinion is fastened.

The Pinion meshes
with a Con t rate

Wheel on the end
of the hand-wheel
shaft.

At the top of the

drill ing spindle is

fitted a centrifugal

governor of the usual
type, and a loose

collar at the lower
end of the governor
is connected by a
fixed arm to the

frame of the drill.

The result of
arrangement is that
as soon as the
shaft
the

very
about
that

1 ft. in

power for

racing car he has constructed. This i

l and its outstanding feature

•-L

IS

ving the car is provided by two
rubber motors.
Each of the motors consists of six strands of thin

rubber, which are anchored at one end to the frame of
the ear and at the other to a Coupling on the end of a
Rod. The two Rods are geared to a central shaft, which
in turn is connected bv a trainy a train of gears to the rear axle*
In order to prepare the ear for a run, the gear train to
the rear axle is first disconnected by releasing a clutch,
and the motors are then wound up by turning a
haudwheel, Only a short time is required to do this,

as a step-up gear is provided between the handwheel
and the motor shafts. The clutch is then let in, the
brakes are released, and the car runs forward. Marks
informs me that his car runs for about one miuutionus me
when the motors are wound up full v.

The chassis of the ear is built up from Meccano
parts, but the body Is made from thin cardboard in
order to keep the weight as low as possible,

Marks is at present working upon a mechanism for

automatically switching nu a new set of motors when
the first set has run down. He intends to incorporate
this in a new model powered by four motors. I hope
his experiments will be successful and look forward
to receiving further details of the mechanism in
due course.
Rubber motors of course can be used in a large

variety of models other than the type described above,
and they provide plenty of scope for interesting
experiment.

the flange of the wheel and a Bush Wheel placed
on the Rod so that its face rests upon the Steel Balls.

If Steel Balls are not available, a very serviceable

roller bearing can be constructed by fitting two U*
Flanged Wheels on a Rod, and then placing four k"

loose Pulleys between their flanges,

A NOVEL USE FOR MECCANO PARTS
Peter Wilson, North Harrow, recently sent me

details of a Meccano attachment he has fitted to his

mother's hand vacuum cleaner so that she can use
it for cleaning carpets.

The cleaner consists of a cylinder containing an
electric motor anil a fan, to one end of which is attached
the suction nozzle. A short wooden handle is fitted to

tli top of the cylinder. The first thing that Wilson did
to effect the convcrnon was to fasten a strip of alu-

A SWISS ENTHUSIAST'S MODEL
builtThe model car illustrated on this paj^e was

by Marcel Girard, Corvettes St, Chavornay, Switzerland,
who is a Meccano enthusiast. The model was based
on a photograph of an actual racing car and illustrates

the realistic manner in which subjects of this type
can be reproduced with Meccano parts,

miiuum around the cylinder The ends of the strip were
bolted together underneath the cylinder to make a
flange. To this flange a frame of Strips was secured
to carry axles for two 2* Pulleys with Tyres, which
serve as wheels* A broomstick was then fitted in place of

the original short handle of the cleaner.

AN EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC BRAKE
\L Eraser, Barnsley, recently submitted a design

for an electric brake "that he incorporated in one of

his models. In this a Ratchet Wheel is fixed on the
shaft it is required to retard, and a Pawl is mounted
on a slideable Rod that projects into the centre of a
solenoid* When the solenoid is energized it draws
the Rod into its interior, thus sliding the Pawl into

engagement with the teeth of the Ratchet Wheel.
The brake is very effective in stopping a shaft

rotating, but its action is much too violent to allow
of its use in the majority of models. A more practical

brake can be built up by usiu^ the solenoid to operate
a brake band instead of the Pawl and Ratchet, The
solenoid core should be attached tn the free end of

the brake band, which may be a eord working on the

Lhits forcing the

is in
arms

governor tend to

shaft downwards* The

motion,
of the

flv

nitward,
greater the speed of the drill shaft, the greater is the

downward pressure on the spindle. As soon as the

drill is Stopped the arms of the governor are returned

to their original position bv a thin rubber band passing

round them.
Drills of all sizes up to 5/32* diameter are held in a

chuck consisting of a Coupling, which is attached to

the lower end of the drilling spindle. Talbot informs
me that the machine is capable of drilling holes quite

in three-ply wood.

A NOVEL PENCIL SHARPENER
An interesting suggestion for a practical pencil

sharpener comes from F. Bradley, Southampton.
Bradley's sharpener consists essentially of two Boiler

Ends, around the rims of which hue glass paper or

emery p-i[>rr i> gliu-d. The Boil. > I nds are mounted at

an angle of about 30 degrees to each other, and are

adjusted so that the neater portions of the rims almost
touch. The pencil to be sharpened is placed between
the Boiler Ends, which arc then spun round rapidly

bv turning a hand-wheel.
^ t *

The base of the sharpener is a 5ft

Plate, and to it are bolted four U'xi
x2i" Flanged
Double Angle

Strips that form the bearings for the two Boiler End
shafts. Each shaft also carries a J-* Pinion, which
mfe&hes with a 57-teeth Gear on the driven Rod. This
Rod is journalled in two Threaded Couplings, which
are fastened by i* Bolts to the Flanged Plate, but spaced

from it bv five Washers on each Bolt. The hand-wheel
consists o'f a 2* Pulley, in one hole of which a Threaded
Pin* is secured.
The whole pencil sharpener is fitted in a box 5£*

long, 24" wide and 3* deep formed of Flexible Plates

and Strips. The operating handle projects from one
side of the box, and the ends of two 14" Angle Girders

from the opposite side. These Girders are clamped
Bent

the opposite side,

together and fastened in position by two
>, to form a guide for the pencil*Strip
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ONE of the four fine models we are describing tlii:

month re Outfit No. 6 for its

construction. They include a neat lathe built with Outfit
No. and driven bv a
constructed from
Outfit No.

gtc Motor, a

a
a
a
a
3

D
a

nnnnnnnnnnannannnnnnnnnnnnnnD
Semi-C i rcular Plate, 3" Strips being used to give it a tapered

The fin is built up in the manner shown, and
together with the tail-plane is bolted .to Strip 1,

estions for Large and Small Outfits

crane The characteristic shape the wings of the actual

horizontal

gine that can be built

from the contents of

Outfit No.
model is a line

reproduction of a
Westland "Lysander"
monoplane. re-

quires an Outfit No. 6
its construction.

The model of

West 1and "Lysa nder'

'

aeroplane shown in

1 is

interesting

monstrates the value
of Flexible Plates in

reproducing the
fuselage

as

in

line is re

as

wing
model. Each

consists of a
12|"x2£" Strip Plate

strengthened at

edge by a 12
J" Strip.

The leading and

sist of

con-
ff

s, and are joined

tip by a 2\"

ced Curved Strip,

The trailing edge
a

is

a 2VxV
Angle

suppor
Strip and
Double
The two winsrs are

Fig, 1. A mode] uf a VVtsliarnl M Lysander f monophmc constructed with the p.'nLs of Outfit No, 6. The cockpits
arc fitted with windscreens made from transparent celluloid.

etc* r

of a modern high-performance
machine. The aeroplane on which the model is based was
illustrated in the "MM:* for January 1937.

It is best to begin construction with the fuselage. Two
5-V'x 2\" Flexible Plates '1 are first curved as shown and one
corner of is bolted in the seventh hole from one end of

a 12£" Strip I. The Plates are

extended forward on each side

by a 4£"x2£" Flexible Plate,

the lower corners of which are

overlapping their
trailing edges by three holes. They arc sup-

ported from the front of the fuselage by two 2V x \" Double
leading

Angle
l£"x£
connected

are

Double Angle
to the fuselage

at upper
edges

a

are

2Y Strips.

Parts required to build the model Westland 5 of No. l;12of No, 2; 3 of

ted to a 5i" x 21 " Flexible

Plate 3. The forward end of

the fuselage, just behind the

is completed by bolt-

ing a cylinder formed from two
5J*x I r Flexible Plates to the
4£" x 2£" and 5rx2y
iblc Plates. The cylinder is

stren

three Fonned Slotted Strip
held by Bolt 4. The tail of the

is

"

forwart 1 t o
rear cockpit with two
radius Curved Plates,

and the sides of

round ascr

its

No. 3; 2 of No. 4; 9 of No. 5; 2 of No. 6a; 2 of
No. Ill; 2 of No, 11; 9 of No, 12; 2 of No, 12a;
3 of No. 12c; 2 of No. 15; 1 of No. 15b; 4 of
No. 16; I of No. 17; 3 of No. 18a; 1 of No. 18b;
1 of No. Wr, 2 of No. 22; 1 of No. 23; 1 of No.
23a; 1 of No. 24; 2 of No. 35; 102 of No. 37;
8 of No, 37a; 20 of No. 38; 1 of No. 40; 1 of
No. 44; 1 of No. 48; 6 of No. 48a; 2 of No. 90a;
2 of No. Ill; lofNo. Ilia; 5 of No. 111c; 2 of
No. 155a; 1 of No. 187; 2 of No. 188; 4 of No.
189; 1 of No. 190; 2 of No. 191; 3 of No. 192;
2 Of No. 197; 1 of No. 198; 2 of No. 199; 2 of
No. 200; 2 of No. 212; 2 of No. 213; 2 of
No. 214; 4 of No. 215; 4 of No. 217a.

lhe second model to be
described ife the miniature
grabbing crane shown in Fig. 2.

The base of this consists of a
5£" x 2 2 Plate

which is m< h inted on 1" Pulleys

fitted with Rubber Rings, The
superstructure is built by bolt-

ing two 5§*Xli*

TIle engine co r is made
Fig, 2. This simple swivelling grabbing crane is a good example ui a woitung

model that can be built from the contents of Outfit No. 2*

Plates side by side, and then
fixing two Double Angle Strips

two 5Vx l\
ff

Flexible Plates bolted together to form
a cylinder, and is attached to the by

Angle Strips provides support for the jib,

to them. One of the Double
the other

Bolts, two of which are indicated at 5. Each bolt carries

four washers on its shank. The engine is represented by a 3"

a Road Wheel fastened on a 2" Rod, the Pulley

g held in place by four bolts that engage in its groove.
The tail-plane consists of the halves of a Hinged

Plate, overlapped three holes and fitted at each end with a

carries the ZrXW Flexible Plates that form the sides of

the cab. These Plates are further supported at the rear by
Angle Brackets, and similar parts are used to hold the back
of the cab in position. The roof is a 1 -\y radius Curved Plate,

and is attached to the sides of the cab by Angle Brackets.

The Crank Handle is journalled in two 2
J" x 1 \" Flexible

Plates supported from the floor by Trunnions. The Bolts

*

i
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the latter parts ca also 2\"

ive strength to the base of the

which
cab

is pivoted on a l\" Rod, which is held below the travelling

base by a Cord Anchoring Spring and also carries a Road
Wheel 2. The construction of the jib is clear from Fig. 2,

and when completed it is

pivotally attached to the

cab by the lock-

Bolts 3.

Parts required to build the model
grabbing crane: 4 of No. 2; 2 of No. 5;

3 of No. 10; S of No. 12; 2 of No. 16; 2 of

No. 17; t of No. 19«; 4 of No. 22; 1 of

No. 24; 4 of No. 35; 37 of No. 37; 4 of
No. 37a; 4 of No. 38; 2 of No. 48a; 1 of

No. 52; 1 of No. 90a; 2 of No. 1 1 Ic; 2 of

No. 126; 4 of No. 155a; 1 of No. 176; I

of No. 187; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 189; 1

of No, 190; 1 of No, 199; 2 of No. 200.

A fine working
for owners of Outfit No. 3
is the steam engine shown

Reversed Angle Bracket by a V loose Pulley. In order

to ensure smooth
model should be well oiled.

all moving of the

2 of No. 1; 4 of No,

2

in Fig. 3. This
ates all the important me-
chanical features of an
engine of its type, yet is

quite simple to build. Con-
struction should be com-
menced by assembling the

37; 56 of No. 37a; 6 of No. 38; 1 of

No. 44; 2 of No. 48a; I of No. 52;

3 of No. UIc; 2 of No. 125; 2 of No.

126; 2 of No. 126a; 1 of No. 176;

2 of No. 187; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No.

189; 2 of No. 191; 2 of No. 192;

2 of No, 199; I of No. 212; 1 of No.

213; 2 of No. 214; 4 of No. 215; 2

of No. 217a,

The remaining model

to be described is

lathe, which is

bolting

to

the
mvn

Construction

commenced by
two Trunnions 1

a 2J'xl*
ft Flanged

Plate and then
ing a U-Section Curved

1

> 2 to the latter

by Angle Brackets. The
so is

Fig. 3. This model horizontal steam engine te constructed from Outiit No. 3. it is equipped

with working valve gear and a novel crankshaft that is easily built-up.

. The
two 4i*x2J"
overlapping the smaller one two
The cylinder is bolted

formed from two 5|*x2J" and
each of the larger Plates

and 1 1 te rod 2

Plate,

the

Road Wheels that form the cylinder ends in place.

pis comprises 4" Rods joined by a Rod Con-

3 consists of two U-Section
Cur

nector. The valve

Curved Plates fitted with Trunnions, the upper
Plate beiner bolted to the cylinder wall while the other

Plate is

head-stock
attached to the left-h

Flanged Sector Plate, and

is supported at its other

Xtt*
from two

end by Angle Brackets that are bolted to 2

Flexible Plates. The tail-stock is built up
*

Trunnions connected to the two
Bracket. The Discs 4 are

in order to allow them to

1£" Discs 4 by a Flat

apart by washers,

the 51
"

•j

3.

which
ts of a Cranked Bent

Reversed Bracke

t

to

carries

a
»

Bolt to

the former bolt carries a 1" Pulley.

the cutting tool. The shank of

slide for the

the Flanged Plate by a Flat

Bracket. The valve rod is

a 3J" and a 1|* Rod
by a Cord Anchoring Spring.

The Crankshaft is then
constructed The 31/ Rod 4

carries a Bush Wheel fitted

with a
wheel
two 1

the 2

v

//

Bearings for

provided

by the Semi-Circular Plate

and a Reversed Angle
Bracket, and it carries two

Discs fitted with a second

Reversed Angle Bracket and
v Strip as shown, thea 9

ig prevent om
turning on the Rod by two
Spring Clips. The crankpin 6,

on which is journal! ed the

is a 2V Strip, and

the saddle is prevented from

too

Flat Bracket
the inside of

a
from

Bent Strip by a washer.

The model is completed
structing the base

that supports the bed. This

consists

Flanged
bolted

Man
forms one
also

of a
Plate, which is

left-hand

Sector Plate that

is

Strips bolted

The driving shaft of the

lathe is a 4" Rod journ

at one end in the left-hand

Sector Plate, and

Fig. 4 The essential features of a power-driven lathe are incorporated in this stu

model, which can be built with the parts included in Outfit No. 4.

other end in a

2\* x¥ Double Angle

7, is a 2* Rod, is held in ion

by Spring Clips placed in the positions shown. The details

in Fig. 3. It is con-connecting areof the

nected to the piston rod by a Rod and Strip Connector

The valve operating eccentric is built by gripping an

Angle Bracket 8 in the boss of a T Pulley with a set
re to

screw. The
lock-nutted to Angle Bracket 8, while its

is pivoted on a bolt

end

is carried on a ¥ Bolt 9. Bolt 9 is lock-nutted to a Double

so that its shank the valve

the Bracket. The eccentric is s

in

from
the

is

carries a

The latter is bolted to a similar Double Angle Strip that

_ to the 5i
ff x2£" Flanged Plate. The Rod

1" and a 3" Pulley, the latter being connected

on the 31" Rod.

u *e "Motor 6 is bolted to the rear of the

and is supported also by a Double Angle Strip. A Driving

Band connects the Motor with the r Pulley

Parts required to build the model lathe: 8 of No. 2; 2 of No. 3; 3 of No. a; 2 of

No. 10; 2 of No, 11; 7 of No. 12; 1 of No, 12c; 1 of No. 15b; 1 of No. 16; 1 of No. 17;

1 of No. 18b; I of No. 19b; 4 of No. 22; 1 of No. 23; 1 of No. 24; 2 of No. 3»;j>8

of No. 37; 3 of No. 37a; 8 of No. 38; 1 of No. 44; 1 of No. 48; 3 of No. 48a; 1 of No.

51: 1 of No. 52; 2 of No. 54a; 2 of No. 90a; 3 of No. 111c; 1 of No. 12a; 2 of No.

126; 2 of No. 126a; 14 of No. 155a; 2 of No. 186; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 189; 1 of

No. 199; 1 of No. 213; 1 of No. 215; 2 of No. 217a; 1 Magic Motor.
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Meccano Contest
!

In our chief el-building com ion tins month
prizes will be awarded to the competitors whose entries

are considered the most
any
size

ane Constructor" Contest

This month we are arranging another competition for

the benefit of owners of Meccano Aeroplane Constructor
Outfits, The present

»_._..

may be entered, and the
judges will base their

decisions on nov
choice of subject, in the
use of Meccano

in

and in design. Although
new and unusual sub-

should be looked
of the more

inary i as

locomotives and
motor cars, are not

. but with these
•

competitors should en-

deavour to introduce
some new
construction or other
novel features.

contest is similar to pre-

vious competitions of

this e in it all

that entrants are

to do is to build a model
aeroplane. The chief

fusel acre&

each model
is the
wingsand

must be constructed en-

tirely from Meccano
eroplane Con

but a few ordin-

ary Meccano parts may
be used in reproducing
small or for

cl-builders on the look-out for novel constructional ideas will find plenty to interest them in this
splendid model of a touring car. It was built by F. Dodgson, Halifax, for whom it won a prize in

the "Christmas" General Competition, 1935.

representing special
features of certain
makes of

Every model submit-
ted must be the unaided work of the competitor entering
it. There will be two sections, A, for competitors living in

the British Isles, and B, for competitors living Overseas.
There are no age the contest being open to all

Meccano enthusiasts, but the ages of competitors will be
taken into consideration when the entries are being in g •.

The prizes to be awarded in each section are as follows:

First

,

Meccano or Hornby products value £3/3/

Aeroplane

If

models may
be built entirely from

structor Parts,

Second, products value £2/2/-; Third, products value
There

ion prizes

con-

should send in photo-
graphs or good drawings of their

models, together with any ex-

planations that may be necessary,

the latter should be
Karl i

although
made as brief as

com
name

must write

sheet
of his entry, and on the back of

each photograph or drawing, and
also must be given. En-

aming
addressed "

nes s

be
petition," Meccan

o

An interesting model built from the contents of an Aeroplane
Constructor Outfit. It is a remarkably faithful representation of a

"Flying Flea/' and is the work of A* Robinson, Salisbury*

Binn $ Road, Liverpool 13,

The i losing date for Section A will be 30th Tune, 1938,
for the Overseas Section, 31st August • 1938.

Photograph or drawings of prize-winning models
become the property of Meccano Ltd. Photographs or
drawings of unsuccessful entries will be
sired, however

» that a stam
velope of the necessary size is enclosed.

if de-

addressed en-

Hundreds of illustrations of real aeroplanes that will

make fine subjects for models to be entered in this Contest
have appeared from time to time in the "M.M" Many of

these can be reproduced very accurately will) Aeroplane
Constructor parts, as the example illustrated on this page
shows, and the more closely a model resembles the
actual aeroplane on which it is based, the greater will

its chance of winning a prize.

The Contest is divided into two
Sections, A, for competitors living

in the British Isles; B, for corn-

Overseas. There areors

no age limits in these Sections, but
the ages of competitors will be
taken into consideration when
judging the models.
The prizes to be awarded in

each section will be as follows:

Three prizes of Meccano or Hornby
value £1/1/-; Three prizes

of goods value 10/6; Six prizes of

value 5/-.

Actual models must not be sent;

instead photographs or drawings
hisshould be submitted. Each competitor must

name, age and full address in block letters on the back of

each photograph or drawing submitted, and the envelope
containing these should be addressed to "May Aeroplane
Constructor Contest" Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,

Section A will close on 30th fune, 1938, but
to give Overseas competitors sufficient time

Section B will remain open until 31st August, 1938.

y

I

9
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"Yuletide Incidents" etition

novel Incidents'* Competition, which was
announced in the December 1937 issue of the "M.M." attracted
a large number of entries

that were ingenious both
in design and construe-

The figure has jointed limbs and by pulling one Cord it can be made
to rise from the seat of the sledge, white pulling a second Cord raises

the ;irms. The body of the reindeer consists of a Curved Plate, while

short Strips are used for its legs and a |* Flanged Wheel for the
head. The model is a
really fine effort, es-

for a construct-

ion. The prizes

Section
iu the
were

awarded to the com-
petitors named in the
following list.

1st Prize, Meccano or
ucts value £2/2/

FonHngbririge,
products value £1/1/
Thorpe, Preston. 3rd, products
value Ui/6: E* Stoker, Liver-
pool 19*

Products value 5/-: H. French,
Leeds 8; G, Headerson, Kdin-
buxgh 3; L. Slater, Portsmouth;

%
R. Carman, Diss; D. Aitken,
'Rugby; P. Saunders,
stone; C. Watts, Kenton; S.
Knighton, Eastwood; J*
Hurst, Leicester; S. Williams,
Bradford.

The First Prize was
awarded for a simple but
realistic

"Dad" manipulating the
controls of a miniature

Railway and

young as

who is Only nine years
of age.

The model sent by J.

Hurst, Leicester, con-
sists of two figures stand-
ing one at each side of a

Themas tree

joints of the figures are

loose, and they are sup-

ported by Cords from
above so that they can be
made to dance like

marionettes in a puppet
show.
Among the other

This mode) won Second Prize in the "Yuletide Incidents" Competition for R. Thorpe, Preston. It represents a

group of carol singers and their pianist at a Christmas party, and is remarkable for the realistic effect obtained
with the few Meccano parts used.

models that won the
smaller prizes, that sent

in by G. Henderson,
Edinburgh, deserves
mention. This represents

a man on snow shoes, and
is notable for the skilful

seemingly having a great deal of fun, while his little son stands wist-

fullv watching his parent's efforts! This is a Yuletide incident that is

r witnessed in hundreds of homes! The figures in the model
nicely arranged and care has taken to make them

lifelike in appearance and pose.
In this prize-winning entry "Dad" is built up from Trunnions

and Strips, with a 1" Pulley for a head, and is shown kneeling down
by the track operating the points. The boy, on the other hand, is

_ _

in a corner, every inch of
his person expressing ill-concealed dis-

mg

pleasure as he w impatiently for
father to hand over the controls to their

owner! The track consists ofrightful

and Curved Strips bolted to a
base, and at one point is crossed by a
footbridge, which is represented by 1£*
Strips joined by Obtuse Angle Brackets.
A diminutive "simplicity" locomotive
and a tender are ingeniously construct
ed from a few simple parts. The entn
was submitted by K
bridge.

Ford in g-

Second Prize, was aw to H,
Thorpe, Preston, who built the excellent
model illustrated on this page, repre-
senting several carol singers grouped
around a grand piano. The piano is

skilfully constructed of Strips and
Girders, and the keyboard is

represented by a sheet of cardboard, on
which the keys are painted. A great deal
of care has been expended on the con-
struction of the figures of the singers,

each of whom has been given a different
attitude. Two of the lour are lounging
with elbows on the piano, but all are singing with great gusto!

E. Stoker, Liverpool, who gained Third Prize, sent a simple
model of Father Christmas riding in a sledge drawn by a
reindeer. A novel and attractive feature of this model is that by
operating two cords Father Christmas can be made to rise from
his seat and urg€ on the reindeer hv shaking the reins. I'iie sledge

arrangement of the Strips of which the figure is constructed. The
snow shoes are built up from Flat Trunnions and 2|* Strips, and are

threaded with Cord to make them look more realistic.

R. Carman, Diss, Norfolk, submitted an interesting model of a
tobogganist that is very neatly constructed from a few parts. Great
care has been taken to place the figure in a realistic attitude.

An amusing Yuletide scene showing "father" hanging up the

festive decorations was sent by F. Saunders, Folkestone. "Father,"
who is the central figure in the scene, is

balancing precariously on the top of a
step-ladder, which is built up from Strips

and Cord. Two other figures are

shown, one of which steadies the lad tier,

while the other gives instructions as to

how the decorations are to be hung!
If a little more care had been taken in

gmng figures the model would
have earned a higher award.

a
Thistle Cutter"

In entering

ompetition

"Th Cutter"
Contest model-builders had to reproduce
as closely as possible with Meccano part;

the mowing machine illustrated on page
674 of the "M.M." for November 1937
and the prizes were awarded to those

competitors whose models incorporated

the best representations of its outstand-

ing mechanical features. The entries

A fine model of the thistle and weed cutting machine that was the

subject of the "Thistle Cutter" Competition. It won First Prize

in the Home Section for N. Ta'Bojs, Woodford Green.

received were
considerable ingenuity
many com

interesting,
M

ors

shown by
in building up the

various parts of the mechanism. The
three principal prizes in each of the

is built up Plates
Christmas himself consists

with a 1* loose Pulley for his head.

ved Strips, and
short Strips and Curved

two Sections into which the Contest was divided have been awarded
to the competitors named in the following list.

Section A (competitors living in the British Isles)

1st Prize, Meccano or Hornbv products value £3/3/-: N. Ta'Bois, Woodford Green

2nd, products value £2/2/-: W. Halsall, Burscough. 3rd, products value £1/1/-
Miss L. Slater, Portsmouth.

Section B (competitors living Overseas)

1st Prize, Meccano or Hornby products value £3/3/-: A. Butcher,
New Zealand. 2nd f

products value £2/2/-: L, Linder, Stockholm, Sweden
products value £1/1/-: L. Edwards, Freeman* Bay, Auckland, New Zealand.

3rd
P
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The Fun of Exhibitions

Club Exhibitions are alwavs great fun for members

Take Photographs Summer
VI

'r

alike, and the latter invariably show their appreciation of the skill

and inc

often

of those w up ays they
if either officials or members realise hou

enjoy. I

far this

Bv this time plans for the summer are well in hand in all Meccano
v complete unless it eives members

appreciation goes, however. Visitors do not merely admire working
models and Hornby railways; they also judge a club by what they*

see, and are
For this reason
hibition should
order to make a really good impression

clubs. No programme is r

every opportunity of healthy open air activities, and I am glad to

see that practically everywhere an excellent outdoor programme of

games, rambles, cycle runs and excursions of all kinds has been
planned. Camping, either for a special holiday period or at weekends,
is one of the best ways of enjoying the summer, for those takingck to recognise the good features of club work.

every detail of the Ex-
well thought out in nnanannnnpHEannano DOOPDO they ever can do in ordinary clubroom life,

part learn to know each other better than

The Right Club Spirit

An excellent example of the value of

careful preparation was provided by
Annual Exhibition of the Mount Senior
School, Newark, club. This included a fine

variety of original models constructed by
miniaturemembers, together with two ^.^

railway systems; but to me the
standing features were the comments of the
many distinguished visitors who were pres

en t Among these were Councillor Dr, and
H. S. Hine, the Mayor and Mayoress of

Newark, whose presence gives some indi-

cation of the esteem in which the -work of

the club is held. The prizes won in the
Various competitions were judged and
presented by Canon H. Larken, Sub-Dean

commented on the skillof Lincoln, w
and ingenuity of the competitors. He also

congratulated the members generally on
the opportunities they had to turn their

inventive brains into the riimt channels,
and described the club as
in Newark's cap."
This appreciation of the spirit behind the

club is all the more gratifying in that the
Canon himself has a remarkable scale model

ler

railway, and is an authority on construe-_.__
..

tional work of the type that lie saw at the
"~ ' ibition. The Mayor emphasised his point
bv confessing that he the
would like to sit down and play with the
models and the miniature railways they
had come to see! After I am not sur-
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Mr. A. Elliott is Chairman of the Mexborou^h
Secondary School Branch, No, 329, of the Hornby
Railway Company, which was incorporated in

July 1937. The Branch recently held a very
successful Exhibition, at which a special feature

was made of Meccano models,
Models on loan from Headquarters.

prised to learn from Mr, Heard, joint Leader
of the cl
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and I hope that camps of some kind will

be organised wherever
There is one feature that I should like

Leaders to keep in mind during all these

activities. This is photo.scraphy. Many clubs
have a photographic section and the camera
enthusiasts naturally oractice on their

fellow members and produce an excellent

photographic record of club life. In other
clubs there is practically always at least one
member who is an ardent photographer,
and with a little encouragement he would
secure a record of the type that 1 have
-

in

The question of expense Of IS

important when the onus of taking photo-
graphs falls upon one, or perhaps two
members. Members usually are willing to

pay small sums for prints of photographs m
ure

i

,h10wever, a

could be arranged that would cover out-

of-pocket
I shall

i

receiving

mg
engagedclubs

pursuits. I am always
photographs

ing members of

in their various summer
reproduce

pages,

whether they are more or less formal groups
or are of the humorous type, showing
Something of the fun and frolic of summer

v

activities.

ropose Chi s

Attempts are g made to establish

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP
Meccano Clubs in the following places, and

should communicate withr>

the promoters, whose names and ad-

find room
ub, that the club is growing
a for those who wish to ioin!

so fast that it is difficult to

of this splendid Exhibition are given in the
the opposite page. Excellent

Newark and Nottingham press, and
are to be con on the example they have set.

Correspondence Clu
still demands more members of the

Correspondence Club. Every new member of the Guild should join

this club, which will give him splendid opportunities of keeping in

touch with boys of similar tastes in other parts of the world, m that
» Jl

he can learn something of their lives and ways, and exchange news
and stamps with them. Overseas members are more particularly
required, and I can promise to provide Guild members from

dresses are given below:

Aberdeen—A. G. Anderson, 87, Braemar Place,

ASHFORD
m-m. m

Huddieston, Diyatalawa, Pound Lane, Kingsno
Ashford, Kent.

Australia—P. litnikoff, Scrubview, Via Townsville, North
Queensland.

Belfast—K. Quigg, 77, Loopland Drive, Belfast.

'Northview.' 2«9, Old Shoreham Road,

* * J.

Australia, New Zealand. South Africa and Canada with r.orrespond-
s without delay.

. A. Lev
Portslade, Brighton.

Cheltenham—G. Denley, 8, The Grange, Charlton Kings,

ham.
Cullompton—Mr. T. Jones, 11, Exeter Hill, Cullompton, Devon

en

Driffield—B. W, Cole, 23, Middle Street, North, Driffield.

Dunmow—
: J. G. Read, The Whalebone, White Roding. Dunmciw

Kssex
London—G. Thomas, 212, Victoria Road, Wood Green, N.22.

3
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School M.C.—Model-building

105. Upton
28th

activities continue to be as popular as ever, Interesting
(talks have been given on "Safety at Sea" "R.A.F,

ing Aeroplanes" and "Railway Progress*' re-

spectively. Films borrowed from the Kodak Library
have been shown with the aid of a projector kind J y
loaned to the club. Secretary: H. W. Simpson, The
Leas, Hovlake, Cheshire.

Bcxleyheath MX.—There have been good attend-
ances at all meetings, and the many fine Meccano
models constructed include cranes, lorries, liners and
various workshop tools, A fully-equipped mo
workshop has been built for display on the School
Open Day, Several interesting Lantern Lectures have
been given. Club roll: 28, Secretary: j, V* Marsh,

r Bexleyheath t Kent.
urgh MX.—Interesting Meccano models

of all sizes were displayed at the recent Exhibition.
An outstanding one was a large Eiffel Tower model,
sever.il feet high, that incorporated a lift. Coloured

ts outlined the Tower efleelively,
especially when the room was in
darkness* Musical entertainment
was provided by members. Leader:
Mr. W* Brotheistone, J, Helhaven
Terrace, Morni n gside, Edinburgh.

MX.—At the regular
Model-building meetings definite
subjects were specified, and as a
result many interesting types of
cranes and bridges have been con*
strutted. Hobbies Evenings are
devoted chiefly to Woodwork and
Stamp Collecting. Club roll: 6.
Leader: Mr, V, Milter, 25, Bewdlev
Street, Loudon, N,L
Mount Senior School (Ncwark-on-

Trent) MX,—The recent Annual
Exhibition was open for two even-
ings, and attracted many dis-

ed visitors, including the
Mayor and Mayoress. A fme display
of Meccano models was arranged,
including a steam roller, swing
boats, and a pcuny-in-the-slot
machine, and two large model rail-

way systems also were displayed, in
addition to a true-to-type Meccano

' of the U&MM* "Cock o
§

the

of Chocolate," "Telephones"
the South Pok: 1

*

4 'The Manu [actu re
"Shaekkton's Expedition to

Evenings have been held regularly, and a* these the
game of "MonopoW* is a firm favourite. Club roll: 19.

Secretary: F. Thorn, 5, Alexandra Koad, Hornsea.
Folkestone MX.—Considerable attention has been

given to accessories and scenic ejects on the Hornby
layout of the associated ILKX. Branch. The Meccano
cranes at "Folkestone Harbour** have been improved,
and are mow in remoter operation loading and unloading
ctihso boats and freight trains. Sacks containing coal

been made for use on thr railway. New model
steamers have been constructed for the cross-rhami" 1

services run in connection with the boat trains* and
existing steamers have been overhauled and repainted*
A model motor launch is being constructed for use
on the local park lake during the summer. A game of

football was greatlv cmoved on one afternoon* Club
roll: 9. Secretary: W. F. Cotter, 52, Hilt Road, Folke-
stone, Kent,

provided a good opportunity for vocal competition in en-
couraging competitors. Club roll 150, Smeary: J.
Shepherd, 29, Bury New koad, Heywood , Lanes.

AUSTRALIA

&°j

=

North " The prizes won in the com-
petitions w*-re presented by Canon
Larketi, Sub-Dean of Lincoln, who

e highly of -the delightful
display; of skill and ingenuitw"
Club roll: 44. Secretary: E. Masding,
2, Lime Grove, Newark, Notts.

Barnard Castle School MX.—

A

new Chairman and Secretary were
elected at the commencement of the
Easter term, and good progress
has been made under these officials*

Model- building and Hornby train operations have
been en*oved by members. A Draughts Contest is

being held. Club roll:, 9. Secretary: K. R. Southern,
Barnard Castle School. Barnard Castle. Co. Durham.

Royds Hall Grammar School MX.—Good attend-
ances have resulted in very successful meetings, A
Model-building Contest has been held, and prises were
kindly presented by Barkers Ltd., local Meccano
dealers. There were three sections, for Meccano mt'dels,

Hornby Train layouts, and models constructed from
any other Meccano products respectively! and entries
were ludged by a member of the Engineering Depart-
ment of the Huddersfield Technical "College. Visits to

of interest are being arranged for the summer.
Club roll; 40, Secretary: 1), Livesey, 30, Heathfirld
Road, Golcar, Nr. Huddersfield.

St. Stephen's (Saltash) MX.—Fart of the proceed? of
the recent Exhibition has been used to provide further
equipment for the Meccano, Hornby Train and Wood-
work Sections. Models built by me sabers were disp laved

the Exhibition of the Plymouth MX., and an
nonymnns admirer presented the club with a copy of
tie "Handicrafts A nnttat" in recognition < ' their merits.

Visits are exchanged with the Plymouth M.C. and the
Elmside (Exeter) MC—The Model Section is con-
structing equipment for the club's railway layout.
Games are played at. all meetings, and rivalry is

particularly keen when Miss Porter, the President,
joins in. Club roll: 7. Secretary: B. Braund, 9, Horner
Park* Saltash.
Hornsea MX,—'Regular meetings have been held by

the various sections of this energetic club. In addition
to Model-building, the programme has included
Lantern Lectures on such interesting subjects as

Maylands MX.—A Magazine is now issued and a
mouth organ band with 30 members has been formed.
Keen rivalry continues between the various Factions
and attendances have been high. Much merriment was
caused bv a cinematograph show of cartoons. Club roll:

32. Seuetarv: R. Le Cheminant, 60f Crawford Road,
Maylands, Western Australia.

Thcbarton Technical School MX.—A special display
of the club's various activities was given at the School's
Demonstration Nigfrt. A variety of working models
were shown, and a meecanograph, although not the
most elaborate model, created special interest among
visitors, A radio transmitting station "VKSTT* is

maintained by members of the Wireless Section, and
communication has been established with other amateur

stations in Australia. The club
has contributed £3 towards the

of a film projector by
the school, Club roll: 79, Secretary:
B. S. Clarke, 21

f
Victoria Street,

i rlandore. South Australia*

EGYPT
Cairo MX. grass hasprogress

been made, and many Meccano and
wood

c

ii models have been built. An
i uteresting visit was paid to
Almaza Airport, where several aero-
planes were inspected. At a
recent meeting the Correspondence
Club was discussed, and Miss Mary
Douglas, a^ Canadian staying
in Cairo, gave a talk on this

30. Leader:subj ect
Mr. M.

b, gave
Club roll:

F. Awad, 36,
Garamony, El Assal,
Cairo, Egypt.

Zagazig and Mfsr
special Visitor's Evening
in celebration of the

Haret El
Shoubra,

Members of the S tretford Public Libraries MX. t affiliated in February 1937 under the Leadership of

F. Scaltergood, who is on the right of our photograph, with Mr. W, Threlfall, President, on the extreme
left. Particularly keen Interest in model-building is shown by members. Lantern Lectures on a wide

range of subjects are given regularly, and Stamp Collecting and Debates also arc popular.

MX,
umi ur$

Model -building
of the cluVs prog

to be
me.

the
and

M *Cp—-A
was held
wedding

of King Farouk and Queen Farida

and a fine display of models
included replicas of the crown
and various state coaches. Musical
items were provided by an or-
chestra. Many attractive models
have been entered in the fort-

nightly Model- building 'Contests,

an outstanding one being a
bucket dredger. Models were

shown at the .Egyptian-Holland
Industrial Exhibition in Cairo.
A Visit has been paid to a local
Zoo, and cycle excursions also
have been " enjoyed- Members
took advantage of an invitation

at
a

the

outstanding
energetic constructional work recently produced a
record number of models for the month. Two footlwdl

teams are now maintained, end many ktcn games have
been enjoyed- Darts have been introduced, and are
gaining popularity. A number of unexpected visitors

from other tow us and clubs have been welcomed, and
parties from the Sidmouili and Plymouth clubs paid a
visit by arrangement. Club roll: 60* Secretary: J. T,
Fenwick. 45, Colthorpe Road, Exeter.
The Beeches (Jersey) MX,—Model-building con-

tinues to be the chief item of the club's varied programme.
Impromptu speeches wen* given at one meeting, and
prepared speeches lasting live minutes were tin.* feature

of another. A Bomby J rain Evening proved very popular.

A Magazine is to be published shortly, and keen interest

is being laken ill its protection. Lantern Lectures have
been given by the Leader. Of these, two on * 4

//<i/y
ft and

"South Africa" respectively were of otttstenduig in

Club roll: 28, Secretary: D. Nicollc, De La Salle College,

1 he Beeches, Jersey, fc.L
ate

merest.

Barking MX.— Hie dub's Birthday was ap
ly celebrated by a party to which ex-members were
invited. A ''Criticism Evening" has been held at which
models were closely examined and discussed. Evenings
devoted to Hobbies and to Hornby Irain operations
were enjoyed, and the latter are to be repeated regu-
larly. Club roll: 18- Secretary: RL Walling, 18, Ashburton

Ilford, Essex,
Central School MX*—Modeblnnldimi

ther

of an
by the Egyptian National Flying Company to attend
an interesting Lecture on "Sky Navigation"
visits have lx*en made to a local power station and
a water purifying and drainage plant, Club roll: 19.

Secretary: A, S. Mangoiirl^ 13 Sharia Badir, Zeitoun,
Cairo, Egypt.

NEW
ChrlstchurchMX«-—At a special i nee ting appreciation

was expressed of the good work of P. Chapman, secre-

tary of the dub for a long period, who has moved to

Dunedin, and he was presented with a suitably en-
graved gold propelling pencil. A surprise visit was
paid to the Ash burton IffXL, where the secretary was
presented with an autographed photograph of the
latter club. Bad weather caused the abandonment of
a picntibi and at an indoor meeting held instead A.
Laban cave an account of his recent tour of thegave

a no Factory at Liverpool. An enjoyable supper
was provided by the secretary at the last meeting
he attended. Club roll: 40. Leader: Mr. J. Anoall,

78, Spencer Street* Addmgton, Cbristchurch, New
ealand.

AFRICA

Avenue
t

Regent Street

has been alternate

tin

and on
e b>'

1

temated with games and entertainment?. Lec-

xsen given on "The Boat Race" by Mr. Chaplin,

ng&ta" bv Mr. Pa<:e. A Boxing Tournament

Pioneer MX.—At the Annual General Meeting a very
favourable report of the year's working was given,

a good financial position being shown. Visitors com-
plimented the club on the excellence of the models
exhibited* and appreciation also was expressed of

the good work done by the Thrift Club. A Cycle
Race held recently provided many thrills and spills.

Club roll: 10. Secretary: A. 1L Alley, 461, Burger
Street, P.M.Ii Natal, Smith Africa,
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N the early stages of the development of a layout it is

.usual for the model railway owner to collect together a
varied assortment of roll hit; stock, adding this vehicle and

for transfer of the
.

rom rail to road wa

that as each appeals to his fancy
t

pent.) a, e a

with younger boys, the real possibilities of the various
wagons and the fun that can be obtained from them are

purpose of this article
4

partic

ing Stock,

not always realised. It

to suggest, to younger
play with their Hoi
At the commencement of operations goods vehicles are

usual I v more favoured, possibly because of the fun that

can be had in loading and unloading them. The first point

to settle is what to load them with. For* the open wagons
that form standard equipment in the smaller Train Sets

the first materi- *

al that suggests

can then be carried out directly. If the road vehicles are

made to back under the rails, the latter

rais i

few small
•

only be

the bodies of the lorries.

of or some
from a set of miniature building bricks can be

rails /\ better scheme still is to make a

of Meccano parts to form a suitable f̂ ry

over the rails can be laid

Coal or stone can be conveyed in odd wagons attached

to ^en goods trains, for this is quite a convenient
i * " ! i % I *V • #

I ; •_«-

1?

realistic method of conveying the traffic in minia-

ture. On larger layouts, however, where several vehicles

of the same kind are often available, special trains

conveying only
stone

run. In

This is realistic,

tobut
handle.

from its effects

on the -hands

Apart

and faces of

model raihvay-

diremen,
result of over-

turningawagon
of coal on
dining room

must notcar

can
addition to the

Hornby No. O
and N o . !

\Vagons

,

include

1

sen

each of the four

railways,

are High-
Capacity
Wagons in the

Hornby Series

that are minia^
be over!

Fortunately
is now no

need tO IISC real A I reign t train waits in trie siamu while a passenger train passes an tne main line, 'rue neigui train is uidue up ot ,vj. £ nigo
Capacity Wagons loaded with Hornby Coal for a locomotive depot down the line.

tures oi the

coal for
Hornby Coal is a splendid substitute, specially made for

loading into miniature wagons. This material looks

brick wagons of the L.N.E.R.
9lf mW

con entirely

exa like coal, but is perfectly clean to handk
m _ a

IS >< >

ake

of

bogie co a
wagons of the

L . M . S . and
G.W.K.andthe
A coal train

ut

High-Capacity Wagons

a train dim cultlight that it does not m
for the engine to haul.

*

I lorn by Coal does away with the need for using any of

the familiar household substances, such as rice or dried

in this

have Ion IT

can
-

x>

*

ar as mini t
. i .

e

will be better represented in miniature by a single High-
Capacity Wagon and several of the ordinary

*

kind. The real high-capacity wagons are usually employed
for the conveyance of coal for special

course be xtsed to represent certain

other
fun can be had
Hornby Series carrying loose loads of this kind

coal or stone traffic. They have to

coal, such as broken stone, and
the ordinary open Wagons

unloaded
m

hand, and for this purpose a
small spoon is very useful, although it forms
out-of-scale shovel. It is

an
more exciting to load the

Wagon or the Tipping Wagons of either the side

or rotary types, for these can be made to dis

loads in a highly realistic manner. The Hopper Wagon
is arranged with bottom doors, so that the contents
are let down between the rails when the doors are opened

means the handle at the si of the

as

power
depots

work

such

company *

Before leaving the loose loads of the kinds that we
ust described, we must not forget thehave

Bricks that are now available for loading into wagons.
These miniatures are particularly intended for use with

the L.N.E.R. High -Capacity Wagon. They are packed in

boxes holding 100 each, and when the contents of a box
are arranged on the lid, which tits inside the body of the

wagon and forms a false floor, they form a complete layer

one brick deep with another in the centre part of

This false floor arrangement prevents over-

effects to beof the wagons and allows

with a small amount of material.

on. This is a useful feature when the rails in a siding

devoted to coal or stone traffic can be raised up sufficient-

ly to allow miniature road vehicles to pass underneath,

Certain Hor Wagons can be obtained

provided with a suitable load. One of the best known of

can also bethese is the Flat Truck,
without a load at all. Its design is based on the common
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type of low-sided wagon that is employed for such a wide

variety of duties in actual practice. The Flat Truck is fitted

with rings attached to its sides for securing various loads,

and numerous uses for it can be devised by the keen model
railway owner. As a loaded vehicle the Flat Truck is avail-

able with a
miniature

drum
or

a

very suitable. The Tractor, Dinky-Toys No. 22e t makes a

1 some interesting operations are necessary to

permit it to be lifted correctly. It is best to make a special

sling of Meccano Cord consisting of four ropes joined to one
another about the centre where they are suspended from

th e cran e

hook.

on it,

carrying

container
representing
the various

." the four

railway
companies.

*"%

T

an interest-

ing load, par-

ticularly as it

is sec on
the Flat
Truck in the

manner fol-

lowed in
. actual

"13

fitted with a

small wire
hook if pos-

and if

done
time

will be saved
m 1 1c 1i

in
.

different
loads. In

m

order to lift

the Tractor
of

ROD6S' Meccano Dinky Toys motor vehicle* make attractive loads and
- l This photograph shows a Tractor lifted by the crane by

are passed from the rings on the sides of the wagons to

on the other side through the hollow centre of the

iL is inlurtsluig io cany out loading operations in tne correct manner,
means of a miniature sling made as suggested in this article.

the

one pair of

ropes must
attached

inside the
wheels to the

front axle.

The hooks of

e other

Drum. This results in a firm fixing of the load. Ca
drums are common objects in these days of extensions of

the use of electricity, so that it is reasonable and realistic to

make good use of them on a miniature railway.

Miniature Containers add a modern touch to a layout,

and
Hornby Platform

pair will deal

with the rear of the vehicle, and can simply be hooked to

the inner corner of the large "splashers" that

cover the rear wheels of the Tractor. Alternatively some
form of lifting beam "

"a IS SUltc -can be

ure can be made of

means of the

passed across under the splashers at the rear, and the hooks
can be attached to this. The same sling probably will «.!»«

for other

on or off the Flat Truck.
may have to be lifted

The miniature barrels fitted on to the

Crane,

cranesn

mounted at one
end of the No. 2

Goods Platform.

am
are fitted with

chains,

and a

n

ring conn
them by means
of which
can be attached

the crane

hook. It is in

teres tin to

siHint a loaded

Flat Truck so

the jib of

Wagon are most
effective. For
lifting these by
meansof a crane
a special type of

sling can be de-

vised, but it is

111OR: C

tory tomake use

of the Crane
Grab, Meccano

No. 150.

These, Grabs
havea "scissors'

action

grip

en-

iem to

securely

any load

the crane can be

slewed to come

An interesting goods yard scene on a Hornby Katiway. A irugni train consisting of dittcrent kinds of vehicles is shown in

the foreground and in the yard Itself shunting operations are going on.
can accom-

over the crane is

passed through the ring and the container is lifted with a

business-like chatter from the ratchet as the crane handle

is turned. At the same time the crane jib can he slewed hy

ating the handle provided for the purpose so that the

Container can be placed on a road vehicle, if one is avail-

wagon; or simply left onto

Platform or the ground.

Many other loads can be carried on the Flat Truck. For

instance, the motor vehicles of the Dinky Toys Series are

tween the jaws. The Crane Grab is attached to the hook of

the Goods Platform Crane, and by using this tackle then '

be loaded or unloaded in an efficient

Railway owners make good use of

Barrel Wagon can
manner,

ns used are to be loimdin
every household. These vary in shape, but t lie most suitable

for miniature railway purposes are the short thick ones
which, whether painted or not, make excellent miniature
kegs or drums. When loaded into an Open Wagon they
should be covered over with a Hornbv Wagon Tarpaulin.
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AN ATTRACTIVE H.R.C. BRANCH LAYOUT
HE reproduction in miniature of a particular railway
is a very popular scheme with many Hornby railway

in connection with buffer-stop sections at

owners, A railway planned in this manner is particularly

suitable for Brandies of the Hornby Railway Company,
and this month we describe an interesting example of a
Branch ing a definite of real

railway. The Branch concerned is that at Bedford School,

which has developed on these lines since

in 1936. is between St. Pan eras and

the terminals and elsewhere

"St. Pancras" Station has been constructed bv Branch
members and is an imposing structure incorporating five

platform faces. Its layout and interior arrangements have
exactly the air of the compact full-size station. The
widest platform is an island and is of particular interest in

incorporating a carriage-way for road

.

on the Mid
Division of

L.M.S. Tims there

was good reason for the

of this line for the
:

out, and
members carry out their

in a

manner,"Midland"
regards traffic,

motives, and
sties.

The track is arranged

on a rais

built almost completely

round the four sides of a

room. Its non-continu-

ous character makes it

timetable working, and
for regular programmes

planned

re is plainly visible in the upper illustration on the
opposite page. Meccano
Parts were largely used
in tlie .construction o
the roof as in

the real station, spans
the whole building.

From "St. Pancras"
the various roads gradu-

witha converge
numerous
at "Brent Junction,"
where there is a viaduct,

incor

Girders,

sents real

repre-

Brent
viidtiel "Brent: June

motive roads join up to

the main line

is a ive shed

c an
main line

with in

Both
electric

"St.

A view on the layout of the Bedford School Branch, No. 310, of the H.R.C., showln
Pancras" Station. On the right of the photograph a Hornby Standard Compoun

is on the point of departure with a train.

part of "St,
Locomotive

and turntable. This

are run,
' to "

laid with steel rails

the whole of the

shed corresponds to the
Cricklewood Motive

5 Branch members themselves

Part of the system represents the real Tilbury section

and oil

representation of

was an

the main track to a miniature

Station.

y development in the scheme of things, and~
Rails.is composed of standard lm ate It

is oper by clockwork engines

Electric power is sup ed means ol ano

Power Depot of actual practice, and from the
i. U * _„ -. 1—„ -. 1 * * T* * 1 1 # # T 1 — . 1 * A T *_ 1rm and "Tilbury" lines diverge. Although the

is only a short one, "Tilbury" Station includes
four roads, with three platform and a scenic

round showing docks and marine features is

being prepared at this point.

le main line continues
n
Brent Junction" to an

"Bedford."

Transformers and the layout is divided into sections, with

Transformers and control equipment at various points so

that several operators can take part in the running pro-

gramme and can
_

run one time.

addition to the general sectionalising of the track, there

the purpose of conare local push-button switches

trolling short sections at different points independently,

intermediate station very suitably

This is of the ordinary wayside type, and consists of two
standard Hornby Stations, one on each side of the line.

The platform of one of these stations is extended by

it

of standard Passenger Platforms. On leavin
Bedford*

1

the line passes under a road bridge, and after a
fair length of run a mm cou /side
iicorporatmg hills and fields it sweeps in a continuous
curve right round one end of the room, past a spot

where the line opens out into the
platform and goods roads of

it
Leicester," This s is
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arranged as a terminus for convenience in

igh it is through station in real life.

Owing to the restrictions of space one platform at each
terminal station is reserved for freight traffic.

Traffic on the layout is heavy and is based on the chief
passenger and freight

services

don and
Leicester.

reen Lon-
and

opera-

tors or controllers at

212-3 last month, is reproduced in a convincing manner on
em. The miniature "Tilbury'

1

trains runthe model s

over the same route as the main line trains" between "St.
Pancras" and "Brent Junction," a slight deviation from
real practice, so that this stretch of line is often fully

occupied. In fact in cer-

different points are re-

quired to carry out a
full programme

* and
each is supplied

the

timetable to be worked.
The system of working is

a good representation of

an actual tra control

em, which has been
a highly-developed fea-

s

ture of Midland practice

for many years. The
train

running depends largely

on the operators at

and

tain conditions it is
<<

ible" working to be car
necl out over one stretch
of line that is nominally -

for up trains only, trains

in- e

direction as required by
the pressure of

re

In addition to

"Tilbury"ar

f

ser-

'Eoat
from

St. Pancras" and from

numerous
are

in connec
tion with imaginary liner

sailings from n nt"

An Interior view at "St. Pancras," showing the main island platform and the central roadway.
The various accessories and the Dinky Toys figures give an air of great realism to the scene.Brent Junction

at the main control at "Leicester" respectively, and they
are authorised to divert trains from regular routes in any
special circumstances or emergencies that may arise.

ury.

Leicester"

cannot run
direct their

tion, but are necessarily
handled via "St. Pancras," where they are worked into the
station and then worked out by a fresh engine. Through

and "Leicester" areeciai circumstances or emergencies mat may arise. treight services between "Tilbury" and "Leicester" an
Operators are stationed at the inner ends of the plat- operated in a similar manner, except that the "Crickle
rms at "St. Pancras." "Leicester" and "Tilhnrv" wnnrl" wrA ;<= o™^i,m^i iw* +T. rt„^rA^'St. Pancras,

c consists
wood

/ of stopping trains

by means of press-button switches, which control special

short sections arranged near the buffer stops.

operators also uncouple locomotives from trains that have

yard is employed for transfer purposes.
more lmpoi real main line services of the

arrived and, as far as their sections are concerned, they
control the commence-
ment of their reversing

out of the

Midland Division between St. Pancras and Leicester are
represented in the working arrangements of the layout,
and "Bedford" is naturally provided with a good service
of stopping trains in each direction. Long non-stop runs

are not possible owing to

the restrictions of space

Movements
i

and sidings are

controlled by operators

stationed

Pancras,"
a
Crickle-

wood" and at "Wigston,"
near "Leicester," where
are situated a locomotive

and a dead-end
for stock

Terminal operation is

carried out on the prin-

ci

over
t p

of havine:

lotives rea

so that the details of the
layout have been worked
out more for intensive

traffic

intermediate

The
allowance

running
passenger

trains between "St. Pan-
cras

* t

a mm
trains of course take
longer, and their uU,ia5
depends on the length of

at "Bedford
99

*

to take out again the
14I

, . „ __ .. ,. _ At . _ . , „
, . . ° -,,. .

Leicester Station on the Bedford School Branch layout There are frequent trains between
trains that amve. ThlS IS this station and the other terminus, "St. PancraV and operations are based on the actual

a arrange-
c f

sen-ices of the Midland main line of the L.M.S.

ment, provided that sufficient engines are available. Thus
the engines of arriving trains do not "run round" to take
the same again

.

and after the departure of a
the locomotive that brought it in backs out of the

for its next trip. In the vard atand is then
"Cricklewood," however, where freight trains are
with, it is possible for arriving engines to run round
their trains if necessary.

The frequency of the real Tilbury services, which was
' to in the article by "Railway Engineer" on pages

i

engines in use in-

clude a wide selection of

Hornby locomotives, both
electric and clockwork.
Standard Compounds are

favourites for main line

are representative of the
ls given splendid service on

many years. They are employed on the principal passenger
trains, and also on fast freight sendees, as is evident from
+Ko ;i lustration on tne opposite page, where one is shown

goods" side of
if
St

the of real

which corres-

. Of
electrically-driven models, those fitted with

automatic reversing motors are
as they can be completely contr the lineside.
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Bran 1 News Flier" and "The Flyine Scotsman."
and further

Wandsworth No. 1 (Balham).
teams have been and

Two
are

workawarded at each meeting for

during track operations. A model town is

being built, and the first building erected

is a block of flats known as Hornby Court"

With the use of Dinky Toys the scheme
adds greatly to the realism of the Hornby
layout- A permanent Meccano Lift Bridge
also is being constructed. A Visit has been

A model of an oil factory

Dinky Toys have been added to the layout,

and the station approach lias now a very
busy appearance. A mechanical coaling

plant is under construction. Careful check
is kept of the Branch stock, which is very
extensive. Secretary: G. H. Gill, 56, High-
field Koad, Chorlton-cum-Hardy

First Sheffield. hi to

paid to Town L.M.S. Locomotive

the track is taken up for cleaning and re-

newal, and is relaid on a different plan, thus
providing variety and interest on Track

in order to give improved train services

Scenic effects are

having a road air

the Branch
and a

canal as part of the complete layout. Mem-
bers are constructing a large terminal

A Debate has
The Respective

station engine
been arranged to
Advantages of 'O' and 00' Gauges for Model

The Stamp
revived in con j unction

Philatelic

been
School

Milligan,

Wincham Hall, Northwich.
-

Lkatherhead. \ feature of

s, and plans are

being made for iurther

out-of-door activities,

cy-

last session was a two

including
cling and swimming
The secretary would
also be pleased to hear
from any -London club

with a view to arrang-

ing a cricket match.
There is still room for

more members. Secre-

tary: A
Walker,

H \ JLdm

Oakmead
Road, Balham, London,
s.w.

WAN (KlDDE R-

minster) . — T he
Branch track has been

stud

has been increased, and
obsolete rolling stock

Track opera-
retions have

sumed, and
are settling down to the
use of the new layout.

track
which proved very pop

1 1 lar . Special services

were run on a
track main line, with
six locomotives, each
train representing a

ous express. Other
meetings have

been devoted to ordin-

ary timetable running.
Secretary: L. G. Lam-

Fir
Tree lid., Leatherhead

.

in

of

Formation
The following new

Branches of theHornby
any are

at present in process of

formation, and any

On Games Evenings
darts and table tennis

secretary would be very F«=<

from enthusiasts in the dis

The Hornby Train Section of the Sulton Valence M.C., with Mr. A. G. Freeman, Leader, photographed during a

special Meccano and Hornby Train Week, when visitors were invited to special demonstrations, C Austin^sccretarg

is second from the right, and H. Horn who is in charge of the Hornby Train Section,

by courtesy of the "Kent Messenger."
is fifth from the left.

r

boys who are interested

and desirous of linking

up with this

organisation

The
hear

and to

enrol them. Secretary: A. D. Hamblin, Black
Bull Hotel, Swan Street, Kidderminster.

Elmside (Exeter).—Track operations

continue with the usual vigour. Regular
services are maintained for both passengers

isand goods, and the general efficiency

well maintained. Frequent "driving tests

in connection with the control of trains are

held, and the control of the large volume
of traffic exercises the ingenuity of members
to the utmost. Dinky Toys Warships have

Nights. An electric signalling system has
been installed, in which a bell rings to give

warning of the aooroach of trains. Visits of

_ points on L.M.S.R. and L.N.E.R
main lines are made by car, and at Don-
caster members saw L.N.E.R. locomotive
No. 4497 "Golden Ptwer," one of the blue

"Pacifies." Secretary: W. B. Hutchinson,
35, Linden Avenue, Sheffield, 8.

Barnard Castle School,—On re-as-

communicate with the
names and addresses are given

<ENham Hart. 50j Kent I I (.use

Birmingham
kenham, Kent.

' - . _

Brittain, 412, Stockfield

Road, South Yardley, Birmingham
Birmingham—

G

113, Oxford

sembling for the present term it was
discovered that Branch resources had been
increased, several members bringing new

motives, rolling stock and other*

been introduced, and mock
a

is provided
diversion. A race across the

Atlantic was staged between Dinky Toys
giant liners. r movements govern-

Meccano revolving indicator.

J. T. Fenwick, 45, Calthorpe
Exeter.

Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
continue to be interesting. New-

are re

N ights

ves

mm
y seen in service, heading s

"77/*? Irish Mail," "Tlie

material. A good track was laid down and
operated with great success at regular

meetings. Members have discussed possible

improvements in the layout and in running
operations. It is hoped to hold a Visitor's

in the near future. The Chairman gave
an interesting Lecture on various types of

locomotives. Secretarv: K. R. Southern,
Barnard Castle School, Barnard Castle.

Lostock Gralam.—The track has been
electrified, It is modified from time to time

Road, Acocks Green, Birmingham, 22
Brighton—N. A. Levick, "Northview,'

Shoreham Road, Ports

BirLKiNGTOK—R. Tarlirig. "Wridan, ,,

eaton Road, Bulkington, Kr. Nuneaton
C. Brindle, 183 HighCradley Heath

Street, Cradley Heath,
Leeds—R.Nunwick, 6, Park Gate Crescent,

Guiseley, Leeds.

Liverpool— I). Cail, 6, Beach Bank,

•er, 5, Rusk in

Waterloo, Liverpool.

Saltburn-by-Sea—P.
Avenue, Saltburn-by-Sea.

Southampton—F. W. T. Davies, 42, West
End Road, Bitternc, Southampton.

St. Annes-on- A J. T. Howe, 86, Clifton

Drive South, St. Annes-on-Sea.

'

A
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Join the Hornby Rait*
wav 'Company- and
become eligible for

lite competitions an-
ttaiatittrrf on this page.

D
pnnn an interesting locomotive problem

a
D
a
a

Join theHornby Rail- Q
ray Compan* c»w f~j

//;tf competitions aw* !=!

nnnnnDncDx
On each of the four British Railways there are classes

-

of locomotives that each other in

external detail. The engines of these classes have special

features of design, perhaps of a minor kind, that enable

to dis-

ctween

of the six illustrations, and with these as guides >crs

are asked to the to the engines
ong. In addition to the class, competitors are required

to name the owning company of each locomotive, to give

the

tinguish

ge-

them, however. An
example of this is

theprov

"Royal Scot"

the L.M.S. These
are almost identical

m
sign,

1have
smaller boilers than

Scots."

ail

H.R.C. members
will be able to think

of other locomotive

classes with similar

general
semblances.

re-
and

erences m cer-

tain
•

is

and it

some

tnent, and to specify

the feature or
features that led to

the recognition of

the

rented.

To the com
tor in of

two sections, Home
and Overseas, who

in most
accurate solution,

Hornby Train
or any pro-

by Meccano
to the value of 21//
wi 1

1

award e
.

to the senders

two entries

of

of

next in ord

these that our con-

this month is concerned. The illustration on this

shows portions of six well-known British loco-

could at first

class

motives. Each of the engines

glance be taken for one of ano
railway, but for some special

"place" it. At least one of these features is shown on each
ures that

to the value of 15/
an< 1 1 0/6 respective-

ly. In the case of a tie, neatness and general presentation
will be the deciding factors.

Entries should be marked "H.R.C. May Locomotive
and posted to reach Headquarters, Meccano

Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, on or before 31st May.
The closing date for the Overseas section is 31st Aucrust

Railway ic Contest

No.
Last month saw the opemn

i. _m- mm mm
of our

summer series of Photographic Contests,

in members are asked to
photographs of any railway subject. This
month we announce the second of these

con For the beneiit of new members
we repeat that there are no restrictions in

but the
-

regard to the
actual exposure must have been made by
the competitor hims The developing

prizes of photographic material if desired
or any products manufactured by Meccano
Ltd., to the respective values of 21/
and 10/6 will be awarded to the senders of
the best photographs submitted in each
section. Unsuccessful entries will be return-
ed provided that a stamped
envelope of sufficient size is enclosed. It
should be noted, however, that entries
gaining awards become the property
.Meccano Ltd., and will not be returned*

Pm

and printing may be the work of a pro-
fessional. A short description of the subject
of the photograph should be given on the 3

back of each print submitted, together with
the competitor's name, H.R.C. membership
number and full postal address
petitors may send in as many prints as
they desire, but no competitor can
more than one prize in one contest. Entries
will be judged on their railway interest as

well as their pictorial value and technical

merit.

The contest will be divided as usual into

two sections, Home and Overseas, anil

Envelopes containing prints should be
clearly marked "H.R.C. Photo Contest No.
.j"

b
in the top left hand corner, and should

e to reach 3

1

Meccano Ltd., BinoS Road,
at

13,

J.
B.

not later than 3 1st Mav. The closing date for

win

c Overseas section is 31st August. Com-
petitors will be well advised to make a
care f u

I

of the closing dates of the
as entries received late cannot be

passed on to the judges. Members
also take care to ensure that their name
and address are clearly written on each
photograph submitted, as numbers of
entries are still sent in each month which do
not bear the .sender's name and address.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

February "Loco Faces Contest,
,,—First: D. Coakham

, Upper Ralhmines, Dublin, I.F.S. Second: C. E.
yford (6039), Bovey Tracey, Devon. Third: C.

Dicker (55679), Burgess Hill, Sussex,
uses: K. Costain (5108), Bolton, Lanes,; L,

Slater (49094), Cosham, Portsmouth, Hants.;
Mim.sk (47648), Liversedge, Yorks.; J. L. Makik

AUestree, Derby; T. M. Charltok (47059),
Doncaster, Yorks.; K. J. Fishkr (45472), Bourne-
mouth, Hants.

February "Articles Suggestions Contest."—First:
M. Hoskins (16653), Exeter, Devon. Second: E. C.
Peart (50953), Hotlinwood, Oldham. Third: R. A.
Briars (53902), Newbury, Berks. Consolation Prises:
L. J. Slater (49094), Cosham, Portsmouth, Hants.;
\". Nowne (51350). West Crovdon, Surrey; F. H. C.

y (54891 ), Dunbar, E. Lothian; W. Whitaker
(44565), Southgate, Hornsea. E. Yorks.

OVERSEAS
November "Photo Voting Contest."—First: A. R.

Baco.n (38242), Bycula, Bombay, India. Second: E.
Kewnhy (49052), Natal, South Africa. Third: J.
Fabrie (30032), Maastricht, Holland. Consolation
Prizes: F. L, Bingen (28995), Maastricht, Holland;
D. Mvkisok (37642), Buenos Aires. South America;
H- Bennett (11)615), Auckland, S.W.I, New Zealand:
L. Johnson (53248), New South Wales, Australia;
W. S. Eagle (31779), Bveulla. Bombay, India.
November "Layout Planning Contest"—First: R.

MvauKGH (37538), Capo Province, South Africa
Second: L. A. S. Johnson (53248), New South Wales
Australia. T
South America.

bird: D. Murison (37642), Buenos Airt^.
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5 Hayri
5 Honduras .,.
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5 Hong Kong
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20 Holland
20 Hungary ...

10 India
5 Indo China
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4 Iraq...

5 Ireland
10 Japan
5 Jamaica
I „ Jub.
3 .. Cor.

««*
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3d.
2d,
5d.

THE it
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if
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-^m

This wonderful offer of 33 differen
FREE!

c stamps include* a genuinely flown high value stamp depicting the
huge airship which crashed so tragically at Lakehurst. U.S.A. Other Airmail stamps depict a .Mono-
plane, a targe Biplane, and Airmtin -

" :— »-'- **"' * -* ~ -

rm

m v*

»*t

•» ••

*..

• - •

+ #*

I i

5d.

2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.

... 5d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
1/*

immediately*

•••

«*»

«#*

u, , „ .
. . . t , _ .

'n flying kit. There arc stamps from Philippines, Swiss, and Bohemia
unused Colonial from the Soudan, Canadians, and Australasians. Finally, pictorial issues tiara

"
Tchcou and Niger Coast. As the supplies of the "Zcpp" stamps are very limited, write imn

Send 2d. postage, requesting approvals.

& TOWNSEND LTD. (Dept. M.M.)
(Stamp collections purchased Jot prompt cash,}

•

* LIVERPOOL
__.

'* # *

J, RUSSELL,
23. SHANKUN DRIVE. WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

WONDERFUL 1938 OFFER
ISSUES AND NOVELTIES20 NEW

G. P

Including ANDORRA (new). Belgium, Canada. Denmark. FRENCH E0UA
TORIAL AFRICA (pictorial). GRENADA (King George VI), GREECE (Bull
vaulting scene). Juito Slavia, KELANTAN (Sultan Ismail). M0ZAMBI0UE
CO. (Giraffe). MOROCCO AGENCIES (King George VI. already obsolete).

etc. 1 will send this collection absolutely free to all stamp
collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 4d.).

KEEF, WILLINGDON, EASTBOURNE, ENGLAND,

PACKET
This marvellous packet is offered under cost as an advertisement, 45 different .

Stamps each with a ship on it. A regular armada. KOUANG-TCrlEOU. new, SENEGAL Af
(Canoe), wonderful flotilla of caravels from DENMARK (complete set}, NEW^*
c5Lv?i?s

N,A
iiei

K
r
R
«
A
J!!Si-

a
«2

ecM^ 7 S B,J.HIJunka us
,
ua
i
ly /SMLV 10d" triwdad & tooago, Mauritius, kenya-tan-

i\V, l
A
i SEHfJWM.1?^ U -S 'AK B - GUIANA. set ot 8. AFRICA, GREECE. POLAND. IND0-CHINA, FRENCH

WALLIS & FUTUNA ISLANDS, etc. Price 4id,. postage lid. (abroad 3d. extra}. Purchasers of this packet asking
for approvals receive FREE set of 3 SPAIN (Columbus, each with his ship on it). Senders of addresses of stamp
collector? receive FREE set of 6 VENEZUELA or 6 PERSIA, 100 BRITISH COLONIALS 1/-. 20 AIRP0ST Gd

6 TRIANGULARS 7d.. 50 PERSIA 4K 9 POLAND New Pictorials 8d.. VOLUMES OF B.O.P. ^t,\P

OCEANIA.

. WATKINS (M. Dept.), Granville Road, BARNET
THE FIRSTSTAMP Ever Issued
(British 1840 Penny Black) (or P.O. 3/G! Ic is Kuaran-
teed genuine in every respect. Its companion stamp
(1840, 2d- blue) for si further 5f9 (cat, 17/6)1 Other
"Classics** which every Collector should have are the
Caps of Good Hose Triangulars; we offer Id. rose feat.

40M for 12/6; 4d, blue (cat. 15M for 5/-: ind 1/* green
(cat. 75M at 22/6. Superb approvals of any country
against approved English References or a deposit.

Full Lists Free,
MORRIS & CO. (Dept. M). Norwood. London, S.E.19.

ON THOUSAND STAMPS
ON APPROVAL

From which you may select any 100 for 3)V

This selection is not made up of the very commonest
varieties but contains stamps catalogued

or more. {I do not sell less than
at

100.)

1/

A returnable deposit of £1 is required from overseas
applicants

H. HARDY. "Hoylsnd." Potter Helgham. Norfolk

MANY RARE STAMPS have been found by purchaser*
of The "DIAMOND" Packet, which contains approx.
1.000 UNS0RTED STAMPS from Convents abroad.
1 pkt. 1/6, 3 pkts. 3/9, 5 nkts. 6/-. All post free inland.
(Postage to Colonics >d. per pkt. extra, S. Africa and
Foreign 6d. per pkt. extra. Places on Empire Airmail
Route U- per pkt. extra.) Beware of imitations.

O* NERUSH
(DEPT. "A"). 68. TURNPIKE LANE. LONDON. N.8.

FOREIGN SETS
8 Greece 1927 pictorials. 6 Greece 1937 pictorials

FRENCH COLONIALS
A set of 5 unused (1—10c.) each of

unused* 10 Italy, Founding of Rome, 12 Jugo*S.avm
1926 teat. 2/-J. 4 Siam, ex-King. 4 Mozambique 1937

pictorials, unused, 2 Roumania 1936 Air, 3 U.S.A.
Army, 3 U.S.A. Navy. All at 3d. each. The lot for 2/*.

Postage
Extra

Colonies: Algeria. French Equatorial Africa, French
Morocco. Reunion and Senegal, 25 unused stamps
in all, sent free to all genuine applicants tor approv-

COLONIAL
5 Canada 1935. 5 Canada 1M7, including Corona-
tions. 3 Ceylon pictorials. 4 Kenya 1935. 3 New-
foundland 1929. 4 Newfoundland 1932. 5 Malaya

at 3d.
Id

1935. 3 Barbados 1925. 2 India, Jubilee.

each. The lor for 2f-

R. D. HARRISON ROYDON WAR Mention
Meccano Magazine

A ZOO
Yci a real Zoo including Beasts, Reptiles, Birds,
Serpents. Fishes and Sea Monsters, which is yours
for the asking. Not alive, of course, but all depicted
on stamps in this wonderful collection of INDIA
(Elephants); CHINA (Drawn}; AUSTRALIA (Koolca-

ra); triangular LIBERIA {Hornbilll; NORWAY
(Lion); NEW ZEALAND (Pied Fantail and non-flying
Kiwi birds); TURKEY (Wolf): HUNGARY (Eagle); BAR-
BADOS (Sea Horses); BELGIUM (Lionl; ALGERIA
(Camel): MALAY (Tiger); MADAGASCAR (Zebus);

W. AUST. (Swan); MAURITANIA (Comets); AFRICA
(Springbok); CALEDONIA (Stav..; NEWFOUNDLAND
(Cod): ST. PIERRE & MI0UEL0N (Dog]; NYASSA
(Giraffe); GUATEMALA (Parrot); CAMER00NS
(Cattle), etc. All these can be yours FREE by sending
2d. stamps (abroad 6d.), and requesting one of our
famous *Grey* booklets of stamps on approval.

SPECIAL OFFER:
Great Britain 1840 Id. Blacks at 4f- each only.

WINDSOR STAMP CO.
(Dept. M], 59, Leo Road, Blackheath, S.E.3.

•F * * L. MORE BARGAINS <
T
.

11 MOROCCO K.E. VIII. complete mint ...

5 NYASALAND K.G. VI. Pict. mint id.—3d.

113
II-

G SEYCHELLES K.G. VI, Pict. mint 2c—ZOc. ... 1 0d.
7 MALTA K.G. VI. Pict. mint id.—3d. ... ... 1/3
3 COOKS—Coronation USED on Rcgd. Cover 1/4

to genuine approval applicants enclosing
2d. for post—6 MONGOLIA (set Cat, 3/4.)

ABSOLUTELY
ana*

HOLIDAYS: 15th—23th May.
I I a

STAMPS! Pictorial, Colonial. Triangula i\ etc. 50
different Colonials free to applicants iot Approval
Sheets. C. Stroud, 30, Kcndar Av., Epiom, Surrey.

GENUIN BARGAIN
75 Different Foreign and Colonial Stamps selected

from Collections presented to Hospital. Send 6d,

and addressed envelope (unstamped) to:

SECRETARY.

IBIS
T. R. HUGHES (P.T.S.X

COTTAGE.' AMERSHAM, BUCKS.

THREE JUBILEE FREE to applicants for Jd. approvals
Cox, 14. Broadmead Av., Worcester Park.

*V

Stimps on approval from jd, upwards. Good value
given. Rogers, K\ Watlmj: Street, E.C4-

FREE, British Colonials including Coronations to
applicant* for approvals, sending 2d, postage. Good
value* Thornley. 21, The Avenue* Clayton, Bradford*

STAMPS OTHERS HAVEN'T GOT
TWO FREE PACKETS including BRITISH COLONIALS.
3d. JAMAICA PICTORIAL & OBSOLETE MALTA to
Applicants sending lid. postage for Approvals (Core,
Triang., Airmails, etc.) from 4d. No stamps sent abroad.
E. F. HILL(U). 37.TEMPLE GARDENS. LONDON.' N.W.1 1.

1. 100 all different. 2 Indian Silver Jubilees
1 Mozambique Triangular Air Mail.

2. Greece 1937. Set of 6 Classic Pictorials.
3. Kenya 1935. Set of 5 large Pictorials to 20c.
4. U.S.A. 1936. Set of 6 Army and Navy.
Any ONE of the above gifts to applicants requestins
my low-priced approvals containing stamps from id.
Liberal discount is also Riven. Let me know your

wants, and send 2d, for postage.
C. A. RUSH. B.P.A.. J.P.S., P.T.S:.

38. Queen's Avenue. Whetstone, N.20

FREE
SIX MINT

BRITISH COLONIALS

Memorial Hospital Hall. Woolwich. L0NB0N. S.E.I 8.

REAL VALUE FOR MONEY?
Whether you spend one shilling or one pound with
me your collection will grow more m qutnttty and
quality than you thought poitible. That's the Test]

Common or rare approval* All Countries.
CAMPBELL, HALDON AVENUE, TEIGNMOUTH

To introduce my approval hook service of Briti
Colonials, priced from Id- each less 25% dkcoum, I

am presenting free this excellent packet of Mint
Stamps, containing Cayman Islands Pictorial. Egypt
Air, Grenada K.G.Vl, Brunei, R Borneo, Kenya
Pictorial to all genuine approval applicants who

enclose lid* for postage.
Eric J, Watts. 184, Northampto n Road, Well ingborough,

I AM STILL OFFERING 50% DISCOUNT to introduce
my Super Pictorial Approvali. Valuable free gift offer.
L. Connelly, Sowood, Stainland, Halifax,

STAMPS. Diipostng pri vate collcctiion. Six Greece
Claries andSixRounaania Airroappro # applicantfiiend-
mg Ud. Dtwes. 12^, The Grove, Addlestone, Surrey.

PLEASE MENTION THE "M.M."
WHEN WRITINQ TO

1

w
MINT

different (8 Crown Colonies and 4 of the scarce Dominion issues). This
representative lot or the most historical set ever issued sent for V* only
(including postage) to all serious applicants for our Famous Westminster
Blue Books containing pictoriali, Jubilees Coronations. Stamps you will

be proud to own.

WESTMINST STAMP BANK CHAMBERS.
32a, STRAND, LO DON W.C2

*
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ITALIAN ART AND MUSIC CENTENARIES

4

marks
music.

ONE of the most interesting of recent Italian stamp series

a group of centenaries of famous figures in Italian art and
The series consists of 10 stamps, which between them commemorate
five great personalities, Giotto, Leopardi, Pergolesi. Spontini and
Stradivari. There are five different designs, and an
illustration of each of these appears on this

works werefirst

In 1819 he pr
shed when he
a series of great

was only 16 years of age.
to Italv. He was a

fW
most romantic figure ul the five is Antonio

Stradivari (1644-1737), the greatest violin-maker the
world has known, who on the 20c. and 2 L 55 stamps is

shown sitting in his workshop at Cremona, applying the
finishing touches to one of his creations. It was from
these finis liing touches particularly from some

of the varnish he used that Stradivari's
instruments derived their amazing perfection of tone.

The secret of the varnish died
with him and has since defied
discovery by all the experts
who have tried to find it.

Small wonder then that the
dream of every violinist's life

is to possess a "Strad
r '

r come
now

the mar
and then command very

prices.

The 30c. and 75c. stamps show a bust of
the musician Giovanni

great admirer of the works of Dante, and many of his greatest
poems were in praise of the early master. Leopardi's portrait, in

fact, was one of those chosen for inclusion in the Dante
Alighieri Society commemorative series of stamps
issued by Italy in 1932, and appeared on the 50c,
value of that issue.

This series serves the interesting purpose of directing
attention to the splendid range of portraits of famous
figures of music and art to be found on stamps. There
is not space to deal in detail with such a portrait gallery
this month, but those of our readers who are interested
in these directions would find it a very fascinatin
pursuit to seek to up a

Pergolesi's ea
career of un
death at the a^e of 26 was one

tragedies the
music has known

,

olesi (1710-

c promised a
d brilliance, and his

complete portrait gallery in

eir own favourite
To take music as an example,

almost all the famous com-
posers of bygone days are
represented. The earliest com-
poser we can find is Heinrich

Schutz (1585-1672) who is often referred
to as the "father of German music/* He
is shown on the 6 pf. of the German
Musicians series of 1935. The same series

portraits of Bach (1685-1750),
on the 12 . stamp, and of Handel (1685

of

world
Gasparo Spontini, whose

portrait is shown on the 10c. and 1 L 75 values, also
was a us musician, Spontini was born in 1774 and
died in 1851, and although there is no doubt that this is

the Spontini to whom the stamps pay honour, it is a
little difficult to reconcile these dates with the inserip-
*;~« "Centenario di Spontini'* on the stamps!

on of a cobbler and his parents
him,

Spontini was
intcnued him for the priesthood. Music
however, and so brilliant was his career that he became
Director of the Italian Opera House at Milan at the age
of 36. He had a stormy jerament. and
following disputes he gave up the appointment, only to
resume it in 1814. Six years later he again resigned and
went to settle in bcrlin. Later still he moved on to

1759), composer of the
oratorio"Messiah" on the 25pf

Bach also apriears on
pf. of Germany's 1926

issue, from which series a portrait of Beethoven (1770-
1827) can also be obtained.
Austria provides another portrait of Beethoven

on the 7£ kr. value of the )922 Musicians series. This
set featured seven different famous Austrian com-

2£ kr„ Haydn; 10 kr.,Ofposers, the other six

Schubert; 25 lu\, Bruckner; 50 kr., Johann
and lOOkr., Wolf.
A portrait of Liszt (1811-1886), the great Hungarian

musician, appears on the 20 f. value of Hungary's
1932 series. Faderewski, the great pianist and composer,
who ame the first President of his native Poland——

»

is >een on the 15 f. value of Poland's I HI 9 series, and

Paris, where he composed "La Vestale" a work that is con-
sidered by many to be his greatest achievement.

Giotto (1267-1337), shown on the 1 L25 and 2 L 75 stamps, was
a painter and his greatest works were mural pieces and altar decora-
tions, depicting the life and miracles of St. Francis, that
are to be found in various Italian cathedrals. He broke
completely away from tradition and his work possessed
such character and force that he is often described as

If

Poland also
on a 40 gT. stamp issued

eric Chopin (1809-
1927. Other portraits

that come to mind are those of Smetana (1825- 1SS4) and Dvorak
(1841-1904), -

Czecho-Slo \
r

whom were wn o II

1934.
issued

If it

i p

the first great human IV of painting/'
Several stories are told of his skill. One is that his

first inclinations toward art were shown by his drawing
" *"~ :j

- of one of his
'~ J- 1—'- - r — -- -a

-

s

rock
on a smooth

a sharp stone. Another relates how, when
Bened ict XI

him 'with a commission,
with one sweep

such simple beauty
no further demonstration.

fifth portrait

. shown

proof of his skill before

up his

letter

desired

-1

Leopardi is known as "the
stvl e. He showed

Leopardi
50c. values.

poet of perfect
brilliance and his

is desired to enlarge the collection to include
all stamps having musical associations,
becomes exceedingly wide. Typical material
natu re

series

legends

be the Austrian (1926) and German
from the Nibelungshowing

and from the operas that Wagner
on those legends, including "Tannhauser" "The

Flying Dutchman,' 1

"Rhinegold
Valkyries/' "Sieg

m re

17

and «#

.

on e German set.

nr*T
The Masiers ingers

t

and Isolde

»p

• »

are

Another side line to the collection would be the
inclusion of stamps featuring pieces of music, or having
direct associations with famous songs. Among such items
that come to mind immediately are Brazil's Carlos Gomes
centenary issue of 1936, the design of the 7UU r. value of

f

theW
Brazilian national song

the opening bars of "// Guarany,
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THE S.G. APPROVAL SHEETS
pletely revised and are now even

being com-
than

before! They are
variety and qua

finest the world for

and therefore the cheapest! It

always pays to get the best, so write now for appro-

val sheets of the countries you are interested in.

The Sheets are arranged in Catalogue order in countries,

so you won't be sent sheets of countries you don't collect it you

ask tor what you want- There are also special sheets of Air Stamps
li

i \

&*'
t Hm

i.

THESE
NEW 1938
ALBUM AND

MMf|
'

••"^ STAMP SET LISTS
More than half motorists in

*-. vvor id cars on

are sent FREE!

STANLEY
Dept. S.15,

GIBBONS LIMITED
y

are now running

containing Ethyl fluid. Sales last

11.250.000,000 gallons!

Strand, LONDON W.C.2
ANGLO-AMERTCAN OIL COMPANY. LTD.. 36. QUEEN ANNE'S GATE. LONDON. S.W.I

PUBLICITY!
This month, I am cftfering no free ^ift, as I am
concentrating primarily on the medium and
more advanced collector* I offer them superb

selections of Colonials and/or recent foreign. Prices are generally from
about 2d, to II-, less a small discount. If you specialise, let me know your
favourite colony or country* You will be satisfied, I can assure you*

Please include postage*

G, K1NGSMILL, APPROVAL DEPT. (2), NEW BARNET, HERTS.

IMPROVED
THE 11MYSTICrt PACKET

ooo UNKNOWN
UN- iS< Ai,
UNSORTED

(over 200 diff. guaranteed.}

-

FREE! EXHIBITION
BRUSSELS 1896 EXHIBITIONS, etc.,

perforation gau^c. Request approvals,

sent abroad. A. R. DICKIE (Dcpt. M).

containing 50 different stamps,
includtns ANTWERP 1894 and
mounrs, duplicate book, and

Enclose 2d. postage. No approvals
23, Wmscomhc Crescent. Ealing. W.5.

Stamps on paper, etc., just as received from Convents, Missions, Banks, etc.

Guaranteed unpicked. Chance of a FIND in every lot. Send to-day for your
3 for 4/3. 6 tor 8/-. Abroad, extra postapc. FREE!

Also FR
treasure hunt to*morrow
25 Br. Cols, including CORONATIONS, to Approval applicants.

EXCHANGE. Enclose ptge. Overseas 3d. Dealers Supplied,

ASTLEY &. CO. (M.2) r NEWBOLDS, WOLVERHAMPTON

THE WONDER PACKET Ask for my approval sheets and new lists and enclose lid. postage and I will send you the
' following packet absolutely FREE—50 FINE STAMPS including new IVORY COAST, a handsome

stamp, two CORONATION COLONIALS, BRAZIL airpost (curious looking stamp), GREEK, Red Cross. DENMARK (SILVER JUBILEE). 2 new POLISH
Pictorial* (find, 2 NEW ZEALAND (Zoological Pictorials, new). PALESTINE, etc, STAMP BARGAINS. 10 Persia 3d., 10 Peru 4d.. 100 different British

Colonials U-, 6 Triangular 7d.. 1.000 different 3/L1, 45 Coronation (one from each Crown Colony] 5/-, 20 Brazil lOd. My new large list of 700

Bargains, post free lid. Send addresses of stamp-collecting friends and receive 6 Venezuela or 3 tchang. H. C. WATKINS (M. Dent.), GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET.

MECCANO
OIL

Before commencing to oper-

ate a Meccano model, or to run

a Hornby Train, all gcarj and
bearings
thorou

OIL

ihould be oiled

with Meccano Lubrl-

Thls oil If specially

and Is

for

of

the

racing
prepared
consistency
Price per bottle 6d.

Meccano Ltd., Binni Road,

the right

purpose.

l.ly*rf%no| I]

MECCANO
Meccano enamel has been

Introduced to enable model-
rvlcke

ENAMEL

_ ^ers to convert
parts to colour or to touch up
coloured parts should such
treatment become necessary

through mishandling* It

available Jn red, blue or

green, each colour being

identical in shade with the

enamels used In the Meccano
Meccano parts,

Is

OIL CAN No 2
(

11 l¥

Type)

la

Polished
.

Every Meccano and Hornby Train enthusiast

should add a miniature **K
M type oil can to his

equipment for the purpose of oiling Meccano
models* Hornby Trains, etc. The oil is ejected

drop by drop by depressing the valve, as in the
full-sized model, and in all other respects the

oiler Is perfect. Price 3/6

«

Stands for HORNBY SPEED

and RACING BOATS

Meccano
i

Blnna Road, Liverpool 13.

WHENWRITINGTO ADVERTISERS
Renders are urged to observe the following points

when writing to advertisers:

2

Factory for spraying
Price per tin 8d.

Meccano Ltd., Binni Road, Liverpool 13*

Mention the "M-M." and any special reference

number Quoted in the advertisement. This helps

the advertisers to give prompt attention.

See that the full amount of the price and .my

postage is included. It is unfair to expect adver-

tisers to fulfil their undertakings promptly if short

remittances are sent.

GIVE YOUR FULL ADDRESS.
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

MECCANO MAGAZINE. BinnsRd.. LIVERPOOL 13

Every owner of a Hornby Speed or

Racing Boat who prides himself on
taking care of his model should obtain a

Hornby Boat Stand on which to place

his boat when it is not in use. The
Stands are available in the following

sizes: No. 1 for 1 Speed Boats;

3.

No. 1R for No. 1 Racer; Ho. 2 for No. 2

Boat and No. 2 Racer; No. 3 for

Nos. 3, ^ and 5 Speed Boats and No. 3

Racer. They can be obtained from any

Meccano dealer price 9d. each (any size).

MECCANO LTD., Binns Road, Liverpool 13
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King George V! Colonial Issues

This month we illustrate further speci-
mens from the new King George VI Colonial
issues, the most interesting" of the new de-
sign s

*
s, the Gibraltar 2d, value

Stamp Voting Contest Results

Readers who took part in the
Voting Contest announced in our issue for

December last will be interested to see the
results of the voting and to compare

Australia's Koala Stamp

One of the most
issues of recent years is the 4d

Australian
ue, issued

in i

showing a view of Victoria Gardens and the
North Side of the famous rock.
Nine new have been added to

complete the British Honduras scries to
which reference was made in our article last

month. We illustrate the lc. value, showing
a group of Maya figures. The other designs
are as follows: 2c, chicle tapping. Chicle is

them with their own entries.

In the Home Section the final order of
popularity was as follows: Mo. 5, No. 2, No.
10. No. 1,'No. 7, No. 4 r No, 8. No. 3. No. 6,

No. 9. In the Overseas Section the results of
voting were rather different, the final

<>rder being as follows: No, 2, Nos. 1 and 10
equal, No. 7, No. 5, Nos. 3 and 4
Nos. 8 and 9 equal, No. 6.

In the Overseas Section no com
succeeded in giving a completely accurate

Ihistraiing the popular Koala.
This is Australia's only native bear, and its

decidedly amusing
appearance and
novel characteris-
tics have made it a
great favourite
with children.

The design of the
the

forecast of this order, and the prizes were
as follows: ] and G. 1 urghaw a

(Claremont, S. Africa); 2. P. Shirtlirf

(Westport, N.Z.); 3 R. Holloway (Hawera.
X.Z.)\ 4. H. B. Horwitz (Ottawa). Consola-

(Christehurch,
rbury).

in the Home Section were

tion Prizes:

The awa

princj ingredient in chewing gum:
IGc, mahogany logs in river; 15c, Sergeants

boat;

i

announced in the February issue.

• Glasgow Empire Exhibition

Readers who visit he Kmoire Exhibition

fellin

scene in chicle industry;
Court House, Belize; §2,
mahiigan $5, King

George VI and badge of Colony.
this issue, it hasFollowing

been announced that the stamps
bearing the head of King George
V are to be withdrawn from cir-

culation and demonetised on
31st May.

St. Vincent has issued a com-
e of 11 with

five designs. The allegorical de
sign shown here feat u ring the

which opens at Bellahouston
Park

,

Glasgow, this month
should make a point of visiting

G.P.O. Pavilion, where the
Office's permanent stamp

exhibit will be on view
exhibit, which has hern shown
previously in places as far apart
as Mt-lbourn New
York and Vienna, contain* a

most fascinating range of phila-
telic material tracing the
of British postage stamps

<« nv Black"
modern times.

figures of Peace and J ustice, is an adapta-
tion of the Colony's badge and is used for

seven of the new
signs show views in the colony
lfd., Kingstown and Fort Charlott
Young's Island and Port Duvcrnette;
bathing beach at
Park. stown.

Victoria

itius, which also has issued a series of
1 1 values, has retained the old type King's
Plead design, with the substitution of the

of King George VI,
Both Basutoland and Bechuanaland have

retained their respective single pictorial de-
signs for their new issues, with of course

substitution of the new King's p
The Swaziland Protectorate also has re-

tamed the main features of the single pic-
torial design issued during the reign of King
George V. In addition to the substitution of
the portrait of King George VI, however,
the name labels that previously flanked the
Crown immediately above the King's head
have been omitted, and the word ''Swazi-
land now in

"Protectorate*'
below the portrait

place of the w
m a panel tmmedia

This display will not be the only item in

the G.P.O. pavilion, of course. There will be
a host of other exhibits de-
picting the full range of ac-
tivities of the British Post

i n a
stamp
K o a 1 a
characteristic pose,

for it lives in Ire

and ventures to the
mround only on rare

occasions. On those occasions, if approached,
it will scramble very quickly up another tree
to safety. Its diet consists principally of the
new shoots ami leaves of the gum tree.

Balkan Entente Commemoratlves

The recent formation of an alliance

between Greece, Jugoslavia, Rumania and
Turkey is being celebrated in those coun-
tries by the

i s s u e o f

i a I

4

illus-

trate here the
M

in ( i v e e c e

and Rumania.
They provide

a most re-

markable
example of how two d liferent stamp de-

signers, employing identical material and
laying it out in the same way, can
widely differing eilects.

Careful examination of the two stamps
will show that they are identical in all their

Office. Stamp collecting

readers would find this ex-
hibit alone sufficient attrac-
tion to justify a visit to this

gr Exhibition.

Stamps of the Empire
T. Todd. (Nelson. 3/6)

Anyone who attempts a
comprehensive survey of the
stamps of the British Empire in the confines
of a 200-page book is deserving of en-

be known

features
ii

except the word
on the

Rumanian stamp, but omit-
ted from the Greek issue.

The main feature of both
stamps is the yrotip of shields

bearing the arms of the four
countries. In the Greek
mp

u ppernt
the arms are

while in the
the

coura w w
to many of our readers as the Editor of
I I The Stamp Magazine,
interes*

together a

need a very

mass

in which he has broug
of interesting historical

facts and anecdotes concerning almost
every ing stamp Km piie

The whole makes up into a
vol u rue

young stamp collectors.

will appeal to all

Rumanian stamp,
Rumanian arms take pride

of place,

Belgian Parcel Post Issue

Railway enthusiasts among our readers
will be specially interested in the illustration

here of the design for a new Belgian series of

stamps. The winged wheel and
simple piece of steel rail create a singularly

". Noteeffective, impression of gr

the posthorn in the bottom left corner.

We thank Stanley Gibbons LhL for their courtesy in
hatting the stamps frmn which the illustrations for our
stamp pages have been maaa.
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Scenes Set in
By E. J. Burrell

Stages

ONE of the most fascinating hobbies in the world is the eon-
_ struction of puppet theatres. These give splendid opportunities

for design and constructional work, and when they are finished
it is great fun to perform plays in them, suiting the movements
of the tiny figures to the action
and words of suitable plays. The
owners of such theatres often
write their own plays or versions

of well-known stories, as well as

produce them, and a mi
theatre also lends itself well to
lighting and scenic effects of all

s.

The illustrations on this page
show front and back views of a

theatre constructed bv
C. V. Heap, Buckhurst Hill,

Essex. Mr. Heap actually owned
his first puppet theatre when he
was about 10 years old, and at
the age of 14 he and his brother
designed a model for themselves,
basing it on experience they had
gained with earlier and rather

flimsy toys. They were given a
little assistance from the local

nter in building the frarne-

work, and the theatre they then
constructed is still used by Mr.

plays that he
uces with the

4£ in. in height, with joints loose enough to give them
sufficient movement. For special purposes extra wires are attached
to the arms or legs of certain puppets, so that their limbs can be
moved separately, and others are made with very loose joints so

that with proper handling they
can be made to dance.

Effective lighting plays a great
part in the
plays. The

of the
are of

are

various colours, and are fitted

with 4-volt bulbs supplied with
current from the mains through
a transformer. The lam
controlled from a switc

ind the stage, on which are
variable resistances to allow
fading, and a mains switch by
means of which all the lamps in

circuit can be switched on sud-
v. There is a small board
w the stage for the control

of the footlights, and a spare
*

M

writes

sole assistance of Mrs. Heap. Everything about the theatre is

home made, and Mr. Heap now has puppet characters and proper-
ties for five complete plays of 12 scenes each. He writes the
dialogue, makes and paints the scenery and other properties,
and dresses the characters. He and his wife work

faiiy grotto that forms the conclusion of a transformation scene m the puppet theatre
of Mr. C; V, Heap that is described in the accompanying article.

switch is provided for special

lights required in certain scenes,

such as those needed to give a
glow to the summit of a volcano
that forms part of the scenery
in one of Mr. Heap's plays.

The lighting arrangements are
particularly valuable in devising
transformation scenes. One of

and speak the lines, and incidental music of a suitable character
for the plays is provided by means of gramophone records.
Mr. Heap's theatre can be

ed in a suitable room in about two
hours

these begins as an open stretch of the sea bed, with a dark cavern
in which lurks an octopus—once a harmless

_

m
white glove!—that is duly vanquished by the diver hero after a
terrible fight. Various small changes are made as the scene pro-
gresses, and finally a glittering lattice closes in from top and sides

to the scene in our upper illustration, in

which a magic pearl is discovered. In this scene dim green lighting

rtainseen a green gauze cu

the necessary back stage
sectioned oft bv means of

curtains hung on a special frame-
work of litfht cane. stage is

about 3 ft. wide and 2 ft. 6 in. high,

with a depth front to back of 3 ft.

The actual front opening measures
2 ft. by 1 ft, 6 in. Scenes are set on
sliding stages that normally are on
a level with a fixed front section,

^d$Q

but in the upper illustration on
this page the sliding stage has been
raised slightly so that its

shows as a dark line.

There are six of these stages,

are made of plywood and
rigidly battened, with slots on
each side to take the scenery.
When a play is being presented the
scenes are set on them in advance.
so that they can be slipped eom-
Elete into the main framework
_:om one side or the other. This
method allows rapid changes to be
made, the most elaborate ones

is gradually built up to full white,
with i fal ni;i-;ic pearl itself lighting

up its golden shell.

Splendid effects are obtained by
Mr. Heap by careful timing of the
movements of his simple puppets.

example of this is given
"The Queen of Hearts;* Mr, Heap's
latest pantomime, in which there
are 22 named characters; some of

the principals have three or four

of costume, so that al-

together 50 puppets are called for.

In one scene the hero is about to

leave by stage eoach on a snowy
Christmas Eve. The coach comes
on and farewells are spoken just

as the snow begins to fall, and the
curtain drops at the very last

moment as the hero turns to enter
the With more elaborate
arrangements he could have been

Mr. Heap setting up the sl;ige tor a performance of his luteal play. The "actors'"
are hung up at the side In readiness for their cues.

shown to

but the precision

occupying only the time required to play about half of a 10-inch
gramophone record.

Mr. Heap does not believe in very elaborate stage effects, for
he thinks that these may defeat their own ends by drawing atten
tion to themselves instead of the story. For this reason most of

during the last few moments and
careful timing of the curtain brin

the puppets are moved by only one wire, which is fixed firmly
at the back of their heads. They are made from small cheap dolls
that are pulled to pieces and remade in good pro

the scene to a far more effective close on the last spoken words
than if it ended with a mechanical movement, however ingenious,

in

Colour lighting adds greatly to the effectiveness of many scenes,

Mr. Heap if he could fade direct from one colourand I

to another without dimming. He explained that he had con-
thi but that need for it could be avoided

by properly planning his effects.

>
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* A CRICKET VOTING CONTEST—ENGLAND'S
The outstanding feature of the cricket season that has

TEST XI

just will be the presence of the Australians,
holders of the mythical "Ashes/
The English team selectors have
no easy task in trying to find a
team good enough to win those

M
back for England, Most

of our readers are as keenly in-

in the choice of the
English team as the selectors

themselves, and probably
m as good a job of

Well, here is a
allinviting

thev c

it themselves,

chance, for we are

our readers to nominate an
English team to meet the
tralians in the first Test Match
at Nottingham commencing on

xes

4. b-

10th

15/
will be awarded to

earns most

June.

10/6 and 5/
readers

w
with the

to represent England.
Between now and the closing

date, readers should study care-

fully the form and claims of

all the possible members of

the

be
The selectors

In the event of more than one competitor giving the
the prizes will be awarded to the entries

showing the neatest or most
novel 1o 1

1

Entries for this contest must
be addressed ''Test XI Contest,

Meccano Magazine, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13," and must arrive

not later

petitors

note of this date, which is a few
days in advance of the usual
time.

m
May. Corn-

speciala

of our Overseas
readers are keenly interested in

this Test series, there will be an
Overseas Section to this contest

in contestants are

to select the English team for

the fifth

mence at

Match, to corn-

Oval,
•

>

closing

be 30th

on 20th August. The
this section will

except for Aus-
New Zealand com-

1 1 1 e
__-

season's form and readers should
The Problem, A charming picture by Mr.

in the 1937 Photo
J. R. Tottlc, Taunton, submitted
Contests.

m

petitors for whom the
date will be 31st August.

Overseas competitors should
take care to send in their selec-

tion in
-

study the early season form of all the likely players.

pos
time, for entries

the
has been announced will be disqualified.

Photo Contest
&s announced in the April "M.M,," we

a photographic contest each

simple, and are

holding
month throughout this summer. The con-

s of the competitions are exception

-

to make it

possible for every reader to take part. The
only requirements are that the exposure
must have been made by the competitor

" and each print must bear a title,

month's entries will be divided into
sections, A for readers aged 16 and

over, B for those under 16, and prizes of
Meccano pro .-. or photographic material,
as chosen by the winners, to the value of
21/- and 10/6 will be awarded in each
section.

Entries to this month's competition
should be addressed "May Photo Contest,
Meccano Magazine, Binns Road, Liverpool
13," and must arrive not later than 31st
May. Overseas closing date, 31st August.
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Competition Closing Dates

*

»

* #

4 *

*li ...

* * «

HOME
Test XI Voting Contest
May Photo Contest...

OVERSEAS
"Animalesques" Contest
February Drawing Contest. -

March Drawing Contest „
March Crossword Puzzle
"Golfwords" Contest
April Photo Contest
Test XI Voting Contest ..,

Test XI Voting Contest ,„
(Australia and New Zealand only]

May Photo Contest,..

« ** »

f«i

ft ft ft

** *

28th May
3lst May

31st May
31st May
30th June
30th June
30tb July
30th July
3 th J uly

31st August
31st August

Watch the Closing Dates:
Competitors,

particularly re
Cif the closing

In

both Home and Overseas, are
nested to make a careful note
ates of the competitions.

sending entries to competitions that are
divided into age groups, competitors should
take particular care to mark their ages dearly
on the back of the entry, It is not sufficient
merely to indicate the age group, as ape allow-
ances are given to ensure equality of opportunity
for the younger competitors.

a*
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COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

**Fcbruary Drawing'* Contest*— First Prizes: Sectioa
A f F. Mills (Kearsley); Section B

f G. Whalley
(Nottingham). Second Prizes: Section A, F, C Bent
(Disley); Section B, J, Laikg (Dunstable).

"February Animalesques" Contest—L J. W. Beidg-
ment (Hunstanton)- 2 + A, L. Davies (London). 3. R, W.
Muneo fMotherwell). 4. T, J.

"March Crtstword
(New Barnet); 2.

Maude (Leeds);

Puzzle" Contest
C. J, Lynch (Cliflon, York); 3, B.
4. M, CorhaCk (Liverpool 14).

_

"March Drawing" Contest.— First Prizes: Section A,
C. Bowles (Grimsby); Section S, LI Dukkdem
(Nelson); Second Prize* Section A, J, E. Bueley
(liirminghtin, 6); Section B, J. Laikg (Dunstable).

i
1 . R* J*

OVERSEAS
'November Hidden Proverbs" ContesL-

(Vaneouver). 2, -N. Thomson (Capetown);

J. A. Rodriguez (Montreal); 4- B, E. Harrisoh
(Victoria); Consolation Prize: E* Kkwney (Natal)*

First Prizes: Section
B. B. J.

3.

"November Drawing" Contest—
A f S. D. Kurlawalla (Bombay); Section
Dicxisov (Dtinedin); Second Prizes: Section A, Miss V.

Galea (Valletta, Malta); Section B t T. P. Morris
(Salisbury, S. Africa).
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MISUNDERSTOOD
Convict: "When does the fun begin?'*

Warder: "Fun? What fun?"
Convict: "Well, the judge said I was to come hrcre

for the time of my life."
•-

Sandy had learned that a specialist he intended to

consult charged three guineas for the first visit and
visit• So he stalked con10/6 for each succeeding

fidently into the consulting room an* I hanged 10/6
on the table.

"Hello, doctor," he icviauv
am again!

11

"Well, well/ 1 said the specialist, as he

I

the

money, "just carry on with the same prescription as

before,"
#

Dral: "The general was
morning."

quite provoked this

Lance-corporal: '"What about?"
Corporal: "He received a letter marked fc

i*riva it-
p»

Dad: "You get more po<..ket*moncy in a week than
1 got in a month-"

Son: "Well, don't grumble to me about it. Go and
it out with grandfather/ 1

# m * *

Bones*. "Rastus, whv am vuh pamlin" de fence
so fast?"

Kastus: "Boh, I
p

se tryin 1 to do it before de paint
-. & * m

runs out!"
* * # *

"How did you become an aviator?"
"I began at the bottom and worked my way up,"

• * * *

Teachen l-
If you have ten shillings in one pocket and

fifteen in the other, what have you?"
1

Pupil: "The wrong trousers , sir."
* *

First Salesman: "What do vou sell?"

Second Salesman: "Salt"
First: "Whv, Vm a seller, too!"
Second: "Shake!"

* * * *

Teacher: "Whv were vou not at school yesterday.
Bobbie?"

Bobbie: ** Please, sir, I was convalescing."
Teacher: "Convalescing? What from?"
Bobbie: "Three apple dumplings and one of father's

rs.

Mother: "What are you looking for?'
4

Small Sou: "Nothing."

.

Mother: "You'll find it in the box where the
lates were."

Tommys "A cake of soap, please*"
Grocer: "Do you want it scented?"
Tommy: "No, 111 take it with aw."

* * *

clioco

NOT RE AT THE

Kastus: "Doesn't that mule ever kick you?"
Sam: "No. sah, but he frequently kicks de place

where Ah recently was."

i ALARMING
Bill Smith, country storekeeper, went to market to

stock of goods, The were forwarded
lately and arrived before Bill-

As his wife looked at the largest box she uttered a

piercing shriek. A neighbour, coming to her assistance*

asked what was the trouble.

Pale and trembling, Mrs, Smith pointed to the notice

on the box lid: "Bill Inside."

• • * »

Judge: "You stole no chickens?"
Stifcpei t: "No, sir."

Judge: "No geese?"
Suspect; ""No, sir.

Judge: "Any turkeys?"
Suspect: "No, sir *

Judge: "Case dismissed*
11

Suspect (grinning): "Judge. I sure was

ii

tt

scared you'd
say

• * •

A SLIGHT

Servant: 4lAnv of you n en fiot a dirty uniform?"
Private (hoping for new tunic): "Yes, -sergeant, look

at oie/*
Sergeant: "You'll do. Report to-morrow morning

dt 6.3(1 for coal shovelling!"

t *

Box Office Clerk: "Yes, sir, we have plenty of good
seats,"

Inquirer: "That's unfortunate*"
Box Office Clerk: "Why?**
Inquirer: "I wrote the play."

A man seeing the notice* "Iron Sinks" in a shop
window, went inside and said that lir was perfectly

aware thai "iron sinks." Alive to the ociiasfeijj the

epiir rrtaliat* cl: "Yes, J know, and time flies,

but wine vaults. Also sulphur Springs, jam rolls.

«rass slopes, music standi moonlight walks, rubber
tires, and the organ Stops."

-Quite true," agre-l the wag. "But you have
forgotten one Thing-"

"What's that?" asked the *hopkcu'pcr.
*i Marble busts," replied the visitor as he bowed

himself out "f the door*

Navvy; "I dug tins hole where 1 wa? told to, and the
r m

following ilav 1 put the earth back a> per instructions.

Jut it won't all fio back in. VVhat'II I lio?"1

Irish Foreman
one thing to do

(after conshleralioii): "There's only
vou'il have to di« the hole deeper.

* *

The foreman of an eleitriral repair *liop was inter-

viewing a l*oy applying for a job.

"Do you know anything about electrical apparatus?"
asked the foreman*

"Yes, was the reply/'
"What is an armature?" ask. -d the foremaft.

"A football playe? who doesn't get paid," replied

the boy;
* + • *

THIS MONTH'S HOWLER
Imports are ports far inland

MORE DETAILS WANTED
M
Diner (having altered his order for the third time):

I think, after all, I'd rather have cutlets, and make
them lean/

1

Fed-up W niter: "Yes, sir, lean which way, sir?"
* * *

: "I want to get into some business where I am
sure to get a foothold/ 1

pan: "That's easy. Become a chiropodist."
* * *

Schoolmaster: "If you do not improve, Smith, 1

will ask your father to call and see me."
Smith (a doctor's son): "I shouldn't do that, sir,

he charges half a guinea a visit™
* * * f

""Brown hasn't had a hair cut for 10 years,
"Me must be mad."
"No* only bald/ 1

lira: "When have elephants eight feet?"

Jim: *T11 buv it."

Tim; "When there are two of them."

* tt

* * * <

Tommy, Aged 14, set out to get a job. His first call

was at an engineering works*
"What can you do, sonny? 11

asasked the foreman*
"Anything," replied Tommy.
"Can you file smoke?" asked the foreman, thinking

to catch' the youngster.
"Yes, air/

1

replied Tommy, without hesitation.

"If youil grip it in a vice for me."
* 9 * *

"Your sou must be a very fast runner, George," snid

Farmer Brown to his foreman* "The newspapers say
that he fair burnt up the track at the sports meeting

that ho did, zur," replied the foreman. "1

arrived too late to see the lad race, and when I got
there tho track was nothing but cinders/

1

* * *

"U i he boss doesn't take back what he said, I'm
going to leave/'
"What did ho say?"
"He told me to take a week's notice/*

# *

**Now% sir
t

" thundered conns*
r doinu In th'-1 intiTiju/'

1, "tell the court what
vou wen* cluing

'I nrv.f ivtent there/ 1

retorted the witness in-

distantly* "I stayed in the house all evening."

Farmer: "So you've had some experience have yon?"
Youth: "Yes, sir."

Farmer: "Wrll, ort what side of a cow do vou sit

10 milk it?"

Youth; "The outside/'
• m

BROADCASTING

*

"What did the poor little dog do when you bad
bovs tied the cans to his tail?*'

"Oh, he just went broadcasting down the street."

»

e
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ANOTHER NEW TYRE

NEW

8H m

The Dunlop Sports has always been a popular
lyre with knowledgeable clubmen. Now it is

. Note these improvements.

TUBE

speed and longer life

giving minimum rolling resistance, higher

Bold side studs, giving better forward grip and i resistance to side-

shoulders, giving greater resistance to damage by concussion.

ASK FOR THE NEW DUNLOP SPORTS
P CF.H.

e more interest

economical
3 your

own

printing.

NOW

"How to do your own Developing/
"How to do GASLIGHT PRINT
ING." "How to do FLASHLIGHT,*
ENLARGING, etc.

A Trial Set of Chemicals for 1'7 including:
bottle of AZOL, to develop spools 3$X2 1.

•ox, tin ACID-FIXING, to make 30 to 60 ox. solution.

1 Packet M.-Q, Developer, sufficient to make 3 dozen

Address Utters

Gaslight Prints.

Dept.

i JOHNSON&SONS \Uit\ujacxuT\-i\s H E N
Cfidrniscj Ud. London. N*W.4

* I
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Although our standard tinplate fans are e acknowledged best of their class, we have felt that in order to do
..

*
T75 \

m J

** «N

,

justice to the speed and hauling power of our locomotives, especially "PRINCESS ELIZABETH" and E420 "ETON "

i drawn steel rail was essential. Our object was to produce the perfect miniature railway track, and we have
..chieved our arm in the new system of electric steel rails and points that we introduced recently. These rails are
of the very highest quality, yet are sold at reasonable prices. We are confident that they will give satisfaction,

v
Sfi

,*K
\ ,*r

V

»%

Many owners of Hornby Railways with finpfaf© rails

will want to add solid steel track to their layours. To
arable them to do this special Adapting Pieces am
available.

AP Adapting Pieces, pel box of six

only to Hornby Train

enthusiasts. The track

which are supplied with each

model

up by means of fishplates

V

IV
^^^L -^

K
jv

T mm •

a
QUALITY
CTRICELE

FEATURES
LID STEEL TRACK

1 t i

RAILS

oated

goo
required

urved

EB3*
EB3i

ELECTRIC STRAIGHT RAILS
Rails [Length 23 in.)

Straight Half Rails M,

Straight Quarter Rails

*•«

4«

**#

wn sreel secti
i
unc

*** f *i • **

revent ru ensu
<-- Irical

TSR Electrical Terminal for Solid Section

Rail
r

nmm

rcie EA3 Curved Rails

per pair 4d.
ELECTRIC CURVED RAILS

I"4
EA3J Curved Half Raits

** *

SLEEPERS, Pressed steel, of similar

design to th# steel sleeper* u»d on
aclual railways. Each steeper h pFarced
so that the track, can be screwed down
to a wood base.

fl4

#•• - . .

each 2'

8

Manufactured

MECCANO LIMITED
BINNS ROAD

LIVERPOOL

POINTS
great

merit sim

Left

i

pn
solid base, providing the
tble rigidity. Lever move*
and posilivo Right-hand

hand points available.
ELECTRIC POINTS. {Hand Operated)

Right-hand Points

Left-hand Points

1 i * * # *•**

FISHPLATES

each 8'

3

8'3

FP For joining up track mm » »ft . Price, doz 6d

>

i

.'

i

NELSON
driven. Length 26"

Complete Kit-Set for assembling

Made-up model ready to sail

25
36'

Husmr Models Kit-Sets enable you to build for yourself scale working models of famous ships
of H.M. Royal Navy and ihe Mercantile Marine. Kit-Set of H.M.S. NELSON (made-up
model illustrated here) contains over 100 part* and a detailed instruction sheet for assembling.
When built the model floats perfectly, is electrically propelled and answers to thr helm. Made-

up s
m
c Kir? crtiP*

cowp'e^ly equipped and ready for sailing are also available. Besides

r?'iv-£*
NELSON we can supply working models of the fallowing—H.M.S. Southampton.

R.M.S. Queen Mary, R.M.M.V. Stirling Castle, R.M.M.V. Athlone Castle. S.S. Orion, S.S.
Orcadcs and 55. Epsom Downs (Modem Cargo Vessel). The length of the models is from
23 upwards and they will run 2\ hours non-stop.

Write note for descriptions and priu list of models, sent free together with instruction
chart for building H.MS, Nelson,

HUGAR MODELS
SOUTH STREET,

aP

LIMITED
SURREY

•A \i\ "

YOU SCIENTISTS NEED YOUR OWN
Box 2

With Lett's Chemistry

carryyou can be

out real research. Who
new is-

coveries you may make?

Ask to help you

with your work. Tell him
I if jr*m I »

about Lott's Chemistiy

Sets, complete w rth

Experi-

chemicals

and

ments wn
Doctor of Science and

fully illustrated.

a

Prices 3'6, 5' /
* 12'6, IF- up to 105 /

WRITE for illustrated price lists of all Lou's
Products, including Electricity Sets and Chem-
istry Spares. The Real Apparatus and extra
supplies of chemicals will cnahlt you to keep

pace with your advancing knowUdjfa

The makers of the famous

LOTT'S BRICKS also

supply LODOMO,
TUDOR BLOCKS and

BUILDEC, rea ston *»

building sets that are splen-

did for a hundred uses, including your modef railway. Prices from 1'6 to

30'-. Ask your Toy Dealer or write to us (Dept. MM). Id. stamp on p.c,

1£d. stamp on letters, please.
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Ol TICAL CKAFTSMEN SINCE I7S6

your
snaps

with
choice

of

The Optical-finder Bessa
haa a unique trigger-release

mounted under the base-
board which springs into position
at a touch of the catch- It lets you
hold the camera
hands and take

m

It—

rocK-steady in both
the picture as you

see it—from eye-level. A special mask
Riven you the choice of 8 pictures

3J" x ii'\ or 16 ha If -size snaps on
standard film. Film-loading is as simple
as possible and a genuine VoietUnflttf
lens ensures splendid definition. See
this Bessa at your dealer's or write

opposite for full details and see how
inexpensive a really good camera

bet

The Optical-finder Bessa
comes* in ten models
ranging from £3,5*0, with
F/7.7 Voificar lens, to
£10J7AwithF/4-5Skopar
or Ff3.5 Volgtar lens in
Connpur-Rapid Shutter,

Ask your dealer jot details

< ;_ the RAXQE'PWDBR
/JESSA—the camera with
automatic focusing and a
host of other refinements*

Fmm £18X6,
SCHERING LTD,

(Voifttlander Dept, 7)

185-192. High Hoi born
London, W*C.l

*

* '

f*

OPTICAL-FINDER BESSA

OPTICAL CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1756
For

uild
•

own engine
Only a few hand tools required,

Stuart No. 10.

Completely machined set with full

instructions:

from 18/6 post free.

All oar lets from 5/- upwards, illustrated and
described In our No. 2 catalogue! 6d. post (ree.

72 pages fully illustrated,

STUART TURNER LTD
Henley-on-Thames

**
I

I

By Acromodels Ltd.

(F24rh full size)

We stock these splendid
models, the very finest

of their kind. The Kits are
absolutely complete* with

full instructions, while iha

finished models are really

excellent flyers.

few shillings

OM, Dick and Sam are the

envy of alt the other boys in

their Troop. No wonder
they ride Raleighs. Out in all

weather yet their cycles

always smart and

MODELS
From £4:16:6 cash
{Sturmcy* Archer 3-speed
gear J If. extras cash}*

Deferred Terms irom
/ down and 12 equalm

monthly payments
rem 913)* Sturmey*
reher 3~speed gear 2/1

extra* monthly* Dunlop
tyres. Terry or RateighlLycett special Aero Saddles
and the best of everything* Suitme:*-Archer self*

contained Dynoldmp {6+volt\ patent Lighting Unit
17/6 extra. Call at your nearest dealer for freecopy
of "The Book of the Raleigh." The Raleigh Cycle
Co* L*d*» Nottingham*

bright. That's because of

the extra heavy enamel-
ling and chromtunvplat-

ven the spokes of a

are chromium-
plated and treated by a

special process which
keeps them rustless and
untarnishablefbrall time.

And tlle

Raleigh design mak
exclusive

it

ever so m easier to

ride. Tell Dad youcanbuy
a Guarantee d-for-Ever
Raleigh for only a few
shillings down!

Prices
It

HAWKER "HIND/' wing span ISt". Price 6'-

"TIGER" or "LEOPARD
MOTH and MILES "MAGIS-
T£R," Complete Kir 3 '6,
HAWKER "FURY/' 4

Postage 6d, extra.

THE BOYS' ARCADIA
17, HOUGHTON ST., CLAYTON SQ.
LIVERPOOL 1 Tel. Royal 962

TH ALL ST E L I C Y L
INDIVIDUALLY PRODUCED

111 fht Ifurmey-Archer J-ipocd qeif gear that "makci cycllnq eaiv
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YOURS FOR
No. 1. FB.17. "RAILWAY THRILLS" "O" GAUGE FOLDER.

A post-card will bring this to

No. 2. TT.17. THE TWIN TRAIN BOOK.
Send 2d. for this!

No. 3. WB.17. WATERLINE BOOKLET OF MODEL SHIP SETS.
Id stamp will secure this for you!

No. 4. HOW TO BUILD A TRACTION ENGINE,
Booklar of useful "wrinkles" for the Model Maker. Costs you 3d

PERMANENT WAY.
Expertadvice on this important part ofiheModel Railway Hobby. Prfce2d.

ampton to deal with your
r_ _ *

No. 5

er we have an expert staff at

m enquiries, so n't hesitate to write to us!

NEW LIST
Readers who have? been waiting for our new
Stalionary Engine and Castings list will bo interested

to know if is now brought up-lo-date and reprinted

in two sections:

BpI* Stationary Engines, Boilers and finished Fittings.

B.2. Castings, Materials, Bolts, Nuts. Drawings and
Pahs.

Scale Model J" scale Traction Engine

each post free

BA
NORTHAMPTON LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W C.I

MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation St.

MADE
OF

QUALITY
Suppliers of Working Models to H.M.

The New Astra Guns Pro, Pat. 1266C37

and Rifles Fire

means

ORDINARY
Fi res e a R Gun w

CAPS
Loud Report

Beautifully Made, Strong, Reliable and Safe

These guns are toys and require NO LICENCE

PRICES: BARRELLED

SPORTING RIFLE

(as illustrated) 15'11

8'11
Complete with instructions and two dozen Harmless Bullets

HARMLESS BULLETS 1<- per six dozen

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL GOOD STORES AND TOYSHOPS
Write for latest illustrated lists* of interest w every hoy. Post free from

sole manufacturers and patentees
the

ASTRA LTD.
DOR SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12

SHEPHERDS 8USH 2472
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MADE IN ENGLAND BY ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON

I-

EB1

9j

liCR

* -»

# 4,

EPPL2

&
-* I

EDS1

EDSR2

GAUGE 0, li". HORNBY SERIES,
Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings are built for hard wear and for

smooth running.
There is practically no limit to the number of rail formations that

can be built with them. Their adaptability is well shown in the booklets
How Plan Railway" and "Hornby Layouts

gestions," both of which may be obtained from your dealer, price
3d., or from Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, price 4d.

A SELECTION OF RAILS, POINTS AND CROSSINGS
FOR ELECTRIC TRAINS

* * *EBl Straight rails

KB§ ,, half rails

EA2J Curved quarter rails

(2 ft. radius}

EA2 Curved rails (2 ft- radius)

EPPR2 Parallel points, right

hand

KDS1 Straight raits

track «*- * . . mm m | dn?.

+ - i EPSK2 Double symmetrical

« m m

points,
radius)

right-hand (2 ft.

...

EPPL2 Parallel points, left-

band ##*
per pair 7/

These points can be used with
cither I ft. or 2 ft. radius track.

EPR2 Right -hand points
(2 ft. radius)

EPL2 Left-hand points
(2 ft. radius)

EPRI Right-hand points (1

ft. radiu*)

EPL1 Left-hand points (1: t

radius)

EDSL2 Double symmetrical
points, left-hand £2 ft*

per nair 7/

racl j us) » « « * .

EDSKl Double symmetrica
points, right-band (1 ft.

radius) »m 9 m fc 4

r , * * m m

per pair 6/fi

« i it

EDSL1 Double symmetrical
points, left-hand
rad i us)

(1 ft,

pf>r pair /

»tr, »• ,-/

FOR CLOCKWORK TRAINS
Bl Straight rails

Al Curved rails (I ft, radius)

PR I Right-hand points (1 ft.

radius)

PL I Left-hand points {1 ft.

per doz CA2 Acute-angle crossings

(for 2 ft. radius track) «* fc each

pair 3/6 w * * *

radius) ••• »•• *

PPR2 Parallel points, right-")

hand
PPL2 Parallel points,

band
>prr pair 4/

i *

PR2 Right-band points (2 ft.

radius)
PL2 Left-hand poiats (2 ft,

radius)

per pair 3/6

These points can btt used for I

either I ft or 2 ft- radius trackJ
DC2 Curved raits, double

m m m track, 2 ft radius only
_

»i .

Ask your dealer for an illustrated ,>rice list

\ dor..

MECCANO LIMITED, Binns Road, Liverpool
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SEND AT

ONCE

MEGOW
BALSA MODEL AEROPLANES

REAL FLYERS
We are offering the finest American Kits of parts ever put on the

ane Builder and at the lowest price. Alt kitsmarket for ihe Mode!
include Balsa wood, Japanese tissue, wheels, pins, wire, elastic and

full-size Drawing with instructions.

Kits for 12" wing span Flying Models of the AERONCA, BOEING P12E,

CURTISS PURSUIT, HELL DIVER, LOCKHEED VEGA, MONOCOUPE,
NEWPORT, STINSON RELIANT, TAYLOR CUB, VULTEE VIA, WACO,

CURTISS FALCON, SOPWITH CAMEL, SPAD,

e lOd. Postage 3d.

Kits for 24" wing span Flying Models of the STINSON RELIANT, WACO
CUSTOM/MONOCOUPE, CONSOLIDATED P'30, FAIRCHILD, HAWKER

FIGHTER, CURTISS HAWK. RICHMAN & MERRILL'S VULTEE.

'-. Postage 6d,

SEND FOR BOND'S GENERAL CATALOGUE. PRICE 61: THIS ALSO WILL
INTEREST YOU AS ITS 200 PAGES LIST ALL THE GOODS WE STOCK.

J J

EUSTON ROAD LTD
f EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1

Phone EUSton 5441-2 Established 1

LOCOMOTIVES

•No, 1 Clockwork Tank

Locomotive

Reversing I* a Price 131-

_^_

!*•

*

Special

Tank Locomotive

Reversing i * fc Price 17/6

-
1

.

-*

•^ -H

-'

EM320 (20-voit) EM36
(6-volt) Electric Tank

Locomotive

ft** Price 17/

* *

>*PO

Yi*

•EPM16 Special Electric Tank

Locomotive, complete with

Speed and Reverse Controller

*:r

Reversing. Can be run from a

6-volt accumulator, or from A.C
mains through a Transformor-

Rect I fie Price 37 j

1 6

'Lettered and coloured to represent LMS, t G*W*R m * JLN*E.R*,
and $.R,

MECCANO LTD. BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13

Bar*.
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A Photograph of actual SKYBJRD models

The Aeroplane is a Westfand "Lysander"
built from a SKYBIRD constructional set.

price 4/6.
_

A.A. Gun and Crew
Trailer for A.A. Gun
Service Lorry with 2 figures

A.A. Gun Unit Display Set

Sound Locator Unit

* • »

* **

price 2/-
1/-
1/3
4/6
9d.

ft

9*

It

Electric Flood Lights for

Model Airports, each Light „ 6d
SKYBIRD Models make a most fascinating hobby
there is a complete range of accessories for making
War Scenes. Civil Airports or Modern Service

erodromes.

SKYBIRDS LATEST MODEL
THE iiHANNOVERANER tt

Constructive Set, price 2'6

Join the SKYBIRD LEAGUE
and

Moke Britain Alrmindod
There are over 10,000 modellers registered in the
SKYBIRD LEAGUE and a still greater number

who enjoy this fascinating hobby.

Send stamps 7<J. for a copy of AIR REVIEW, the
official organ of the SKYBIRD LEAGUE,

Write for FREE illustrated leaflet, Price
and Membership Form.

List

iiSKYBIRDS99

3, Aldermanbury Av., London, E.C»2

^m

BOYS. 10,000 American.
nets. Science, Aero, Mbjk&
Cat, 3d. G. A, Final. IS,

Mechanics* Models, Gad-
:ines. Books, Samples 2J6*

Nashlci^h Hill, Chcsham.

BUILD UP LABORATORY

Carr. Paid

THE PIECES OF APPARATUS MOST
FREQUENTLY REQUIRED ARE
INCLUDED IN THIS SET OF

FLASKS AND BEAKERS
FLASK, ROUND BOTTOM , ..125 C.C.
BEAKER, SPOUTED ... UO e.c.

FLASK, FLAT BOTTOM... 180 c.c.

FLASK, CONICAL.. . 350 c.c.

BRUSH FOR CLEANING.
Catalogue FREE on request.

Booklet of Tested Experiments, 6d. Post Fret.
V

(Scientific Dent. «). 80. High St..

Slik* Newlngttn. LMfta. HI.

*m 1 ;_#

Wis
I "•• 7 — ' .11 : _ I a - _I_k'

II mmr l

-:

limp;
1 *—

.

-

-:-&
+

' I:
l'--.

%1\\

r -

i

1 .- J
*

..

.

i

H>:

..: I

\

i
MP

Xi

vv
- *''*

i,a f

il

BAYONET
GAPPED or

STURMEY
ARCHER type.

Frosted ,..f/-

Clear ... lid.

-

1

. 7 * i r
""

i_i:

H «-<

» - r

1 * r

*.«*
- "

I

M.E.S. or
BOSCH type.
Frosted 7id,
Clear 7d. From

!o Shops or

post free direct.

Cat. Free. (MM.)

VITALITY BULBS
IMPERIAL '

RYLAND RD. LONDOK.NW5

Photographers

flUOt •
mm* *****

1AUI
* >

IM'J

Universal Developer

s prints, negatives, colour

I ides.s a sphotograph

Precise. Economical. Compact.

t/9 oer carton 41/ Photo. Deafer*
a a

Burroughs Wellcome a Co.
SNOW NlLi. BU1LDINCS, LONDON. E.C. 1

xx 7903 PYRICH1

THE WEBLEY SERVICE AIR RIFLE
*Q II CENSE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE

WHITE FOn
DESCRIPTIVE This ax l remet?

accurate and power*

ful Air Ride is ideal for

Target Praciico in Ihe garcten

or for axterminahng Rais and
similar vermin.

Calibre 22 or 177. With leafsryhT and pe^psighr.

Weblcyft Scott Ltd.,87.Weaman St.. BirmlnRham4

LOCOMOTIVE STOCK BOOK APPENDIX contains all

1937 Stock Alterations including Irish, revisions to
named Locomotives, and Locomotives of principal
Light Railways, Published by The R,C. &l T.S., 1/6
post free from R, T, Pollock, 102, Disraeli Road,
Putney, S.W.15. 1937 Locomotive Stock Book giving
classified locomotive Itscs as at 31/12136—2/6* The
two books 3/9,

ThicQnapA*5 set to 4 inv ^ s -c * anc* costs 8
l HiaopaUCpr month. The sum is the 50th of
£2G, the price of a whole page advertisemeut. Over
200,000 boys and parents read the "Meccano Magazine"

month. You can therefore reach this exclusive
|
public tr»r less than a half-penny a thousand*

BARGAIN OFFER
INSTRUMENT WIRE at Half Ordinary Prlcos
Double Cotton Covered.

104 tbs. 25 SWG 1/8 per lb.

125 lbs, 28 SWG 2/2 per lb

38 lbs. 30 SWG 2/7 par lb,

32 lbs. 32 SWG 3/2 per lb.

43 lbs. 34 SWG 3/9 per fb.

S2 lbs. 36 SWG 4/5 pm lb
:

Enamefled and DDC.
49 lbs. 30 SWG 3/4 per lb

Double Silk Covered.
37 lbs. 26 SWG 3/- per fb.

172 lbs. 28 SWG 3/3 per lb

72 lbs. 30 SWG 3/6 per lb

60 lbs. 32 SWG 4/- por lb.

56 lbs. 34 SWG 4/9 per lb.

70 lbs. 36 SWG 5/10 pr. lb.

39 lbs. 40 SWG 9/- per lb.

13 lbs. 42 SWG 11/3 per lb.
Pt09 6<i on all orders under 10'-. Reals free. Any quantity supplied.

Electric Aero Motor
r

Fit on* in your modal a*rop(on», also

vmry us#ful in Model Riilwty work.

L. WILKINSON, '"•

These miniature motors are
the smallest in Ihe world,
very powerful and work off

a small dry battery,

3-voIt model. Prrc* S#6
(weigh* I| oit.)

4-volt madcL Pric« 7#6
(weioht 3 on.)

Lower AriillscQjT.be Roii,
CrtfriM, tirriy*

XV

•

be

u o r d i n te

all your

i

What you put into your head while still

young decides what sort of a position you
will occupy later on. Brain, trained brain

is the power that wins a position of respon-
sibility and a good income. You must be
systematically trained in the work of yoxir

choice, and that, usually, is only possible

in spare time. "Tell me how a young man
spends his evening hours," a great industrial

leader has said, *'and I'll* tell you whether
1ie

*

neve or remain a sub
ordinate."

I *9

.

^The International Correspondence
Schools offer you the training you may need.

There is none better, none more convenient
for the student. It was the LC.S. that made
the postal method of instruction what it is

today, and the l.CS. remains the greatest

institution of its kind in the world.

LC.S. Courses cost no more than those oj

other reputable schools leaching by correspond

ence; indeed, in some cases they cost less. An
important consideration lies in the fact that all

l.C.S. instruction hooks and special textbooks

are supplied without extra charge. The students

of many postal concerns have to buy the books
chat often involving an expenditure

of several pounds.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR FREE BOOKLET
advice on any one or more of the

following subjects:

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
COMMERCIAL TRAINING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.
FRENCH AND SPANISH
GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE

EXAM
Technical. Professional. Civil Service. Matriculation.

JOURNALISM
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENG.
MINING
MOTOR ENGINEERING
PLUMBING
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SCIENTIFIC MG'MENT
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WORKS MANAGEMENT
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING

INATIONS

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings

Klrti«w«y, London, W.C.2
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READERSF SALES
Readers should note that ail advertisements of Hornby

Trains ami other Meccano products included ift this

column relate to items tio longer featured in the catalogue.

Advertisements of current products cannot be accepted

for tins column.

is tOAdvertiser, retired professional man, is open
purchase several stamp collectio&s, large loose lo.fs or
small dealer's stock. Chiefly iuterested in British
Colonials and U.S.A. Common kuropean oot desired*
Bank and Solicit' us' references.—Collector, Hoilins
Chambers, 64a r Bridge Street, Manchester.

Wireless Experimenter's Clearance: Lisseo 2-valve
Speaker Set, 13/6. Burgoyne 3-valve Speaker Set, 19/6.
Burgoyne 5- valve Portable, 29/6, All perfect. Carriage
paid,—63, Avenue Approach, Bury St, Edmunds.

Sale. Stuart "One-One" Engine, Unused. Cost £l.

accept 10/-% Also 3-cyL Engine and Boiler, 7/
Covries, 3, Church Road, Gourl hurst, Kent*

Built up
Take 15/- or nearest.
Boston.

Chemistry Set, Total cost about 50/-.
—Pen i man, Roseher y Avenue,

Over £7 worth.
English, 33, Caledon

Three
Road,

Bed-G&e$a i

Motors, Send for list.

Parkstone, Dorset.

No, 7 Meccano Outfit, Red-Green, in enamelled
linet, in new condition* Cost £"22/ 10/-. Will accept

R. L. lloult, Belmont, Menston, Nr.

\W, Kake
£12,

Sale. Webley Mark 1 Air Pistol, 13/6.
Lane, Easthani, Wirral.

Birif^oscope Cinematograph and Screen. Cost 27/6.
Take 15/
shire,

A. Halliday, Beuhar, Harthill,

"World of Wonder," unbound; "M,M.V 1982-1936
inclusive. Excellent. Offers?—Seddon, 172, Widmore
Road, Bromley.

Sale, Collection 2/266 Foreign Stamps (catalogued
over £15), S-G. 1936 World Catalogue, and thousands
of unsortad stamps, £2 the lot.—P. Hamilton, "Hert-
ford," Southdown* Koad, Hate, Cheshire*

Sale. 25/- Bowman Steam Engine. Just recondition*
ed. 15/6 Large Bogie Coach* Both Gauge U> Both 20/-,
or separate.— Payne, 39, Kevell Road, Kingston,

A good pair of Ice Skates and Boots, size 8, £1.

—

Gales, 12, Barclay Road, Croydon.

Sale. £4 worth Meccano (Red, Green, Nickel). £2 or
near offer.—Solesbury, 8, Hillington Oarden^,
Cardiuiald, Glasgow* •

LINES BROS. GYRO-CYCLE
Our advertisers, Lines Bros. Ltd,, ask us to

express their regret to our readers for any mis-

understanding caused by the error in' their

advertisement in the "ALM in which
the price of their new novelty Gyro-Cycle was
shown as 7/6 instead of 5/
We are sure that few* readers regretted the

error, li w<*ul<] hi* a tatht-i [ilr^saut surpiisr.: 10

be asked to pay only two-thirds of the anti* ijuiled

price.

CAMPIN
for REAL

Enjoyable

Inexpensive

Join the increasing army of people who realise

that the quietness, fresh air and exercise of canoe-

ing and camping give them real health and fitness.

TWO-SEATER CANOES from £5 15 s.

Write for /re* lists to Dcpu M.E.I.

OLD BRIDGE STREET, HAMPTON WICK, MIDDX.

Adjoin Im Kingston Bridge Open Evenings and Week-ends

I
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Liners,

Send 3d. for specimen postcard and our Illustrated

Lists of over 1,150 different real photographs of
Freighters, etc., 2d, each. 2/* per dozen,

postage free. Photographs of new vessels include:
^Monster*" "Delsme," "City of Pretoria,

11 "Deliua if

"Kilkenny*
"Ciftassia." B. & A. FEILDEN (M.MJ.
12. Harlech Road, Blundeltsands. Liverpool. 23. Eng.

pi
Leinster,'

44Cyprian Prince
•

and

(Trade Enquiries Invited.

1

SHIPS & AEROPLANES
PHOTOGRAPHS: 3,000 SUBJECTS.
Over 54,000 postcards in stock.

Send Ad, for list and specimen card (stating section?,

\U. PHOTOGRAPHS postcard size) 3d. each.

2{6 per dez. {post free.]

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS CO.
(D»pt. Ml, COOPER'S BUILDINGS, LIVERPOOL, I.

MMECCANO MAGAZINE
SPRING BACK BINDER

iff

There Is no better way of keeping your Maga*
zlnej clean and tidy

than by binding them
in one of the special

binders we supply.

These binders have
strong stiff backs,
covered with black
Imitation leather, taste*.

fully tooted, and are
lettered in gold. The
large binder holds 12

price 3/6
The small

holds 6

nes
post free.

binder
Magazines

pose
276

Meccano Ltd., Binns Rd., Liverpool 13

CINEMATOCRAPHS "«''"»•''»
from 37/6

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
Standard Size only. Write for Catalogue, posi

free. Film and Catalogue 1/- and 2/8.

Filmerles Co.. 57. Lancaster Rd.. Leytonstone. E.11

Small Power Petrol Motors, i h.p. Petrol Motor Cast-

ings 9/9. Baby Aero Seta 519, Dynamos, Boat Fitting*,

etc. Catalogue 3d. Butlers. Littleover, Derby.

BE TALL
r Height increased

in 14 days or money
back! 3-5 inches rapidly

gained* Amasmg Complete Course sent for 5/-

P.O„or details free. Write Stabbing System.
Dapt. M. 28. Dam Read, Lendtn. NJ.l

Registered d* G*P~Q* t London, for transmission hy
Canadian Magazine Pmt

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES
Liverpool 13, England.

Telegrams: "Meccano, Liverpool.

"

..

.

Publication Date. The 'M/.M/' is published on
the 1st of each month and may be orderrd from any
Areecano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,

6d. p^r copy. It will be mailed direct from
this office, 4/- for itfx issues and 8/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors. The Editor will consider articles

and photographs of general Interest and payment will

be made for those published* Whilst every care will

be taken of articles, etc*, submitted! the Editor cannot
accept responsibility for any loss or damage. A
stamped addressed envelope of the requisite size should
be sent where the contribution is to be returned II

unacceptable.

Readers 1 Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
(i.e., not trade) are charged Id, per word, minimum !/-«

Cash with order* Editorial and Advertising matters
should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average seven
words to the line) f or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines

to the Inch)* Cash with order.

\ andDisplay, Quotations for space
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early in

the month aa possible tor insertion in following

We usually close for press on or before 6th of each
month for following issue. Half-tone blocks up to

100 screen*

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when possible

for Space bookings of not less than half-au-inch.

Voucher copies, Sent free to advertisers booking
one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers

should add 8d. to their remittance and should order

voucher copy at same
Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should bo

made payable to Meccano Ltd*

Ordering the "M.M," Overseas
Readers Overseas and in foreign countries may

order the "Meccano Magazine" from regular Meccano
dealers or direct from this ollice, Ihe price and
subscription rates are as above, except in the cases of

Australia, where the price is 1/2 per copy (postage

extra), and the subscription rates 8/- for six months
and 16/- for 12 mouths (post free), Canada, where
the price is 10c. per copy, and the subscription rales

65c. for si* months, and $1.25 for 12 months (post paid).

The U.S.A . price is 15c. por copy, and the subscription

$1 and %2 for 6 and 12 mouth a respectively

ipost free).

Overseas readers are reminded that the prices

shown throughout the "A/.il/.
M

are those relating to

the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. Current

Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed

free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies.

Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained

direct from the firms concerned.

CANADA: Meccano Ltd., 187- IS9, Church St., Toronto

UNITED STATES: Meccano Co, of America lric,
(

New Haven, Conn., Meccano Co. of America
Inc., 200, Fifth Av.

f
New York.

AUSTRALIA: Messrs. E. G. Page & Co.,

52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

NEW ZEALAND: Models United, Third, Floor,

Paykel's Buildings, 9 S Anzac Avenue (P-O

Box 129), Auckland, CI.

SOUTH AFRICA: Mr. A. K. Harris (P.O. Box 1199),

142, Market Street, Johannesburg,

DELAYED ANNOUNCEMENT
n

TORiNTHIAN-SOCCER'' is e?

stratedatHarrod DeptJandSelfridges

(Games DeptJ. Meccano readers may play

matches,etc.,on request. Details lor June/July

e announced in the next issue.

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for

target practice.

J
No license required to purchase.

Senior 45'-, Mark 1 32'6.

JuniorZl'-, Webley Air Rifle

Writefor List. Webley & Scott Ltd.,

| 87, Weaman St., Birmingham, Eng.
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Electric Models Electric Models

EM120 [20-volf} or EMI© (6-volt^

ELECTRIC

(20-voft) or

{non-reversing).

(6-volt) Locomo-

EO20 (20-volt) Locomotive

EO20 120-volfl ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVE

Clockwork Models

E220 (20-vori) SPECIAL

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTfVE

E220 (20-voli):

matic reversing)

Price 8/6

jrrstng).

Prke 1 9/-

ial Locomotive (auto*

Price 38/6

No, O "SILVER LINK"
LOCOMOTIVE No. 1 SPECIAL LOCOMOTIVE No. 2 SPECIAL TANK

LOCOMOT,VE

Clockwork Models

No. O "Silver Link" (non-reversing)

Price 3/6
No. 1 Special Locomotive (reversing).

Price 1 7/6

No. 2 Special Tank Locomotive (reversing).

Price 2 1 /-

PRODUCT OF

MECCANO LIMITED PINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13
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